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PREFACE 

I HAVE wrinen this short account of Indian 
Thought and its Development in the hope that 

it may help people in Europe to become bener ac¬ 
quainted than they are at present with the ideas it 
stands for and the great personalities in whom these 
ideas are embodied. 

To gain an insight into Indian thought, and to 
analyse it and discuss our differences, must necessarily 
make European thought clearer and richer. 

If we really want to understand the thought of 
India we must get clear about the problems It has to 
face and bow it deals with them. What we have to 
do is to set forth and explain the process of develop¬ 
ment h has passed through from the time of the 
Vedic hymns down to the present day. 

I am fully conscious of the difficulty of describing 
definite lines of development in a phffosophy which 
possesses in so remarkable a degree the will and the 
ability not to perceive contrasts as such, and allows 
ideas of heterogeneous character to subsist aide by 
side and even brings them into connection with each 
other. But I believe that we, the people of the West, 
shall only rightly comprehend what Indian thought 
really is and what is its significance for the thought of 
all mankind, if we succeed in gaining an insight into 
its processes. 

Like every European who studies Indian philo¬ 
sophy, I am deeply indebted to the scholars who have 
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publuhed the texts and been responsible for the 
fundamental work of research. 

I am specially grateful to Professor Moriz 
Wintemitz of Pr^ue, not only for what 1 have learnt 
from bis great work on Indian Literature, but also 
because be has allowed me a share in the wealth of 
his knowledge by giving me a fund of information in 
response to my questions. 

I have also found it a great advantage to have 
been able to discuss the problems of Indian thought 
with my friend Mr C. F. Andrews. 

I found Romain Roltand's penetrating studies on 
Rimakrishpa and Vivekflnanda very inspiring. And 
I have to thank my friend Mr A. B. Ashby for 
valuable help in connection with the English edition. 

Indian thought has greatly attracted me since in 
my youth I first became acquainted with it through 
reading the works of Arthur Schopenhauer. From 
the very beginning I was convinced that all thought 
is really concerned with the great problem of how 
mao can attain to spiritual imion wi^ infinite Being. 
My attention was drawn to Indian thought because 
it it busied with this problem and because by its 
nanire it is mysticism. What I liked about it also 
wss that Indian ethics are concoYied with the be¬ 
haviour of man to all living beings and not merely 
with his attitude to his fellow-man and to humsm 
society. 

But the closer my acquaintance with the docu¬ 
ments of Indian thought the more I was assailed by 
doubts as to whether the view made familiar to us 
Europeans by the works of Arthur Schopenhauer, 
Paul Deussen and others—the view namely that 
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Indian thought is conrtpletely governed by the Idea of 
world and life negation—is right. I was compelled 
to admit the fact that world and life affirmation is 
present at the back of this thought from the very 
dawn of its history, and that the existence and inter¬ 
fusion within it of world and life negation and world 
and life affirmation constitute its special character¬ 
istic and determine its development. 

I am not merely describing the thought of India, 
but at the same time I am making a critical examina¬ 
tion of it. So far as I can discover, no real discussion 
of the essential differences between Indian and 
Western thought has been previously undertaken. 
Western thinkers either abandon Western thought as 
did Schopenhauer, Deussen and others, and substi¬ 
tute for it the Indian way of thinking which they have 
apprehended as pure world and life negation, or with 
a complete lack of comprehension reject it as if it 
were something strange and permanently alien. 

Nor has any really far-going endeavour been made 
from the Indian side to understand our thought, 
which with its immensely varied philosophical systems 
looks to an Indian like a volcanic landscape. 

But there cannot be a total divergence of thought. 
There are two great fundamental problems common 
to alt thought: (i) the problem of world and life 
affirmation and world and life negation, and (a) the 
problem of ethics and the relations between ethics 
and these two forms of man's spiritual attitude to 

Being. 
Just as I endeavour to understand and gauge 

Western thought from the standpoint of these two 
fundamental problems, so now with Indian thought. 
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PerhAps those who have grown up within the 
sphere of Indian thought will find it difficult to re¬ 
concile themselves to the purely critical nature of my 
investigation. I ask their pardon in advance. As 
with Western thought, so now with Indian thought 
my aim is to examine which ideas are in natural 
juxtaposition and which are merely, as it were, sol¬ 
dered on to each other. The highest honour one can 
show to a system of thought is to test it ruthlessly 
with a view to discovering how much truth it con- 
tairw, just as steel is assayed to try its strength. My 
feeling for the profundity of Indian thought and my 
consciousness of inner relationship to its great repre- 
senuthres both in antiquity and in the present day 
also find expression in this book. 

What may also give offence to Indian readers is 
my opinion that world and life negation in itself is 
void ethia and that the Ahiipsi commandment 
owed its origin not to a feeling of pity, but to the idea 
of keeping pure from the world, and that it was only 
later that Ahupsl adopted the motive of compaasion. 
But whatever opinion one may form aa to the his¬ 
torical origin of this great ethical principle, it cannot 
detract from its importance. 

Tlw deliberate brevity of my treatise may give 
Mcasion to all kinds of misunderstanding. I had no 
intention of describing Indian philosophy in detail, 
but only wanted to show how it regards the great 
probittiu of life and how it undertakes to solve them. 
To bring this as clearly as possible into the light of 
day I drew my sketch with broad, firm lines. This is 
why anybody who is at home in Indian thought will 
miss so many details which in his eyes belong to the 
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ideas and thoughts concerned and specially character¬ 
ise and colour them. 

But I believe that such an account as this, which 
starts from the fundamental problems of thought and 
is strictly conhned to what is essential, is justified. 

Everyone who has worked In the same held knows 
how difficult it is to render into European words the 
exact meaning of the technical expressions of Indian 
philosophy. I use these expressions only when it is 
unavoidably necessary; elsewhere I try to express 
their meaning in ordinary words. 

Technical expressions are a danger for every 
system of philosophy, whether Indian or European. 
For they may become formulae which hinder the 
natural development of thought in the same way as 
ruts in a road hinder traffic. So to hnd out what are 
its real contents it is reasonable to test a system of 
thought by setting aside the expressions which it has 
coined for its own use and compelling it to speak in 
ordinary comprehensible language. 

It is delibmtely too that I have limited myself to 
Indian thought and have not also described Indian 
religious belief, although it is often difficult to de¬ 
fine a border-line between the two. I only take re¬ 
ligious faith into consideration in so far as it is 
manifestly governed by the problems of philosophy. 

Necessary ar>d interesting as they are in them¬ 
selves, all arguments from History are of only rela¬ 
tive importance where thought is concerned. When 
Western and Indian philosophy engage in disputa¬ 
tion, they must not contend in the spirit that aims at 
the one proving itself right in opposition to the other. 
Both are the guardians of v^uable treasures of 
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thought. But both must be moving along the path 
towards a way of thinking which shall pass be^nd 
all the differences of the historical past and eventually 
be shared in common by all mankind. The real 
significance <rf a disputation between Western and 
Indian thought lies in the fact that each becomes 
aware of what constitutes the inadequacy of both, 
and is thereby stimulated to turn in the direction of 

what is more complete. 
For there must indeed arise a philosophy pro¬ 

founder and more living than our own and endowed 
with greater spiritual and ethical force. In this 
terrible period through which mankind is passing, 
from the East and from the West we must all keep a 
look-out for the coming of this more perfect and more 
powerful form of thought which will conquer the 
hearts of individuals and compel whole peoples to 
acknowledge its sway. It is for this that we miut 

atrive. 
ALBERT SCHWEITZER 

CoxnACH (AiSACt) 

Oeuttr I93j 
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CHAPTER I 

WESTERN AND INDIAN THOUGHT 

WE know very little about any thoug:ht except 
our own, especially about Indian thought. The 

reason why it U so difficult to become familiar with 
this is that Indian thought in its very nature is so 
entirely different from our own because of the great 
part which the idea of what U called world and life 
negation * plays in it. Whereas our modem European 
world-view* (Weltanschauung), like that of Zwa- 
thustra and the Chinese thinkers, is on principle 

world and life affirming.* 
World and life affirmation consists in this: that 

man regards existence as he experiences it in himself 
and as it has developed in the world as something of 
value ptr se and accordingly strives to let it reach 
perfection in himself, whilst within his own sphere of 
influence he endeavours to preserve and to further it. 

World and life negation* on the other hand con¬ 
sists in his regarding existence as he experiences it in 
himself and as it is developed in the world as some¬ 
thing meaningless and sorrowful, and he resolves ac¬ 
cordingly (a) to bring life to a standstill in himself by 

* The m4<f ouut kcciMtocn UfOMlf to Uum aod ciiiukr fonw 
exptcnioo whicli more ucsntely represent the orifinel thon various 
words or psnphrsscs which micht bo ehoMct to suit the context 

[TnuMlaMr's oM.) 
B 
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mortifying his will*to-iive, and (J>) to renounce alt 
activity which aims at improvement of the conditions 
of life in this world. 

World and life affirmation unceasingly urges men 
to serve their fellows, society, the nation, mankind, 
and indeed all that lives, with their utmost will and in 
lively hope of realisable progress. World and life 
negation takes no interest in the world, but regards 
man’s life on earth either merely as a stage-play in 
which it is his duty to participate, or only as a puzsling 
pilgrimage through the land of Time to bis home in 
Eternity. 

People commonly speak of an optimistic and a 
pessimistic world-view. But these expressions do not 
define the distinction in its essential nature. What 
determines a man's world-view is not whether, ac¬ 
cording to his disposition, he takes things more or less 
lightly or whether he has been gifted with or denied 
the capacity to have confidence ; what is decisive is 
his inner attitude towards Being, his affirmation or 
negation of life. World-view consists in a determina¬ 
tion of the will. The question is not so much what 
man expects or does not expect from existence, but 
what use he aims at making of it. Naturally the 
attitude towards existence determined by the will can 
be influenced by a more optimistic or more pessi¬ 
mistic disposition just as it may be by favourable or 
unfavourable events. But it is not simply the result 
of that. The most profound world and life affirma¬ 
tion is that which has been bard won from an estimate 
of things unbiassed by illusion and even wrested from 
misfortune, whilst the roost profound world and life 
negation is that which is dev^opcd in theory in de- 
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spite of a naturally serene disposition and happy out* 
ward circumstances. 

The battle for world and life affirmation and world 
and life neg^ation must be constantly fought and won 
afresh. 

World and life affirmation is natural because it 
corresponds with the instinctive wilUto<live which is 
in us. World and life n^ation seems to us Euro* 
peans an unnatural and incomprehensible thing be¬ 
cause it contradicts this instinctive and intuitive force 
within us. 

The fundamental difference of world-view has 
nothing to do with difference of race. The Indian 
Aryans show an inclination to world and life n^i- 
don, the Iranian-Persian and the European Aryans 
lean to world and life affirmation. This difference of 
attitude had its origin in events, and these were re¬ 
flected in thought. 

This does not mean that Indian thought is com¬ 
pletely governed by world and life negation and o\irs 
by world and life affirmation. In the Upantshads 
there is also a certain element of world and life 
aflirmadon and in many writings in Indian literature 
it even finds quite strong expression. The problem 
is just this—the reladonship to one another of world 
and life affirmation and world and life negation as 
they are found side by side in Indian thought, where 
world and life negation occupies a predominant posi¬ 
tion. 

In European thought too there are periods when 
world and life negation is found alongside of world 
and life afhnnation. Hellenic thought in later 
periods began to have misgivings about the world 
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and life affirmation from which it started. Neo> 
Platonism and Greco*<)nental Gnosticism abandoned 
it in the first centuries of our era. They were no 
longer concerned with the activity to which man has 
to devote himself in the world, but with his redemp¬ 
tion from the world. 

This attitude of despair as it confronts life and the 
Universe becomes apparent in the Greco-Roman 
thought of the late-classical period because it was 
obliged to admit that it could not succeed in bringing 
world snd life affirmation and its knowledge of the 
Universe into harmony with what happens in the Uni¬ 
verse. The men of that time were oppressed by the 
experience of historical events of calamitous import to 
thenwlves. Bereaved of hope alike in philosophy 
and in actual world events, they turned in despair to 
world and life negation. 

And Christianity also brought European thought 
into relationship with world and life negation. World 
and life negation is found in the thought of Jestis in 
so ftr ss He did not assume that the Kingdom of God 
would be realised in this natural world. He expected 
that this natural world would very speedily come to 
an end and be superseded by a supernatural world in 
which all that is imperfect and evil would be over¬ 
come by the power of God. 

But this form of world and life negation found in 
Jesus is different from that of India. Instead of deny¬ 
ing the material world because its gase is directed to 
pure Being, it only denies the evil, imperfect world in 
cxpecution of a good and perfect world which is to 
come. 

It is characteristic of the unique type of the world 
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and life negation of Jesus that HU ethics are not con¬ 
fined within the bounds of that conception. He does 
not preach the inactive ethic of petfecting the self 
alone, but active, enthusiastic love of one's neighbour. 
It U because His ethic contains the principle of 
activity that it has affinity with world and life affirma¬ 
tion. 

In the late-classical period the Greco-oriental and 
Christian forms of life-negation came together, so 
that European thought up to the end of the Middle 
Ages was under the influence of world and life nega¬ 
tion. Thu U clear from the fact that in these 
centuries the European was so much concerned with 
the winning of redemption that he took no trouble to 
move energetically for the improvement of social con¬ 
ditions and the bringing about of a better future for 
humanity. 

But during the period of the Renaissance, artd in 
the centuries which followed, world and life affirma¬ 
tion triumphed. ThU change was brought about by 
the influence of the revival of the philosophy of 
ArUtotle and StoJeUm, by the faith in progress which 
owed its rise to the great discoveries of science and by 
the effect which the ethic of Jesus, with its challenge 
to active love, had on the minds of men who had been 
taught by the Reformation to read the GospeU. ThU 
fonn of world and life afflrmation was so strong that 
it no longer took any account of the form of world 
and life n^ation which was present in the thought of 
Jesus. It assumed as a matter of course that Jesus 
by HU preaching had intended to found the Kingdom 
of God on this earth and that it was man's part to 
work for its further development. So that, through 
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the principle of activity in His ethics, Christianity, in 
spite of its original content of world and life negation, 
was able to join forces with the modern European 
world and life affirmation. 

In the lytb century therefore began the period of 
the great social reforms on which modem European 
society is based. 

In the latest Eurt^an thought world and life 
affirmation has in many respects lost the ethical 
character which it possessed up to the second half of 
the ipth century. But this form of world and life 
affirmation, which has become independent, curiously 
enough no longer possesses the same strength as that 
of the earlier period. In the philosophical works of 
the last decades world and life affirmation is not infre¬ 
quently expressed in a way that suggests it is wander¬ 
ing on the wrong track and has lost confidence initself. 

Thus both in Indian arxl in European thought 
world and life affirmation and world and life negation 
are found side by side: but in Indian thought the 
latter is the predominant principle and in European 
tbe former. 

In the profoundest form of world and life affirma¬ 
tion, in which man lives his life on tbe loftiest spiritual 
and ethical plane, he attains to inner freedom from 
tbe world and becomes capable of sacrificing his 
life for some end. This profoundest world and life 
affirmation can assume the appearance of world and 
life negation. But that does not make h world and 
life negation: it remains what it is—the loftiest form 
of world and life affirmation. He who sacrifices his 
life to achieve any purpose for an individual or for 
humanity is practising life afifrmation. He is taking 
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an intereat in the things of this world and by offering 
his own life wants to bring about in the world some¬ 
thing which he r^ards as necessary. Tlie sacriUce 
of life for a purpose is not life n^ation, but the pro- 
foundest form of life affirmation placing itself at the 
service of world affirmation. World and life nega¬ 
tion is only present when man takes no interest what¬ 
ever in any realisable purpose nor in the improvement 
of conditions in this world. As soon as he in any way 
withdraws from this standpoint, whether he admits it 
to himself or not, he is already under the influence of 
world and life affirmation, 

• • 
• 

The difficulty of the world-view of world and life 
negation consists in the fact that it is impracticable. 
It is compelled to make concessions to world and life 
affirmation. 

It really ought to demand of man that, as soon as 
he reaches the conviction that Non-Being is to be 
regarded as higher than Being, he shall quit existence 
by a self-chosen death. It gives a reason for not 
demanding this of him by explaining that it is not 
so important to make an end of life as soon as possible 
as it is to mortify as thoroughly as we can the will-to- 
live in our hearts. The world-view of world and life 
negation is therefore in contradiction with itself in 
that it does want to be lived. With this desire it 
enters on the path of concession to world and life 
affirmation which it must then follow to the end. 

To remain alive, even in the most miserable 
faahion, presupposes some activity conducive to the 
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maintenance of life. Even the hermit, who is most 
strict of all men in his world and life negation, cannot 
escape from that. He picks berries, goes to the 
spring, fills his drinking-cup, perhaps even washes 
himself now and then, and feeds his companions the 
birds and the deer as a proper hermit should. 

Passing from concessions to concessions, which 
have to be made if men who live the world-view of 
world and life negation are to remain alive, the de¬ 
cision is reached that what really matters is not so 
much actual abstention from action as that men 
should act in a ^irit of non-activity and in inner free¬ 
dom from the world so that action may lose all sig¬ 
nificance. In order not to be obliged to confess to 
themselves how much of world and life negation is 
abandoned, they have recourse to a method of re¬ 
garding things which savours of relativity. 

But the greatest difficulty for the world-view of 
world and life n^ation comes from ethics. Ethics 
demand of man that he should interest himself in the 
world and in what goes on in it; and, what is more, 
simply compel him to actiem. So if world and life 
negation really becomes concerned with ethics at all, 
it is driven to make such great concessions to world 
and life affirmation that it ceases to exist. 

To escape this fate it has to try to confine itself to 
a non-active ethic. This ethic which keeps within 
the bounds of world and life denial can only demand 
two things of man, namely that in a spirit of kindli¬ 
ness completely free from hatred he should seek true 
inner perfection, and that he should show forth this 
by refraining from destroying or damaging any living 
thing, and in general by abstaining from all acts not 
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inipired by love and tympathy. Active love it can¬ 
not demand of him. 

But ethics can only be adapted to thU renunciation 
demanded by world and life negation to long as they 
have not yet reached their full development. When 
morality really attains to consciousness of itself, to 
further the work of love becomes a matter of course 
which cannot be avoided. 

In measure as the world-view of world and life 
negation become ethical, it necessarily therefore re¬ 
nounces itself. 

And as a fact the development of Indian thought 
follows the line of ever greater concessions, until at 
last, as ethics gradually expand, it is forced either to 
unconfessed or to admitted abandonment of world 
and life dental. 

But on the circuitous paths which it follows, the 
thought of India encounters questions and forms of 
knowledge which we who follow the straight road of 
our modem world and life affirmation either do not 
meet at all or do not see so plainly. 

We modem Europeans are so much occupied with 
our activity withijt the world that we give little or no 
heed to the question of our spiritual future. But the 
world-view of wcH-ld and life negation sets the ques¬ 
tion of man becoming spiritually more perfect at the 
centre of all reflection artd deliberation. It holds be¬ 
fore man as the highest aim that he should endeavour 
to attain to the right composure, the right inwardness, 
the right ethical attitude of mind ar>d to true peace of 
soul. Although the ideal set up by Indian world and 
life negation of becoming spiritually more and more 
perfect is of necessity one-sided and inadequate, 
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neverthel«M it hu great significance for us in afford¬ 
ing an insight into a system of thought which is 
occupied with a great problem of which we take far 
too little notice. 

Our world and life affirmation needs to try con¬ 
clusions with the world and life negation which is 
striving after ethics in order that it may arrive at 
greater clarity and depth. 

In ethics, too, Indian thought, starting from world 
and life negation, presses forward to a stage of know¬ 
ledge which is quite outside the purview of European 
thinking. It reaches the point of talcing into account 
the fact that our ethical behaviour must not only 
concern our human neighbour but all living things. 
The problem of the boundlessness of the field of 
ethics and the boundlessness of the claims which 
ethics make upon us—a problem from which even 
to-day European thought is trying to escape>-has 
existed for Indian thought for more thaui two thou¬ 
sand years, although Indian thought too has not yet 
felt its whole weight nor recognised the whole range 
which it covers. 

• • 
• 

And distinguishing Indian world-view from ours, 
there is yet another difference, which lies just as deep 
as that between world and life affirmation and world 
and life denial. That of India is monistic and mysti¬ 
cal, ours is dualistic and doctrinaire. 

Mysticism is the perfected form of world-view. 
In his world-view man endeavours to arrive at a 
spiritual relationship to the infinite Being to which he 
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belongs as a part of Nature. He studies the Universe 
to discover whether he can apprehend and become one 
with the mysterious will which governs it. Only in 
spiritual unity with infinite Being can he give meaning 
to his life and find strength to suffer amd to act. 

And if in the last resort the aim of a world*view 
is our spiritual unity with infinite Being, then the 
perfect world-view is of necessity mysticism. It is 
in mysticism that man realises spiritual union with 
infinite Being. 

Mysticism alone corresponds to the ideal of a 
world-view. Alt other world-views are in their nature 
incomplete, and fail to corr^pond with the facts. 
Instead of providing a solution of the fundamental 
question how man is to become spiritually one with 
infinite Being and from this solution as a beginning 
deciding in detail what is to be his attitude to himself 
and to all things in the Universe, these other forms 
of world-view lay down precepts about the Universe 
to instruct man about what part he ought to play in it. 

The theory of the Universe which these doc¬ 
trinaire world-views represent is dualistic. They 
assume two principles in the history of events starting 
from the very origins of Beir^. One principle is 
conceived as an ethical personality who guarantees 
that what happens in the Universe has an ethical 
goal; the other is represented as the natural force 
dwelling within the Universe and operative in a 
course of events governed by natural laws. This 
dualistic world-view exists in very many variatiorts. 
In the teaching of Zarathiutra, in that of the Jewish 
prophets and in Christianity what happens in the 
Universe is interpreted as a battle in which the super- 
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natural ethical power wins its way through in conflict 
with the natural non-ethical. Where a more critical 
form of thought engages in the problem, it strives in 
so far as it can to cover up the dualism. But it is 
there nevertheless. Even the philosophy of Kant is 
dualiatic. It works with the idea, derived from 
Christianity, of an ethical creator of the Universe 
without making clear to itself how it can succeed in 
identifying him with the Primal Cause of Being. 

The dualistic world>view does not correspond with 
reality, for it comprises doctrines about the Universe 
which cannot be made to square with the facts. It 
deri^ws from a habit of thought which is under the 
influence of ethical belief. 

So whilst Indian thought rests in the perfected 
form of world-view, in mysticism, our own thought 
strives after a form of world-view which is essentially 
naive and rK)t in agreement with facts. 

How can this be explained ? 
It is true that mysticism is in its nature the per¬ 

fected kind of world-view. But if we regard the 
contents, all mysticism down to the present is un¬ 
satisfying, because it denies the world and life and 
has no ethical content. And the reason for this is 
that in the history of the Universe and therefore also 
in the first origins of Being no ethical principle can be 
discovered. 

No ethics can be won from knowledge of the 
Universe. Nor can ethics be brought into harmony 
with what we know of the Universe. 

For this reason thought finds it impossible to 
attain to the conception of a spiritual union with 
infinite Being from which shall emerge the idea of 
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self-devotion to the world in ethical activity. This 
explains why up to now mysticism really understands 
by man’s becoming spiritually one with infinite Being 
that he is merely passively absorbed into that Being. 

So the remarkable paradox emerges that thinking, 
when it is in agreement with facts, is unable to justify 
the world-view of ethical world and life aflirmation. 
If nevertheless it wants to advocate this because 
natural feeling holds it for true and valuable, it must 
substitute for real knowledge of the Universe a dual- 
istic ethical explanation. It may no longer regard 
the Universe as something that has issued and con¬ 
tinues to issue from the mysterious Primal Cause of 
Being, but must assume a Creator of the Universe 
who has an ethical character and sets an ethical 
purpose before world events. 

According to this ethical explanation of the Uni¬ 
verse, man by ethical activity enters the service of the 
divine world-aim. 

As long as thought is still naive, the ethical-dual- 
istic explanation of the world causes it no difficulty. 
But in measure as thought develops, so it comes more 
or less clearly to take account of the unreliability 
of such an explanation. That is why the dualtstic 
method of thought in European philosophy is not 
unopposed. A monistic-mystical tendency repeat¬ 
edly rises in revolt against it. In the Middle Ages, 
Scholasticism has to be on the defence against a 
mysticism which goes back to Neo-Platonism and 
grows strong in independent thinking. The pan¬ 
theism of Giordano Bruno is a confession of monistic 
mysticism. Spinoza, Fichte, Schelling and Hegel 
arc concerned with the spiritual union of man with 
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infinite Being. Although their philosoph/ does not 
pose as mysticism, it is mysticism nevertheless in its 
essentials. It is monistic bought under the influence 
of modem natural science that undertakes the great 
forward push against dualism. 

In actual fact the monistic method of thought, the 
only method in harmony with reality, has already 
gained the victory over the dualistic. But it is not 
able to make full use of what it has won. For it is 
not in a position to replace the world>afl!irming ethical 
world’Vicw of dualism by another world-view of any¬ 
thing like the same value. What monism makes 
known as its own world-view is altogether beggarly. 
And what little world-view it has is for the most part 
borrowed from the world-view of dualism. European 
monism is not clear as to the necessity of creating a 
world-view which in its essence is mysticism and 
which has for its object the question of the spiritual 
union of man with infinite Beii^. 

The dualistic method of thinking is maintained in 
Europe because it belongs to the world-view of ethical 
world and life affirmation, which stands firm because 
of its inner content of truth and its inner worth. So 
far as is possible it fits in with monism. The con¬ 
fusion in modern European thought has its origin in 
the fact that dualism wears the cloak of monism and 
monism gets its world-view from dualism. 

In India, again, monistic mysticism has to make 
concessions to dualism in measure as it assumes an 
ethical and world and life affirming character. It 
does this in such a way that it passes from the 
Brahmanic mysticism of beii^ merged in the original 
source of Being into the Hindu mysticism of loving 
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self-surrender to the one and only God. It arrives, 
therefore, at a position which it originally avoided, a 
position where it comprehends the primal source of 
existence as a divine Being. Het% as a matter of 
fact it abandons monism. But it cannot do other¬ 
wise. In order to absorb into itself thoughts of 
ethical world and life affirmation, and to give corre¬ 
spondingly more satisfaction as a world-view, it is 
forced to develop into a mysticism of spiritual union 
with God. In so far then as an ethical nature is 
attributed to God, ethical world and life affirmation 
does gain a footing in mysticism. 

The ethical conception of God in modem Indian 
thought is DO longer essentially different from that in 
European thought. 

But in spite of these concessions to the dualistic 
mode of thinking, modem Indian thought holds un¬ 
swervingly fast to the conviction that world-view is 
mysticism. It holds to the principle that all the ideas 
contained in a world-view must together result from 
the nature of the spiritual union of man with infinite 
Being. That his world-view is a personal experience 
of the thought of the individual, in which experience 
he geu clear about his reJatioruhip to Being and, 
along with this, clear as to what use he wants to make 
of his life—to this truth the Indian thinkers remain 
faithful to-day just as they did in the past. 

It is true they cannot make a reality of the ideal 
of which they confess themselves adherents. Their 
mysticism is inadequate in its nature as in its content. 
But what a magnificent thing it is that they do not 
abandon the ideal 1 

European thought on the contrary has difficulty in 
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holding fast to the right conception of world>view. 
In so far indeed as it admits dualism, it completely 
surrenders this. Dualism regards worId>view as a 
doctrine which the individual has to acquire, instead 
of its claiming, as docs mysticism, to be a conviction 
which is bom, and is constantly being renewed, 
vrithin him. 

But once the true conception of woiid>view is 
abandoned, there arises the danger that tenets which 
are no longer world-view at all nevertheless make 
their appearance as such. This is happening in the 
European thought of our own time. Opinions and 
convictions which have arisen from no kind of re¬ 
flection about man and the Universe, but which are 
only concerned with man and human society, are 
given out as world-view and accepted as such, in the 
same way as we arc content to call the history of the 
miserable wars waged on our little earth Universal 
History. Nothing it so characteristic of the want of 
thought of our time as that we have lost the conscious¬ 
ness of what world-view really Is. 

It is necessary that we come back to the under¬ 
standing that the only true world-view is that which 
arises from meditation in which man is alone with the 
Universe and himself. 

If such confusion and perplexity reign in European 
thought, it is not only due to the difBcuIties which it 
has to overcome, but to the fact that it is not sufli- 
clently clear about its real task, the task namely of 
creating a world-view. European thought only finds 
its right bearings when all the single problems which 
affect human existence convei^e into the fundamental 
problem of how man can arrive at the right spiritual 
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Klationjhip to Being:. It only raises its head when it 
again sets the highest goal before it. 

• . • 
There is, then, a twofold interest for European 

thought in the study of the thought of India which is 
so different in its nature, let alone the stimulus of 
becoming acquainted with a foreign mode of thinking. 

In the first place, European thought represents a 
world and life affirmation which is wanting in depth 
because it has not yet come to a thorough under* 
standing of its position in relation to world and life 
negation and to ethics. In Indian thought, after a 
long struggle against world and life negation, ethical 
world and life affirmation prevails. The pr<^lem 
with which we are concerned is here unfolded like a 
scroll from the opposite end. 

And secondly, European thought allows itself to 
be guided by the knowledge that the world-view of 
ethical world and life affirmation is, from its content, 
the most valuable, whilst Indian thought is deter¬ 
mined by the other fact, that mysticism is the perfect 
kind of world-view. European thought, then, has to 
make an effort to atuin to a world-view of ethical 
world and life affirmation which in its nature is 
mysticism, and Indian thought has to strive to give 
to mysticism ethical world and life afiinnation as its 
content. Again, then, the problem with which our 
thinking is concerned is unrolled in Indian thought 
from the opposite end. 

In Indian thought we learn to understand better 
what is going on in our own thought. 

C 
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From a compariaon of European and Indian 
thought it becomes clear that the great problem 
of thought in general consists in the attainment 
of a mysticism of ethical world and life affirmation. 
Thought has not yet succeeded in uniting into a single 
whole the world-view which in its method is perfect 
and the world-view which is moet valuable in content. 
It cannot master the puzzling difficulties which are 
in the way of this apparently to simple synthesis. 
But it must not on that account cease to aim at that 
world-view which alone is really satisfying. Up to 
now it has directed its efforts far too little towards 
this end. 



CHAPTER II 

THE RISE OF WORLD AND 
LIFE NEGATION IN INDIAN THOUGHT 

HOW does the thought of India arrive at world 
and life negation ? 

When Hellenic thought turns towards world and 
life n^atioh, it is because in the end it begins to 
have misgivings about the world and life affirmation 
which for centuries had seemed a matter of course. It 
cannot bring this into harmony with knowledge of 
the world and the tragic events of History. It sur¬ 
renders itself to world and life denial, because h loses 
its original energy and reaches a point where it de¬ 
spairs of the Universe. 

In the thought of India, on the other hand, world 
and life negation does not originate in a similar ex¬ 
perience. It is there from the very beginning, self- 
originated. born as it were in a cloudless sky. And 
it is there in a very curious guise. Unlike Hellenic 
world and life negation, it does not claim to be gener¬ 
ally accepted, but remains on good terms with world 
and life affirmation, which it allows to exist alongside 
of it. 

As we can see in the hymns of the Veda, the 
Aryans of Indian antiquity still passed their lives in 
a state of quite simple joy in existence. In these hymns, 
which were sung in accompaniment to the act of 

>9 
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sacrifice, the singers of that epoch supplicate the gods 
to bestow on those who provide the sacrificial gift* 
great herds of cattle and horses, success in .all their 
undertakings, wealth, victory in battle and long life. 
Further, they express the expecution that they them¬ 
selves will be well rewarded by the god whose praise 
they happen to be singing. " If I, oh Indra,.were 
like thee the only lord of wealth, then would he who 
sang my praise be the owner of cows ", is the utter¬ 
ance of one among them. 

Aryans (Sanskrit Srya; andent Persian ««>«), that b 
to sty kxds, b what the metnben of the Indo-Iranian 
peoples in Hindustan, Persia and Eastern Iran 
themselves. 

As we know now from the results of archaeological 
research in the region wstersd by the Indus, the Aryans 
who migrated into India found there a dvObatioa whidi 
was already considerably developed and bore an unmbtak- 
able resemblantt to the dvilbatioiu of Sumeria, y-l«m 
atkd Mesopotamia. It b impossible to detennizH to what 
race the carriers of thb civilbatioa belongied, whether they 
were unmigrants from south-west Asb or natives of the 
country who were possibly identical with the pre-Aryan 
Drsvidian population. For these Dravidians, whoae lan¬ 
guage was quite different from that of the Indo-Aryans, 
already possessed a considerable dvilbattoo. Among the 
Dravidiao languages are Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and 
Canarese, which are now spoken in Southern Indb. 

We do not know eatactly when the migration’ of the 
Aryans through Afghanbtan into Indb began, but it may 
^ be reckoned as earlbr than 1500 8.C. First of all the 
invaders cmquered the Pao^b, that b to say the land of 
the five rivers that cMae from the Hhnabyas and join the 
Indus, and the territory of the Indus itself, that b to say, 
therefore, the whde of North-west Indi^ Later they 
penetrated to the south-east, to the plams of the Ganges 
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and the Jumna. They certainly reached Southern India 
bdbre the year 360 s.c. Here, however, they were unable 
to supplant the Dravidian civilisation and religion in the 
same way as in the north. 

The Veda (Veda means knowledge) consists of several 
parts (Samhitas), the Artt of which, the Rig-Veda (Song 
Veda), is in ten books, cootaiping 1028 hymns. The most 
venerable of these h3rmiu may well go back to earlier than 
1500 B.C.: the latest date from about the 10th century B.C. 
Agni, the god of lire and light, Indra and Varuna are the 
gods most celebrated in song. 

The other parts of the Veda—the Sima-Veda, the Yajur- 
Veda and the Atharva-Veda—at least in their present form 
are later than the Rig-Veda. For one can see in them that 
the Aryan conquerors have meanwhile reached the country 
of the Ganges. The hymns of the Rig-Veda only refer to 
the Panjib. 

The Siina-Veda consists of only 585 single stanzas. 
These correspond to the melodies in use at t^ sacrilioe. 
As DO musiesd noution was yet krwwn, the best-known 
stanza-text belonging to the melody to which it is scored is 
indicated. 

The Yajur-Veda contains the liturgies and prayers from 
which a selection can be made for the various acts of 
sacrifice. (Saorifiee for New and Full Moon, Sacrifice for 
the shades of the departed, fire Sacrifice, Sacrifices for the 
seasons, Soma Sacrito and animal Sacrifice.) 

The Atharva-Veda is so called after the oldest priests, 
the Atharvans, whose concern was the worship of fire. 
These corresponded to the fire-priests (Aihravans) of the 
religion of Zaratbustra. Formulae for charms ar>d incanta¬ 
tions in the form of songs, of which many certainly go back 
to remote antiquity, form the contents of the Atharva-Veda. 

But even as early as in the hymns of the Rig- 
Veda we can already see the thought from which 
world and life n^ation developed. In these hymns 
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we encounter men who Icnow they are uplifted above 
this world. They are the Shamans and medicine¬ 
men—later called Yogins—who get themselves into 
a state of ecstasy through drinking the intoxicating 
Soma, through mortification of the flesh and by self¬ 
hypnosis. Thus possessed, they regard themselves 
as beings into wh^ the gods have entered, and be¬ 
lieve themselves in possession of supernatural powers. 

This consciousness of being uplifted above the 
world which is experienced in ecstasy is the condition 
determining Indian world and life negation. We do 
not know in how far these Shamans and medicine¬ 
men of olden days really carried world and life nega¬ 
tion into effect in their lives. But it is quite certain 
that they never thought of demanding it of other 
people. They regarded this state of being uplifted 
abo^ the world as something that only came under 
consideration for themselves because they possessed 
the capacity of attaining to community with the gods. 

The word Yogin is connected with a root which it 
present in the Latin jwtfo (1 jcm) and the German Jotk 
(yoke). By oonceotrating on themselves and the luprm- 
earthly, the Yogini attai^ to the power of falling into 
ecstasy and experknong union with the Divine. 

The Soma beverage was prepared with much ceremony 
from the juice of a plant, “ We drank Soma, we became 
immorUl, we fotind the go^ ”, so runs a hymn of the 
Rig-Veda about Soma-drinking. 

Among the Brahmins the idea of being exalted 
above thU world had already resulted in an attitude 
of world and life negation. But what is character¬ 
istic is that they did not carry out world and life 
negation consistently, but at the same time made 
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room beside it for a certain element of world and life 
affirmation. They passed the first part of their lives 
in world and life affirmation. They had house and 
farm, founded a family and were anxious to increase 
their property. In return for the sacrifices which 
they offered, they demanded plenteous gttts m tKe 
form'br caSeT iraljng organi^ a Brahmin de- 
bate,“he'must have ready a prise ofhun^feds of cattle 
for him who triumphed over the others in erudition. 
The generous King Janaka, whose life lay between 
about 800 and 600 B.C., even went so far as ti> tie a 
gold coin to the horns of each of the thousand cows 
destined for the victor. This same Janaka asks the 
great Brahmin Ytjnavalkya when he appears before 
him whether hU desire is for profound discussion or 
for cows. “ For both, great King ”, is his reply. 

Thus the Brahmin lives for his family and his 
possessions until his sons in their turn have estab* 
lished households. But then he resigns himself to 
world and life negatiem and withdraws from the 
world. He devotes his life to asceticism, mortifies* 
tion of the flesh, meditation and exercises in self- 
submergence, that is to say to the concentration on 
himself and the Supra-sensuous which leads to ecstasy. 
Sometimes he chooses death through hunger, fire or 

water. 

Originally magictans (Sbamaos) and priests were prob* 
ably But with the development of sacrificial 
worship, aiKl its demands for special qualifications, there 
arose a special order of priests. 

The Brahmins could not pass their whole lives in world 
and life negation because were priests. They h^ to 
concern themselves with the maintenance of the family in 
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which were inherited the knowledge ud the secrete requisite 
for the efficaciouj offering of the sacrifice. 

So long as they were officiating as priests, they were in 
union with the Spiritual through the word of sacrifice 
(Brahman), that is to say through the ancient formulae 
sung and redted when the sacrifi« was offered. Later, in 
their old age, they etcperienced union with the Spiritual 
by means of exercises in self-submergence, and thus 
attamed the power of leaving the world as Ixings who 
resembled the gods. 

World arKl life negation in ancient Indian thought 
had, then, no connection with a world-view. It bad 
nothing to do with man as such, but was ortly for the 
super-men who as magicians or priests bad the right 
to enter into communion with the supra-sensuout 
Might and thus to attain to supernatural power. 
They alone had anything to gain by world and life 
negation. It was their privilege. It was of no use 
to ordinary people. 

So Indian world and life negation was originally 
associated with a magical idea dating from prehis¬ 
toric times. It develc^>ed through the experience of 
withdrawal from the world in a state of ecstasy. 

An attempt has been made to xmderstand world and life 
negation as something that the Aryan conquerors had 
adopted from the aboriginal inhabitants th^ found in 
India, along with magic-religious ideas such ss were now 
found in the Atharva Veda. According to this view, 
world and life negation and magk-religkmi ideas were 
originally foreign to Aryan Thought. The fact that in 
Brahmanic Thought alongside world and life negation we 
find also life and world af&mation would, then, have to be 
uaoed back to the other fact that at periods subsequent to 
the first conquest there arrived in India fresh migrations of 
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Aryins. These new unmigranu would have endeavoured 
000c more to nuke the world slxkI life affirmation current 
among them accepted in opposition to the world and life 
negation which the first conquerors had taken over from 
the aborigines. Thus among the Indian Aryans themselves 
there would have been a struggle betvreen world and life 
affirmation and world and life negation, and in this way it 
might be claimed that in the Upanishads world and life 
negation and world and life affirmation are both repre¬ 
sented. 

This hypothesis cannot be supported. We know 
nothing of the thought of the aborigi^ inhabitants. The 
view that the Aryan oooquerors took over from them both 
world and life negation and magic-religious coiwepts can 
in DO way be proved. And moreover, it was not the 

. Aryan immigrants u such who adopted world and life 
De^ioD, but only the Brahmins. 

Just as little can it be proved that the magk-religwus 
ideu of the Veda originated with the aborighul popula¬ 
tion. The fact that in the Avesla there are similar 
conceptions makes it probable that we arc here concerned 
with views which were common to the primeval Aryans 
when they still formed a single people. 

And further there is not^g in the Upanishads whidi 
allows us to infer that there was any confiict between world 
and life negation and world and life affimution. Th^ 
simply stand there side by side. 

'nw simplest hypothesis is then that the Aryans were 
originally all followers of world and life affirmation, and 
that world and life iMgation originated among the Brahmins 
under the influence of the idea of being exalted above this 
world which was developed from magic-religious ideas and 
the Mperience of ecstasy. Only in this way is it compre¬ 
hensible that the idea of world and life denUI in the more 
ancient period was only represented by the Brahmins, or, 
to put it better, by certain circles among the Brahmins, 
whilst the people held fast to the world and life «iffirnutkpn 
which was natural to them. World and life negation 
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belonged to » eKerdoul fonn of thought which was 
developed alongside p<^u]ar thought. 

Not Brahmins alone, but, as we gather from varwui 
evidence, members also of the warrior caste had a sWe m 
originating the world of thought we find in the Upaiurfuds. 
We do not know in how far they made effective the idea of 
being exalted above the world of the se^ to which their 
thought attained in worid and life negation. 

But who are the Brahmins ? 
In the hymns of the Rig-Veda they have not begun 

to play any part. It is only in the Atharva-Veda, and 
therefore when the Aryans have already reached the 
Ganges country, that we meet them as the highest 
representatives of the priesthood. 

At the same period too comes the development of 
the caste system, to which there is no reference in the 

older Vedic hymns. > . -i. 
Four main castes arc dutmguiihed; (i) ine 

Brahmins; (a) the K?atriyas (warriors); (3) the 
Vaifiyas (craftsmen and agriculturists); (4) the 
Sfldras (meniaU). Beside these there are also mixed 
castes (outcasts). Lowest of aU are the CSp^ilas, 
who on the mother’s side are descended from 
Brahmins and on the father’s from Sodrss. Pariah 
is the name given to outcasts in Southern India. The 
members of the three first castes are Aryans, those of 
theothers are descendants of the aboriginal population. 

The Brahmins regard themselves as super-men. 
They are convinced that even the gods are subject 
to the supra-sensuous Power to which they themselves 
are united. The sacrificial act is for them not so 
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much An offering to the gods with thanksgiving and 
supplication as a magical transaction by which they 
make the denizens of heaven serviceable to them¬ 
selves through the medium of the supra-sensuous 
Power which is over them as well. And this, in their 
belief, takes place through the sacrihcial utterance 
named Brahman. The ancient word Brahman is 
approximately equivalent to sacred power The 
members of the priestly caste are called Brahmins 
(Brihmaoas) as being men who are united to this 
Power. 

Hie idea that power is exercised through magk formulae 
is found also in the hymns of the Rig-Veda. According 
to the Vedic conception the gods govern the world through 
spells and magic melodies. In one of the hymns we find ^ 
phrase, “ Singing, some (gods) devised the great melody 
by which they made the sun shine forth The curious 
thing about the Brahmins is that they daim for themselves 
power which is of the same nature as that of the gods. 
They believe, for example, that the sun would not rim if 
they failed to celebrate die sacrifice of fire in the early 
morning. Hiey regard themselves as “ human gods 

To understand the thought which arose among 
them, one must realise this enormous self-conscious¬ 
ness of the ancient Brahmins. The Indian Aryans 
as such might Just as well have arrived at a world¬ 
view of ethical world and life affirmation as the 
Persian Aryans. The religion of the Vedic hymns is 
of a world and life affirming nature and contains 
ethical elements. Agni, Varuna and Mitra meet us 
in this religion as ethical divinities. Varuna is the 
guardian of the sacred law, to whom people confess 
their siru in order to ask of him forgiveness. And in 
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the Vedic hymni also monotheistic tendencies assert 
themselves. The highest divinities are no lonpr 
kept severely separate, but even at this early period 
form a composite personality with various names. 

But the Brahmins failed to further the evolution 
from polytheism to ethical monotheism which was 
here in preparation and for this reason it did not reach 
its natural conclusion. No prophet-priest like Zara- 
thustra arose anwng them to transformcomplete 
ihe'^tradiUonal religionTir cjuifQrmity with the de- 
niuds of etWcsI—TETBrahmins showed no interest 
mlliehigher development of the religion of the people, 
frhey were not preoccupied with ethics. Not religion 
but their priesthood and their sacerdotal power was 
the object of their thought. Their whole endeavour 
was directed to piercing deeper into the secret of the 
Supra-sensuous to which they drew near as priests by 
means of the incanutions accompanying the act of 
sacrifice, and with which they became one in the 

state of ecstasy. 
Now this niagi^ mysticism nevertheless con¬ 

tained the pcttitSiE^ of developing into a mystical 
world-view. Although only in a primitive fashion, it 
was indeed conoemed with the question of becoming 
one with infinite Being. So it was like a bud from 
which a world-view could unfold. For this to happen 
all that was necessary was that for the Brahmins the 
Supra-sensuous should become a non-magical instead 
of a magical value. And this in fact is what hap¬ 

pened. 
At the outset the Brahmins were still fast prisoners 

of the belief that the secret of the Supra-sensuous lay 
hidden in the sacrificial rites, in the words of sacri- 
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/ice, and in the myths on which these were baaed, and 
that it might be discovered there. So with this in 
view they undertook to investigate and interpret the 
four divisions of the Veda, in which work the most 
arbitrary etymologies and allegories play the prin* 
cipal part. This was the beginning of Brahmanic 
thought which is so hard for us to understand. 

But then gradually they began further to concern 
themselves with the problem of the Supra-sensuous 
by nat\iral observation and reflection. The secrets 
of nature gained signiflcance in their eyes alongside 
those of sacred tradition. Among these their atten¬ 
tion was attracted by the connection between life and 
breath, by sleep, dreams, the facts that the plant is 
contained in the seed and salt in sea water. To be 
able to explain these and other enigmas of daily life, 
they assumed that all corporeal existence contains a 
non-corporeal, and that a spiritual world underlies 
the world of the senses. From being a force exer¬ 
cising control over existence by magic, the Trans- 
cendenul became for them something which belortgs 
to existence in the ordinary course of Nature. So the 
doctrine was developed that the real essence of all 
things is something immaterial and eternal which 
derives from the primal cause of the Immaterial, 
from the World-Soul, and that it participates in the 
World-Soul and returns to it. 

The Supra-sensuous in its entirety, the Alt-Soul 
(World-Soul), they called the Brahman. They used 
therefore the same expression for it as they used for 
the words of sacriflee. Thus it becomes clear that 
what they were originally concerned with was ac¬ 
quiring kxMwIedge of the magical Primeval Force to 
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which they addressed themselves ixi the potent sscri' 
ficiat incantatioa. The word Brahman is derived 
from the root b.-f.-h., to be strong. 

Under the influence of popular imagination the im¬ 
personal Brahman develops into a Brahman-divinity. 
This Brahman-divinity is represented as the highest 
God. It is the God Brahman for instance, who accord¬ 
ing to later tradition appears to the Buddha and 
determines him not to keep the knowledge of re¬ 
demption for himself alone, but to communicate it to 
the world. 

Probably the conception of the Brahman-divinity arose 
under the influence of the Hindu cult Vbhou-Siva. The 
Brahman-divinity is the Hindu supreme God under Che 
name given by the Brahmins. 

Next we find the expression Atman comii^ into 
use to denote the Supra-sensuous. The root of this 
word is probably the same as that of the German 
word a/met$ (to breathe), in which case it means 
breath.* And as, for the Brahmins, the breath is the 
expression of the non-corporeal in man, they first 
use the word Atman for the immaterial part of the 
individual. Later they advance to the use of the 
same word for what is immaterial in the whole uni¬ 
verse. Their designation of the Brahman also as 
“ Atman " shows us the transformation taking place 
in their thought. 

But to become one with pure Being is something 
quite different from union with the magic Primeval 

* Bat U0tbiii( <an W «id with abMlnte certil&ty alMut tha 
ttyatuiuoy of th« word Atman <or Tm»a) «Ucb k fosad M antly u in 
th« Rif-Vadn. 
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Force which was originally the object of priestly 
thinking. Now it is no longer a question of a union 
with the Supra-sensuous possible only for Brahmins 
and Yogins, but of a union which concerns man as 
man, and a union which has significance for the 
conduct of his life. From magical mysticism a 
mystical world-view has evolved. 

The Brahmanic world-view is focussed on world 
and life n^ation, because it goes back to the magical 
mysticism of union with the Supra-sensuous by with¬ 
drawal from the world. 

• • 



CHAPTER 111 

THE TEACHING OF THE UPANISHADS 

The prelude to Brehmanic thought it sung by 
some of the later Vedic hymns, in which is 

raised the question of the highest Divine Principle 
which lies behind all the gods and the relation of this 
Principle to the Universe. The theme is developed in 

the Br&hmaoas and the Upanishads. 
These prose texts dating from somewhere be¬ 

tween 1000 and 550 b.C. contain mediutions on the 
secret meaning of the sacrificial rites and words, and 
of the myths, and along with these sections large and 
small in which untrammelled reflection is devoted to 
the investigation of the Supra-senauous. 

In the BrShmapas, which date from earlier than 
the Upaniahads, the new thought U still quite in its 

beginnings. 
The Brihmaijas and Upanishads therefore fall far 

short of offering a coherent presentation of the 
Brahmanic doctrine of Universal-Soul-in-All-Thinp. 
Thb is only found in them in fragments, some large, 
some small. And in addition these fragments are 
the work of various schools and various ages. Those 
who have described the Upanishads as chaotic ore 

not altogether wrong. 

The (Jdartexu are called BrUuna^as because they tr^t of 

knowledge about the Brahman (the sacrificial incantation). 
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The vord Upanichad ia derived fx«tn a verb “ to dt 
down betide tomebody It means “ confidential com¬ 
munication The Upanishads accordingly contain the 
secret inamiction about the real teadiing of the Veda (by 
which is meant the doarine of becoming cite with the ' 
Supra-senauous) imparted to the Brahmin pupU by his 
teai^r. 

There is an old saying that the relation of the Upani- 
shads to the Veda is that they are the life-sap of life-sap 
and ambrosia of ambrosia. 

Tbe fotir parts of the Veda, the Br&hmaoas and the 
Upanishads are regarded as sacred revelatioiu For cen¬ 
turies they were ha^d down only by word of mouth. 

As is well known, tbe Indo-Aryan characters are derived 
from an old Semitic alphabet which we have learnt from 
Phoeniciao inscriptions and from tbe characters engraved 
on the famous stone of the Moabite king, Mesa (about 
890 B.C.). We do not ktww when writing came into use 
among the Indian Aryans. They probably learnt the arc 
from Pboenidan tia<^. The most ancient witness to 
Indian writing is given by Che edicts diiselled partly on 
rocks and partly on pillars of stone in whirit the celebrated 
Buddhist king, Aiolm (373-331 B.C.), exhorts his subjects 
to a moral arid religious way of life. He commands them 
to display “ a well-meaning demeanour towards slaves and 
servanu, deference to persons worthy of honour, gentleness 
to living oeatures, generosity to Brahmins and ascetics ”. 

But even long ^!ier writing had come into use, tbe Vedas, 
Br&hmapas aiKl Upanishads were only handed down 
orally. For they contain knowledge which was meant 
solely for Brahmins and must not get among tbe people. 
Not a sentence of them must be uttered before members of 
the lower castes. It was only many centuries after Christ 
(the exact date caimot be traced) that they were firat 
written down. 

What an achievement of the memory to know these long 
texts by heart t What a number of years (in the Upani¬ 
shads there is talk of twelve) the Brahmin pupil had to pass 

D 
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with his teacher before be had made them his own I 
During the time he was occupied with memorising and 
meditating, he tended the teacher's cows and served the 

sacriAoal fires. 
The language of these sacred texts is Sanskrit, an 

ancient Indian language closely related to ancient Persian. 
It was probably still a living language in the first centuries 
of our era. To-day it plays in In^ the part that Latin 
played in mediaeval Europ^ Sanskrit means the aristo¬ 
cratic language of culture in contrast with the oommon, 

uncultured tongue, Prfikrit. 
The world ol thought of the Upanishads first became 

known in Europe thmgh the Oupoek'bat The Oup- 
nek’hat (the word came into being by a mutilation of 
Upanish^ is a selection of sixty sectums of the Upanishads 
translated into Persian by Prince Mohammed Dora Shakoh 
in the year 1656. A Frenchman, Anquctil Duperron 
(1733-180$), brought this work to Paris with the Avesta 
and 180 other M&. he bad collected in India, and pub¬ 

lished it in two volumes (iSoi-iSos) with the action of a 
Latin translation by hintMlf. 

In the i8th century the principal study in Europe bad 
been thought in so far as it had become known 
through translatkms <£ the works of Coofudus (Kung-Tse) 
and Meng-Tse (Mendus) by missionaries w«xking in China. 
From the beginning ol the ipch century interest turned to 
Indian philomphy, of which something began to be known 
through the first Indian scholars in England (Warren 
Hastings, Charles Wilkins, William Jones, Thomas Cole* 
brooke, Alexander Hamikco) and through the publica- 
tton of the Oupnekliat. In the year 2808 Frederick 
Schlegel, who hid enjoyed the teadiing of Hamilton In 
Paris from 1803-1804, published his book Ccnetming tk* 
Languagt end Wisdem »f tk« Indians, which made a great 

stir. 
Arthur Sch^>enhauer drew his knowledge of Indian 

tViiwlring almost cxdusively from the Oupoek’hat. 
The French orientalist Eugiae Bumouf (middle of the 
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X9th century) rendered great tervice in the first ineestiga- 
tkn of the Vedic texts. 

• • 
• 

The Brahmins, then, taught at a great secret the 
mysticism of the identity of the soub of all beings and 
all things with the Universal Soul. According to 
this mysticism all that is of the nature of soul belongs 
to the Universal Soul. Man carries the Universal 
Soul within him. And because the Universal Soul 
dwells in all Being, It finds its own self again in all 
Being, in the life of plants as in the life of gods. 
This is the meaning of the famous Tat twam ati 

(That thou art thyself) of the Upanishads. 

The Doitrim «f t/u Univtrtal Ont and tkt Umvtrtal 

frtstnn af Soul in tht words of tko l/fawAads .* 
** That verily from which these beings i»iginate,_ by 

which, having orighiated they live, to which, departing, 
they return again—tttdeavour to understand that I that is 
the Brahman." >—" The Soul of created beings is a unity, 
only divided between creature and crea&m; ui^ and 
plurality at the tame time, IDce the moon mirrored in many 
waters.” The Brahman serves as a dwelling for all 
living things and dwelU in all living things." “ This is 
the truth: as from a bright fire come thousands of sparks 
like itsdf, to from the Unchangmg come all kinds of living 
beings and return to it again.” ” Who sees himself in 
all beings and in himself all beings sees, enters into the 
highest Brahman vdthout any other reason.” ” The 
highest Brahman, the Soul of all, the great maiiuUy of the 
universe, more aubtle than the subtle, the eternal Being, 
that art thou, that thou art ” {Tat twam on).* 

* Tainirty* Upadshad, il(. x. * BrahmaWwte Upnidiad, *3. 
* BrahmaUadu Upaalshad, xidl. * Mundaka Upanirfiad, U. I. 
* Kalvtlya UpaaUhad. * Kaivaiya Upaaichad. vL 
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In deep sleep, According to the Brahmins, the soul 
temporarily ahand^)*^ its connection with the body in ordu 
to unite itself ctonpletely with the Brahman. In dreams it 
proves its freedom from the body by moring in a world of 
the whidt is quite other than that in whidi it lives 
when it is united with it. 

The Brahmins therefore conceiTe sleep, that unfathom¬ 
able secret, as a transitory state of death. 

The Brahmaiuc mysticism of identity wdth the 
Infinite is then of quite a different nature from 
European mysticism. In the latter man gives him¬ 
self up to the Infinite In humble devotion and in the 
Infinite is absorbed; in Brahmanic mysticism he 
realises whh pride that in his own being he carries 
infinite Being within himself. 

Compared with the Brahmanic super-man, Nietz¬ 
sche’s is a miserable creature. The Brahmanic super¬ 
man is exalted above the whole universe, Nietzsche’s 
merely over human society. 

The result of the freedom of the soul from the world 
of sense, as preached by Brahmanic mysticism, is that 
man has to pass his life completely detached from 
all that is earthly. His thoughts must be entirely 
directed to the world of pure Being. Just as a man 
carried away from his own country with his eyes 
bandaged when released in a strange land has to ask 
his way to his home from village to village and rests 
not till he reaches it; thus it is, according to a meu- 
phor used in the Upanisbads, that man must conduct 

himself in this world. 

" When all desires which live in his heart disappear, 
then man becomes immortal. Here already be reaches the 
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Br»hm*n, A* the old slough of a snake lies on an ant-hill, 
so now does the body lie there.” * 

Even in one of the Brllunajjas there is a saying to the 
effect the heavenly world cannot be reached by him 
who offers sacrifice to the gods but only by him who 
Mcrtfices himself. 

On the basis, then, of the Brahmanic doctrine of 
union with pure Being, world and life negation de¬ 
velops into a demand for a world-view. It ceases to 
have significance for Brahmins and Yogirw alone. 
The original view that only Brahmins and Yogina can 
be united to the Brahman is now replaced by the 
other view that to the Brahman every human iwl 
belongs. From this time on world and life negation 

is valid for man as man. 
So in the Upanishads we find a whole series of 

sayings in which complete renunciation of the world 
is recommended and praised as the only sensible 
attitude. As we know from the Brhad-Arapyaka 
Upanishad, the great Brahmanic teacher Yijfta- 
valkya was one of the representatives of this view. 
The true Brahmins, in his eyes, were those who de¬ 
sired neither sons nor property, but were only con¬ 
cerned with the Eternal and had therefore given up 
everything and gone forth into the world as beggars. 
That was the life he chose for himself. Before 
starting on his wanderings he divided his property 
between his two wives, Maitreyl and Kitiyani, and 
on this occasion Maitreyl begged him to give her 
some instruction about the Eternal because such 
knowledge b the only valuable possession. 

But to become one with the Brahman not wily 

» Bjksd-Aiwysk* Upaolsksd, Iv. 7. 
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demands renunciation of the world, but in addition 
the concentration of the spirit on the Supra-sensuous. 
Detailed instructions on how to practise this concen¬ 
tration are given in the Upanishads. The repetition 
of the sacred sound " Om " plays a great part in 
such exercises in self-submergence. What is aimed 
at in this Y<^a practice is ecstasy, the psychical ex¬ 
perience of union with pure Being.* 

One must never forget that the Brahmanic doc¬ 
trine is not to be understood as if union with the 
Brahman can result from reflection by the light of 
reason. Many passages of the Upanishads indeed 
give this impression. But the real belief of the 
Brahmiiu is that man does not attain to union with 
the Brahman by means of any achievement of his 
natural power of gaining knowledge, but solely by 
quitting the worid of the senses in a state of ecstasy 
and thus learning the reality of pure Being. 

The Brahmanic doctrine is concerned with a truth 
that must not merely be known, but also experienced. 

• • 
• 

Although we find in the Upanishads a series of 
passages in which, by reason of the doctrine of union 
with the Brahman, complete renunciation of the 
world is demanded, the Brahmin community as such, 
as I have already pointed out, does not conform to 

* •iptsaDon ** Yo(i& ” U fint found in later UpanUukda. 
In Um Rif-Veda (a. 13d) tba man in the itata of acatnay ia callad 
Kalte (tbe loog.hairad). Tht oldaat ««rd for aacatle ia Musi. It ia 
often found in At Rif*Veda. Anei^ cxprceaiooa aecedca an 
" SannySain '* (ha who reoouncat), *' SnniiAa *’ (be who tabca great 
paini) and “ Parivrtjaka " (tbe wnodanr). 
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this ideal of life, but leaves to world and life aflinna- 
tion its rights beside world and life negation. 
Brahmanism has the courage to be inconsistent and 
not draw the full conclusions from the knowledge to 

which it has attained. 
It manages to combine world and life affirmation 

and world and life negation in such a way that it 
allows the Brahmin to pass the first half of his life in 
world and life affirmation and only the second half 
in world and life negation.* 

We possess only very insufficient information about 
the struggle which took place in the Brahmanism of 
the period of the Upanishads between world and life 
affirmation and world and life negation, or about the 
development of the priestly ideal of life which sought 
to reconcile contradictions. In the most andent 
Upanishads there is no «>mpletely developed doctrine 
of the various stages of life (ASramai). This was 
fint set forth in a passage of the Jibila Upanishad.* 

Four Airamas are here distinguished : schooldays 
with a teacher; life as father of a household ; life 
of retirement in the forest; the life of solitary wander- 
ing when the world is completely renounced. 

According to the Kathairuti Upanishad, after the 
Brahmin has given up the sacrificial service, he shall 
*' start on his long journey " either through hunger, 
fire tx water, or he shall begin the ascetic life as a 

wanderer.* 

* Sm tko ppL si, 1^ 
' JibSl* Upmidwa. 4. According to Profeaar Wintonlts the 

b detitoa fran tho not tram, nod ariginnUy nMot the 
nUgiottt rfctti of Mcctics nod lorcM hwmlu. It cum to bo UMd h> 
dtnoibe n heralingo m n place for rdigioot cBdensoiir. 

* Kathniniti Upoaiihed, ti. 3. 
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What prevented the Brahmins from giving full 
approval to the radical world and life negation really 
demanded by the Upaniahad doctrine of the Brahman 
and union with the Brahman was their conviction of 
the necessity of their priestly calling and the carry¬ 
ing 00 of their priestly race. So they arrived at re¬ 
galing the duty imposed on them by their caste as 
an obligation that must be fulhlled before world and 
life negation could enter on its rights. 

They were also withheld from complete renuncia- 
tion of the world by the demands made on them by 
the cult of the manes of the departed. They could 
not resolve to be unfaithful to their duties to the 
spirits of their ancestors and they could not renounce 
the begetting of descendants who would offer sacri¬ 
fice to their own manes. So hallowed traditions 
would not permit them to put into practice the com¬ 
plete world and life negation which resulted from 
their knowledge of the Brahman. Some of them 
might decide the struggle in favour of entire renuncia¬ 
tion of the world, but the caste, as such, could not do 
so. It had to find a means of compromise to secure 
the continuance of the sacrifices to the gods and the 
due performance of the rites of the manes. 

The custom among the Brahmins of relinquishing their 
priestly calling at the approach of old age, and in expectation 
of death manifesting t^ir exaltation above the world and 

relationahip to the Brahman by renunciation of the 
world, had exis^ possibly since remote antiquity. For 
the praake of passing the closing period of life in world 
renunciation can also be explained try the old magic mysti- 
cum of becmning one with the Brahman, and not only by 
the mystkism the Upanishads. In this case the pri^y 
idesd ^Ufe, in which world and life negation replaces world 
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Knd life aifinnation, would oot have first originated in the 
struggle between w^d and life affirmation and srorld and 
life negation which was going on in the period of the 
Upanishadi, but would have tmn already given in estab- 
lislMd tradition. If this assumption be correct, the 
Brahmins are protected by the current tradition of the 
priestly ideal of life from drawing the logical conclusions 
from the doctrine of union with the Brahman and frtnn 
upholding the demand for the radical renundadon of life 
as that doctrine is developed in the Upanishads. 

We must rtotice that the Brahmins only set up an 
ideal of life for themselves. The question how men 
in the other castes—women were not considered in 
this connection—were to decide in the matter of 
world and life affirmation and world and life negation 
was not really attacked at all as early as the Upani* 
shads, although they r^resent a mysticism in which 
union with the Brahman is no longer pouible for the 
Brahmin alone, but attainable by man as such. 

Perhaps the famous saying of YSjnavalkya about 
the true Brahmin* is to be understood in the sense 
that even those who are not members of the caste of 
Brahmins can become Brahmins in spirit by striving 
after knowledge of the Eternal and renouncing the 
world. In the Upanishads there does not seem to be 
any anticipation of the fact that large numbers of 
members of other castes devote themselves to world 
and life negation because of the doctrine of the 
Brahman and union with the Brahman. 

In general, it is clear that no great movement for 
the realisation of world renunciation resulted from 
the Brahmanic mysticism of union with the Brahmsn, 
although it contained the idea of world and life nega- 

• p- J7. 
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tion. It wa* only with Jainism and Buddhism that 
world ami life negation bigan its great offensive. But 

' this offensive did not start from the mysticism of 
union with the‘Brahman, but from the doctrine of 
reincarnation. It was only when the idea of rein- 

I icamation began to interest the masses, and when fearii 
J of Consuntly returning to existence began to rule# 

A men’s minds, that there arose the great movement to-d 
J Wards rentmciatioii of the world which then continued* 

for .oentiSiSr'Deliwance from reincarnation can 
only be attained through freedom from the world and 

freedom from the will to live. 
In the doctrine of rdneamation, world and life 

[negation became a much more efhcacious force than 
it was in the Brahmanic mysticism of union with the 
Brahman. It was strengthened there by the idea of 
redemption. In the Brahmanic mysticism the im¬ 

portant point is not so much redemption from the 
misery of existence and liberation from the world as 
the experience of being exalted above the world in 

union with the Brahman. 
Because Brahmanism had set up for itself an ideal 

W life containing world and life negation and world 
iknd life afiinnation side by side, it became a dam 
Uwhich stemmed the flood-waters of world and life 
inegation which burst forth in Jainism and Buddhism. 
Mt is of fundamental importance for the history of the 
spiritual life of India that the Brahmins on principle 
mainuined the rights of marriage and the family 
against all onslaughtt of radical world and life nega¬ 

tion. 

1 
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rnVItir.iM" nntKlny to ^ with J 
ethics. Tt tKfvmgK fln/< thrr^ityh gUpra*«thiC«]. 

Th« Brahmins have the courage to admit to them¬ 
selves that nothing ethical results from mediution on 
the Universe. Th^r attribute no ethical qualities to 
the supra-sensuous Primal Cause of the Universe. 
This allows them to remain entirely in the monistic 
habit of thought. But it compels them also to under¬ 
stand becoming one with infinite Being as a pure act 
of the spirit which has nothing to do with ethics. 

To be exalted above the world means for the i 
Brahmins: to be above all action, good as well as [ 
evil. They frankly express this. 

In one Upanisbad it runs: *' The inunortal man over¬ 
comes both the thoughts—' I did evil ’ and ' I did good ’. 
Good and bad, done or not done, cause him tto pain." ^ 

The Brahmins of the period of the Upanishads 
make no attempt to give ethical meaning to world or 
life denial and the mysticism of urtion with the 
Brahman. Easy as it would be to turn the doctrine 
of Tat twam ati in an ethical direction, they neverthe¬ 
less neglect to do it That man has to see himself in 
all beings and all beings in himself, they only take as 
meaning that he must presume in them the same 
world-soul which he carries in his own breast. They 
do not demand that by reason of this relationship 
with them he shall have sympathy for them and show 
pity towards them. The great command not to kill 
and not to injure living creatures plays no part as 
early as the Upanishads, although it is already men¬ 
tion^ in them—but in very few pasaages.* 

* Brhad-Ar«er>Iu Upaniitad. iv. 4. 
* Two of Umm pMMC** ia ^ ChSwAogyo UponUhod 
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If the Brihmins of cerUin circle* speak out against 
(animal sacrifice, they do so only because they regard 
it as unnecessary, not because they arc oppoeed to 

such slaughter. . 
But observe : the Brahmins do not assert that U is 

all the same whether man does good or evil. Their 
teaching of " Beyond good and evil ■' is quite other 
than that of the Gnostic* and Nietische. They know 
only a non-activity which is exalted above good and 
evil, but not a similar activity. The right to take no 
account of good and evil is only possessed, according 
to them, by the man who for the sake of union with 
the Brahman devotes himself to renunciation of the 
world and to inactivity. Such a one is released from 
the duty of doing good. And further, hi* evU deeds 
are henceforth as little taken into consideration as his 
good ones. He attains to union with the Brahman 
simply and solely by knowledge, renunciation of the 
world and self-submergence. 

On the contrary, whoever remains in ordinary life 
must keep to the customary conceptions of good and 
evil valid in general for what should be done or left 
undone. So we find In the Upanishad* beside utter¬ 
ances which establish the supra-ethical character of 
the doctrine of identity with the Brahman other* 
which uphold the right* of traditional ethics. 
Naturally they specially deal with commands and 
prohibitions valid for Brahmin* and Brahmanic 

pupils who are still in ordinary life. 
The Brahmin is commanded to speak the truth, to 

fulfil hi* caste-duties, to study the Vedas, to be careful 

Gii 17 and vUi. iS). la tb« Mcead of dtew. kiUing b forWddwt in 
•' ewfte oa o meni tpot that b (o say, ia tbe 
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that the thread of his race is not broken off, to watch 
over his possessions, to honour the gods, the shades of 
his ancestors, his parents and his guest, and to control 
his desires. For the unmarried Brahmin pupil the 
strictest abstinence is made a duty. Theft, drunken* 
ness, adultery with the wife of his Brahmin teacher 
and murder of a Brahmin are named as specially 
criminal acts. 

Love and pity fM* one's fellows are still beyond the 
horison of these ethics. Great importance on the 
other hand is laid on truthfulness. 

All over the world the evolution of ethics is such 
that its first great achievement is the high estimation 
of truthfulness. Man makes the forward step from 
lower to higher ethics, not by the recognition of any 
kind of obligation of kindness to his neighbour, but 
by his condemnation of lying, deceit and perfidy. 

The duty of truthfulness always occupies the first 
place with the Brahmins. 

In one of the Upazushads a youth comes to a Brahmin 
to seek acceptance as a pupil. In answer to the question 
whether he is really of Brahmin descent, he confesses that 
he it the son of a maid*servant, bom in her youth when the 
wandered much in the world. She had not been able to 
tell him who his father was. “ Only a Brahmin can ip^ 
so frankly says the teacher, and accepts him as a pupil. 

The Brahmins do not merely teach truthfulness: 
they observe it as well. When their thinking leads 
to the recognition of facta which will endanger their 
privileges and interests, they do rtot draw back. 
They, who regard it as the privilege of their birth 
and sUtion to be in relationship with the Supra- 
lensuous, get so far as to preach the doctrine that 
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man as such is called to this esUte. They, who« r 
office it is to offer the sacrifices, and who draw their | 
income from this source, depreciate the value of 
sacrifice and declare that the one thing needful is 
right conduct and perfect knowledge. 

The Brahmins therefore may be credited with this 
great and exceedingly rare achievement that as 
priests they are altogether intent on truth 1 TruA- 
fulness blooms as a marvellous flower in the glacier 
landscape of their chilly world-view. Inadequate as 
is their morality, it has an essentiaUy distinguished 

quality. c o ». ■ 
Reverence for truth comprises for the Brahmins 

reverence also for law as such. 

In the BThad-ArapTaka Upanishad, which is OM of the 
there occun the passage: “ Law is domuuon over 

dominion. Therefore there is nothing higher tbm \a.w. 
Through the law the weaker masters the stronger as through 

the King. The law is equal to the truth.” ' 

Beside to truthfulness the Brahmins 
play <-y«fTnnd to fulfil the dujtflB of-easte. 
Actionin ^ormity with caste is regarded as some¬ 
thing grounded in the divine order of the UniverM. 
It is sacred and sets certain bounds to world and life 
negation. In obedience to the obligations of <»ste, 
the r^«in in ordinary life and the prie^ 
office until they begin^ grog ftifl. aunoughlhky- 
know from their yo^h up that union with the 
Brahman will be only atuined in renunciation of the 

world and inactivity.* 

> Brbad-An«7ak* Upanisbad, i. 4, >4- 
• 3m in additica p. 40. 

f: 
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Whilst the Brahmins except from action in general 
the practice of the activity prescribed by caste, and 
attribute to this in some measure a necessity required 
by the order of the Universe, they reot^nise that the 
world and life negation demanded by their mysticism 
of union with the Brahman cannot be maintained and 
carried out without a great concession to world and 
life affirmation. 

* • 
• 

In the Upanishads we find also the doctrine of ' 
reincarnation (SatpsSra), which is also called the 
doctrine of the transmigration of souls (Metem¬ 
psychosis). 

In w^t relationship does this stand to the 
Brahmanic mysticism of identity with the Universal 
Soul ? Does it beloi^ to it intrinsically or is it 
something separate that establishes itself beside it ? 
The latter is the case. 

The hymns of the Rig-Veda knew nothing as yet 
of a cycle of re-births. In that ancient period people 
hoped for their departed ones that they entered into 
the heavenly world of the gods. And for this they 
relied leas on their good works than on rightly per¬ 
formed and numerically adequate sacrifices and nugic 
rites. There is no mention, save in hints, of the fate 
of those who did not attain to this state of bliss. 

In the BrUunapas there is something about those who 
have entered into blessedness suffering a aecond death in 
the Beyond aAcr some time has elapsed. But bow we are 
to imagine this “ second death ”, and whether fran this 
idea is derived that of re-birth on earth, remains obscure. 
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The doctrine of reiiicarnation belongs originelly 
to k myth which describes the wandering of the de¬ 
parted to the realm of bliss. It explains the waxing 
Lid waning of the moon by its absorbing the souls 
that come from the earth and after a certain time 
sending them on to heaven, or down again to the 
earth in rain. The doctrine of reincarnation appears 
in the Upanishads in connection with this myth. 

“ All who depart from this world go to the moon. The 
waxing half fills itself with their Uvea ; in the waning half 
it is eflecting their re-Wrth. The moon is the gate of 
heaven. He who knows how to reply to it, him it allows to 
pass by. He who cannot reply, him it sends, changing 
itself into rain, down to the earth in rain; he is re-bom here 
and there according to his deeds and knowledge as worm, 
moth, fish, bird, lion, wild-boar, jackal (?), tiger, man or 
whatever it may be. For when a man comes to the moon, 
themoonssks; Whoartthou? Then he ought to answer: 
I am thou. . . . If he speaks duis, then the moon lets him 
get away out above itself." * 

Of courM the myth originally said that the moon gives 
access to heaven to those who have accomplished the 

requisite good works and sacrifices. That it only does so 
when a soul krtows bow to answer it gUbly with the doctrine 
of Tat tvMm ati belongs to the form given to the myth by 
the Brahmins in order to incorporate it with their doctrine 
of union with the Brahman through the highest knowledge. 

Aa»rding to tbe original myth further, it is not aU the 
dead who arrive at the moon but only these who are destined 
for ete^ bliM or for re-birth into human existence. We 
learn this from two Upanishads.* Men who are to became 

* fipiU.t..,! < TtieBTbsd-Ara07skaUpMishMl,vl.i, 
•ad tb* Chaoitoira UpulihMl, ▼. to, eho refer to tbe Vint oT souls to 

tttf BIOOKL 
■ BrUd-Ara«rakt UfWAiibad. ri. s.and Chiadegys Upanithui, 

V. to. 
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aninub expericDce this ch«nge straightway ift^r their 
or—the texts are not dear about this—after a visit 

to a place of puniihnient. The moon b originally thought 
of only as a place of joy. 

• • 
• 

The doctrine of reincarnation has something 
Brahmanic about it in so far as it assumes that the 
souls of men, animals and plants are of like nature. 

Attetnpu have been made to show that the moon myth 
from whii^ the doctrine of rdncamation derives was not of 
Aryan origin, but originally belonged to the religious 
imaginary world <£. the dxxriginal militants of India and 
was then adopted by the Aj^azu. Thu view cannot be 
supported by evidence. But it might be adduced in its 
favour that in the Vedic hymns there b no trace of the moon 
myth concerning reincamation, whibt it b qmte alien to 
the mysdcbm of union with the Brahman. 

Although the doctrine of reincamation has in 
common with the Brahmanic teaching the conception 
of the like nature of all soub, nevertheless—a point 
which is usually overlooked—it b not yet in agree¬ 
ment with the Brahmanic mysticism of the identity 
of individual souls with the Universal Soul. The 
relationship of individual souls to the state of being 
in the body and to the Universal Soul b quite different 
in the doctrine of reincarnation from what it b in 
Brahmanic mysticbm. 

According to the teaching of the Brahmins, all 
individual soub after their existence in the world of 
the senses are without further ado reabsorbed into the 
Universal Soul. Every cessation of bodily exbtence 
b equivalent to a final return of the soul concerned 

E X 
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into the Universal Soul, ju*t as every beginning of 
bodily existence is conceived as a new manifestation 
of soul in the world of the senses. The Brahmins 
assume, then, that there is a continuous influx of soul- 
atuff into the material world and a continuous return- 
flow out of it. The metaphor used in the Upanishads 
of the fire from which new sparks are constantly 
mounting into the air and falling back into it again 
is characteristic of their views. 

According, then, to the Brahmanic teaching, every 
soul in the corporeal world is new to it, visits it but 
once and automatically participates in re-union with 
the Universal Soul without any knowledge or achieve¬ 
ment on its own part being required of it. The souls 
of wild animals and plants return into the Universal 
Soul in the same fashion as that of the Brahmin who 

the profoundest knowledge and has ad¬ 

vanced furthest in asceticism and self-submergence. 
For it is not as if the Brahmin only gains union with 
the Universal Soiil through knowledge, asceticism 
and submergence of the self. All he gains through 
these things is the advsmtsge that he knows about the 
blessed state that awaits him and already enjoys it in 
this world, inasmuch as he passes his life on earth in 
inner and outer freedom from the material world and 
in meditation duected entirely to the Universal Soul. 

It is true there are texts of the Upanishads which read 
as if union with the Universal Soul and the immortality 
which accompanies U were only attained through know¬ 
ledge, sscetidsro and renuncistioo of the world. But the 
real meaning of the doctrine is not laid open to question by 
such inexact statements. 

Brahmanic mysticism is concerned with the idea 
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of being exalted above the w^Id^ not with the idea) 
of re^SnptrpiK.' The doctrine of reincarnation, on the' 
other hand, starts from the premiss that souls are 
prisoners in the world of the senses. The question of 
how they can return into the Universal Soul becomes 
therefore the real problem. They mutt earn their 
redemption. The Brahmins teach that souls are 
automatically and naturally free from the world and, 
in so far as they are capable of such knowledge, only 
need to recognise and experience their freedom. 

To acquiesce in the doctrine of reincarnation 
means, therefore, for the Brahmins the giving up of 
their own belief about the relationship of the individual 
soul to the material world and the Universal Soul in 
favour of a different view, and involves allowing the 
freedom of the soul from the material world, which 
for them presents no problem, to become a problem. 

And further. If Brahmins adopt the idea of 
redemption contained in the doctrine of reincarnation, 
they create for themselves difficulties they cannot 
master. According to their own teaching they must 
assume, not only for the human soul, but for all souls 
in the bodily state, a reUim into the Universal Soul. 
The question of world-redemption is for them posed 
and s^ved. 

But if they agree to the doctrine of reincarnation, 
they can neither state the question nor solve it. The 
doctrine of re«biith is really concerned only vrith the 
redemption of mankind. It makes liberation from 
the corporeal dependent on knowledge and conduct 
of which only human beings of the highest develop* 
ment are capable. So wortd<redemption can only be 
imagined as that all souls in the material world, 

3908 
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rising from one form of existence to another by de* 
grees, enter into the highest human existence and in 
this win the capacity of return into the Universal Soul. 
It is of course impossible seriously to think of making 
the sea of soul-stuff contained in the material world 
thus flow back into the ocean of Universal Soul as it 
were through the pipe of a village pump. 

If Brahmanism acquiesces in the doctrine of re¬ 
incarnation, it can no longer really hold fast to the 
idea of universal redemption which necessarily be¬ 
longs to its mysticism of Soul-in-AIt-Things. 

The Gnostic systems of the late Hellenic period are 
concerned with the redemption of the totality of soul-stuff 
held prisoner in the material world. What is going on in 
the Unherse becomes for them the great drama of the 
entrance of soul into matter and its resultant return from 
it at the end of the ages. 

Such a historical method of contemplation—die only 
method which can be directed towards the problem of 
world'tedemption—lies far from Indian thought. It is, 
moreover, bued on the hypothesis of the appearance of a 
personal redeemer. This hypothecs is first found in Itidia 
in the post-Buddha period. Later Buddhism (MabJl^Uia- 
Buddhistn) makes a personal redeemer of Buddha. 
Starting from the standpoint of the historical method of 
regarding things whidi has been thus arrived at, it occupies 
its^ once more with the question of world-redemptioa, 
which for centuries bad Iain on one side in the thought of 
India. 

Not even the redemption of mankind is able to 
make the doctrine of reincamation satisfactorily com¬ 
prehensible. As a punishment for their evil courses, 
it makes men enter into the existence of despised and 
savage beasts. But how they can work their way 
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up agtin from this to a higher eidatence—this ques¬ 
tion remains unsolved. The doctrine of reincarna¬ 
tion at thU point contradicts itself. It must make the ) 
attainment of the higher mode of existence dependent} ^ 

on ethical behaviour. But how can the soul which/ 
has once sunk down into the life of an animal becom^ 
ethically deserving ? 

As a matter of fact, the doctrine of reincarnation 
must regard the redemption of souls which have 
entered into anintal life as practically impossible. 
This is the conclusion of the Buddha. 

• • 
• 

The doctrine of reincarnation rests, then, on quite 
other premisses than the Brahmanic doctrine of Soul- 
in-all-Things, and suffers from serious deficiencies. 
It cannot fit in with Brahmanic mysticism. 

But how is it, then, that the Brahmins came to 
adopt it} 

To begin with, it is in itself so important and is 
held in so great esteem that they cannot ignore it. 
And secondly, it goes so far to meet them as to assert 
that the souls of all living things are of like nature. 
But what is decisive is that it stands in close and 
living relationship to ethics. 

For in face of ethics the Brahmins find them¬ 
selves in a difficult situation. Their mysticism is 
supra-ethical. They cannot abandon their principle 
that union with the Universal Soul is only experienced 
in knowledge, world-renunciation and self-submer¬ 
gence. But what meaning, then, is left for ethics ? 
It will not do to deny all value to morality. And now 
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the doctrine of reincarnation steps in to give ethics 
their rights by the side of supra-e^ical mysticism and 
at the same time place this doctrine at the service of 

ethics. 
Ethics gain the important recognition that from 

ethical or non-ethical conduct there ensues the higher 
or lower form of re-birth, and that by the constant 
practice of goodness is hnally attained the highest 
form of existence, in which man becomes capable of 
the experience of union with the Universal Soul. 

According to the original popular doctrine of 
H. reincamation, man attains to the state of heavenly 

/l bliss by means of sufficient good works. If they do 
4 not suffice, he will be bom again as a human bring. 

If the evil that he has committed preponderates, his 
return is into the existence of an animat. In the 
process of transformation which this doctrine under¬ 
went among the Brahmins, the importance of the 
ethical element was limited to the proviso that through 
good works there could never be earned the state of 
bliss, but only a better reincarnation. 

But the doctrine of reincamation permitted the 
Brahmins not only to preserve the supra-ethical 
character of their mysticism and at the same time the 
prestige of ethics, but in addition made it possible for 
them to acquiesce on a satisfactory theoretical basis 
in the fact that the majority of human beings still 
passed their lives in world and life affirmation. This 
they explained among themselves by saying that 
these had not yet participated in the Anal reincarna¬ 
tion which qualiA« men for the knowledge of the 
true way of redemption. On the ground of the doc¬ 
trine of reincarnation they could assume also that 
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members of the lower castes will in time arrive at re¬ 
birth in the higher and so become capable of redemp¬ 
tion. 

Thus the doctrine of reincarnation allowed the 
Brabmirts to develop a relativistic method of thought. 
As the highest, most esoteric truth they could preach 
a world and life negation exalted above good and 
evil, and by its side allow the validity of a lower, 
exoteric truth which leaves ethics and world and life 
affirmation in possession of their rights. 

But Brahmanism paid a heavy price for the ad¬ 
vantages it received from the doctrine of reincarna¬ 
tion. It ia true that it made them of service to itself. 
But at the same time it absorbed sJong with the 
doctrine a foreign element, and through h became 
something other than it by nature was. In the 
period of the Upanishads Brahmanic thought was 
occupied solely with the question of experiencing 
union with the Universal Soul. I-ater on this prob¬ 
lem was joined by the question of redemption frorr 
the cycle of re-birth which towered above and over¬ 
shadowed it. For centuries Indian thought wai 
governed by the fear of remaining in the xycle of 
reincarnation, of which the original Brahmanic teach¬ 
ing knew nothing. 

• • 
• 

The teaching of the Upanishads, therefore, is not a 
homogeneous, self-contained system, but lacks unity 
and completeness. It comprises a series of problems ' 
which give the thought of the following centuries 
plenty of occupation. Some of these belong to the . 
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Brahmanlc doctrine as such ; others g[o back to the 
difficulties met in reconciling the Brahmanic teaching 
with the doctrine of reincarnation \ others again 
result from the challenge offered by world and life 
affirmation and ethics to world and life negation. 

• • 
• 

Firtt PrciUm.—What is really to be understood 
by the Brahman ? 

Brahmanic mysticism, like all other, has to do 
with the question, whether the highest, pure Being, to 
which man feels in his true self that he belongs, is to 
be thought of as an impersonal Absolute without 
attributes, or in some way as the highest spiritual 
entity. But this question is neither raised nor decided 
in the Upantshads. 

The real opinion of the Brahmins of the period of 
the Upanishads is to the effect that the Brahman is to 
be imagined aa the impersonal Absolute without 
attributes. The only thing one can assert of it, ac> 
cording to a saying of YijAavalkya in the ancient 
Brhad'Araoyaka Upanishad, is Ned, neti” (Not, 
not). All one knows of it is that it has nothing of 
empiric being about it. 

In the work of Stiiikara, the great scholastic of 
Brahmanisn (9Ch century A.D.), is found the story of the 
iiutruction ab^t the Brahman which the wise man Blhva 
gare to one who was eager for knowledge. When the 
latter questioned him he was silent. When he had repeated 
his question a ^econd and a third time, he at last said to 
him : '■ Why, I am thee, only thou understandest 
not: this Atman is silent ’’ 
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Beside passages in the Upanishads which treat of 
the Brahman as the Absolute without attributes, are 
others far more simply expressed which speak of it as 
the highest spiritual Being that unites all forms of 
perfection in itself. 

Occasionally also it is represented as the Ihimal 
Force which dwelb within all Being and maintains all 
Being. For the Brahmitu have begun to be prs' 
occupied with the secret of the life that is in nature. 
They explain the coming into life of the plant from 
the Seed by the hypothesis that the real essence of the 
plant is in the seed as a soul that gives shape to it. 
But in their contemplation of nature they do not get 
beyond the beginnings. And therefore their doc* 
trine of SouI*in*aiI*Thing8 is much less living than 
that of the Renaissance, although here and there it 
reminds us of that. The conception of force is not 
yet fully formed among them, and this impedes the 
development of the doctrine of Soul-in*all*Things. 

There are also in the Upanishads passages in 
which the Universal Soul is conceived as the highest 
divine Person. One of these runs: ** The only God 
is hidden in all living things, permeates all things and 
lives as soul in ill beings 

Thus even in the period of the Upanishads there 
are schools of Brahmin thought which find nothing 
out of the way in attributing personality to the Uni¬ 
versal Soul. 

^ipkara, the Brahmin scholastic of the 9th cen¬ 
tury A.D., explains these vacillations in the conception 
of the Brahman by assuming that in the Uparushads 
there are two different doctrines. One. he says, 
represents the esoteric truth about the Brahman in 
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that it understands it as the impersonal, unknowable 
Absolute without attributes ; the other preaches the 
exoteric truth and allows those who are not capable 
of the highest knowledge to venerate the Brahman as 
the one and only God, who manifests himself in 
various divinities. 

or course the Brahmins of the period of the 
Upanishads did not think of distinguishing between 
an esoteric and an exoteric doctrine of the Brahman. 
They preached but one doctrine. It was nothing to 
them that it lacked unity. 

And on the other hand monotheistic Hinduism 
declares that the Upanishads conceived the Brahman 
everywhere as a personal God, and that the passages 
whi<^ can be adduced in support of non^personality 
must be interpreted so as to correspond with the 
others. 

The profoundest thinkers of the Upanishads forgo 
applying the conception of God which originates in 
religious tradition to the Primal Cause of Being. 
But later Indian thought, like Eiiropean philosophy, 
is no longer occupied with the question whether and 
in how far this is possible. It regards Z?tur ritw 
Nature as a matter of course. 

Stcond PrtAltm.—In what relationship does the 
Universal Soul stand to the world of the senses ? 
Why does pure Being make its appearance in a 
materia] world, and what measure of reality does that 
world possess ? 

In quite general terms the belief found in the 
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Upanishads u that the Univenat Soul is enveloped 
in the matenal world ax it were by a veil. But it has 
no need of it. On the contrary it is like something 
foreign around it. The world of the senses has no 
meaning. The individual soul has to use all its force 
to free itself from the delusion of thinking it has some* 
thing to do in it or anything to hope from it. 

The more ancient Upanishads accept the world 
of the senses as something which is real and a matter 
of course. 

But in proportion as Brahmanic thought takes 
seriously its fundamental knowledge that all that is 
has proceeded from the Universal Soul, so it must 
arrive at apprehending the world of the senses as only 
a manifestation of the Universal Soul. Once on-this 
path it cannot do otherwise than follow it to the end 
and regard the material WM-ld as mere appearance. 
And in the later Upanishads this in fact is what it 
does. In these the principle that the Universal Soul 
is the only reality and that there can be no other be¬ 
side it is consistently adhered to. This is called the 
doctrine of non-duality (Advaita). 

Now there remains no alternative but to assume 
that the world of the senses is a magic play (Miyt; 
m2yin means magician) staged by the Universal &ul 
for itself. The individual soul is brought into this 
magic play under a spell. By rejection about itself 
it must become capable of seeing through the decep¬ 
tion. Thereupon it gives up taking part in the play. 
It waits quietly and enjoys its identity with the Uni¬ 
versal Soul until, at death, the magic play for it ceases 
to be. 

The Brahmins, therefore, are not contented merely 
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to establish the fact that the Universe is inexplicable. 
They undertake to give an interpretation of it which 
corresponds with world and life negation. And so 
they arrive at asserting not only its meaninglessness 
but in addition its unreality. 

This explanation of the world fits in admirably 
with their supra-ethical mysticism of identity with the 
Universal Swl. But ethics will not fit in with it. 
The ethic of action above all is hard hit by the asser¬ 
tion that the world has no meaning. Man cannot 
engage in ethical activity in a world with no meaning. 
His ethical life in such a world must be limited to 
keeping himself pure from it. 

But if further the reality of the world is denied, 
then ethics altogether cease to have any importance. 
The only thing that remains for man to do is to see 
through the delusion of believing in a material world. 

The doctrine of MSya results logically from the 
theoretical premisses of the Brahmanic belief about 
Being. The Brahmins cannot escape it But by 
confessing it, they sdmit they are not in a position to 
jtistify even the little they demand in the matter of 
ethics. 

• • 
• 

Third Prohltm.—How do individual souls come 
into existence from the Universal Soul and how are 
they reabsorbed into it ? The* Brahmins of the more 
ancient period will have nothing further to do with 
this question. They make shift with metaphors and 
compare individual souls with the glowing sparks 
which rise from a fire and fall back into it and with 
reflections caused by the moon on water. 
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Now the Brahmanic myaticitm could well leave 
unexplained the iaiue of individual souls from the 
Universal Soul and their reabsorption into it. But 
the doctrine of reincarnation cannot do that. It 
attributes to the individual soul a far more pro* 
nounced individuality than does Brahmanic mysti* 
cism. According to it the soul goes through ex* 
periences in the world. It has to bear the conse¬ 
quences of the deeds done by men in the world of the 
senses. But according to pure Brahmanic doctrine 
it adopts the attitude of a mere spectator in the 
nuterial world and remains untouched by it. 

The doctrine of reincarnation in no way requires 
the assumption thst individual souls have issued from 
the Univmal Soul and will return to it again. In¬ 
deed it can do nothing with it. For this doctrine the 
most natural thing is simply to start from the fact 
that in a way which cannot be further explained all 
through eternity there has been an endless number of 
eternal individual souls (which constitute the spiritual 
clement in the Universe) for which is prescribed the 
passing of a constantly renewed existence in the 
world of the senses until hnally they succeed in win¬ 
ning liberation from it. 

And what need is there to regard liberation from 
the cycle of re-birth and the return of the soul into 
the Universal Soul as equivalents ? The doctrine of 
reincarnation has no interest whatever in asserting 
such an inexplicable thing as thst the individual soul 
in the end loses its individuality. It is suflkient for 
it to establish the fact that as a result of the freedom 
attained the soul is in a state of perpetual bliu. 

Strange as it at first appears, thought that really 
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agrees to the doctrine of reincarnation is therefore in« 
volved in difficulty if it holds to the Brahmanic concep¬ 
tion of individual souls deriving from the Universal 
Soul and returning to it again. 

Fourth ProhUm.—What is the nature of the con¬ 
nection between the individual soul and its bodily 
manifestation ? 

In accordance with the genuine Brahmanic teach¬ 
ing, the soul is untouched by the bodily form which 
for a time belongs to it, whether or no any kind 
of reality may be ascribed to this, or whether it be 
held only for an illusion. But the validity of ethics 
is brought into question by this hypothesis, and that 
is why the doctrine of reincarnation cannot accept 
it. If moral conduct is to play any part in the libera¬ 
tion of the soul frwn the cycle of re-births, the soul 
must in some way participate in the corporeal and be 
affected by human experiences and actions. 

So the doctrine of reincarnation can in no sense 
agree to the assertion that the Universe is not real, but 
must hold fast to its reality. And further—snd this 
is where the real difficulty begins—it has to make 
comprehensible bow soul and body, if we assume that 
by their nature they have nothing in common, can 
stand in any relationship to each other whatever. 
The doctrine of reincarnation has to do with the same 
question with which later on in Europe the philosophy 
based on the definitions of Descartes is busied. For 
this the problem is to explain how it is that in living 
creatures the body can receive stimuli from the soul 
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and transform these into reality. The doctrine of i 

reincarnation mtist show how the destiny of the soul is 
influenced by the action of the body. 

• • 
• 

Fifth Probitm.—Tht only siynificance the Brah¬ 
mins grant to ethics is that the nature of the reincarna¬ 
tion is determined by good or evil deeds. These then 
are only a preparation for liberation from the ^cle 
of re-births which can only be attained through 
highest knowledge, renunciation of the world and 
self-submergence. 

Can morality really be satisfied with this limitation 
of its importance decreed by the Brahmins in contra¬ 
diction to religious tradition and natural feeling ? 
Must it not demand a greater part to play in a system 
of thought which is keenly concerned with die ques¬ 
tion of deliverance from reincarnation ? 

• • 
• 

Sixth ProbUm.—The Brahmins make to world 
and life affirmation the great concession that the« 
regard the fulfilment of the obligations of occupatioM / 
dictated by caste as action of a higher order which \ 
within certain bounds maintains its rights in fa<J 
of world and life denial. For themselves they bring 
the two so into harmony that they work as priests for 
the first half of their lives and pass the second half in 

world renunciation. 
But now world and life negation have ceased to be 

only the concern of Brahmins and Yogms. There 
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arose in the period of the Upanishads a real world¬ 
view of world and life negation, and consequently the 
membera of the castes of warriors, agriculturists and 
traders no less than the Brahmins are faced with the 
challenge to strive for the experience of union with 
the Brahman, or deliverance from reincarnation, in 
highest knowledge, world-renunciation and self-sub¬ 
mergence. They obey it by devoting themselves in 
crowds to the monastic life. But what rights do they 
now concede, alongside world and life denial, to 
action dedicated to the fulfilment of caste obligations ? 

Really some sort of settlement ought to have been 
arrived at to allow the warriors, i^riculturists and 
traders to pass the first part of their lives at their 
calling, and the latter end in renunciation of the world. 
But this does not take place. The non-Brahmins 
assume the right to lead a life of world-renunciation 
from youth up.^ But the idea that the fulfilment of 
the duties involved in membership of a caste has the 
importance of action of a higher order which may 
enter into competition with world and life negation is 
maintained. And then there comes a day when it 
has made such progress that not only are rights con¬ 
ceded to action of a higher order for a portion of the 
duration of human life, but such action is placed on 
an equality with world and life negation and even 
exalted above it. This happens in the courageous 
mode of thought which finds expression in the 
Bhagavad-Giti. 

• • 

* TVi occufted tlw ftmoftg the Bnluniaa. 
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If one would understand what happened in the 
centuries which followed the period of the Upani* 
shads, one must realise these problems that are found 
in their teaching. When one hrst makes acquaint¬ 
ance with Indian thought, with what perplexity one 
faces the appearance alongside the Brabmanic doc¬ 
trine of the SSndchya doctrine. Jainism and Buddh¬ 
ism ! Trivialities apart, they stand for the same 
world and life negation as does Brahmanism. 1 
that they urge man by exercises in self-submergence 
to endeavour to participate in the experience of de¬ 
tachment from the world in a state of ecstasy. But 
what right of existence have these systems beside 
Brahmanism t How can they arise and subsist be¬ 

side it ? 
The explanation of the riddle is that these new 

teachings did indeed allow the facade of world and 
life denial to stand, but undertook complete rebuild¬ 
ing behind it. They no longer based world and life 
n^ation on the idea of the identity of the individual 
soul and the Universal Soul, but on that of liberation 
from the cycle of re-births. 

The Sinikhya system, Jainism and Buddhism ac- || ^ 

cepted the conclusion which follows from the theo- || 
rMesl incuuipalibiiiiy uf the ddcirine ^ reincama- | 
tiCirand Braiimanic mysticism, ^hey renounced the 
l^tta\ The sole task they set themselves was to 
ui^erstand the why and the how of the cycle of re¬ 
births and to expound why and how world and life 
negation can bring it to an end. 

But this non-mystical mode of thought, which was 
busy only with the question of deliverance from re¬ 
incarnation, could only for a time mainuin itself in 

P 
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opposition to mystical thought. Uter it gradually 
lost ground again. The mysticism of identity with 
the Primal Origin of Being was victorious because it 
was magnificently simple, carried in itself the pro- 
foundeat truth and—what was of great importance— 
was conuined in the sacred scriptures which were 
constantly gainir^ in repute. This explains how it 
is that in the course of time the Sirplthya doctrine 
was absorbed by Brahmanism, Jainism lost the great 
imporunce which h had and Buddhism even ceased 

to exist in India. , » j- 
And in the course of this development of Indian 

thought which stretches over centuries one further 
phenomenon emerges—that ethics attain to ever 
greater authority and world and life affirmation 
wrings ever greater concessions from world and life 

negation. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE SA^KHVA doctrine 

The Sirpkhya doctrine undertakes to investigate 
the relation of the soul to the world of the senses 

in such a way that its imprisonment within that world 
and liberation from it will become comprehensible. 

Simkhya means enumeration. The doctrine gets 
hs name from the fact that numbers play a great part 
in it. Thus, for example, it makes matter consist of 
twenty-four material elements. 

The Siipkhya teaching arose in Brahmanic aides. 
There must therefore have existed in the period of the 
Upanishads Brahmanic schools wluch were owre occupied 
with the problem of remeamation and deUverance from it 
than wUh the doctrine of the Brahman. This is the only 
way to explain how two such completely different forms of 
thought could develop side by side in Brahmanic dicles. 
It is not impossible that the beginnings of the Sixpkhya 
doctriiK reach back further than those of the mystkism of 
identity with the Brahman. Its rise can be better under¬ 
stood, if we assume that the latter was not fully devdoped 
or had not yet been disacminated. 

Elements of the doctrine are found in the Upanishads. 
In its main outlines It was ptobably already esUblish^ 
about 55© 9.C. It is found systematically worked out m 
the Simkhyakirikl, a text which belongs to one ^ the first 
centuries cf our era. 

The Sirpkhya doctrme abandons Brahmanic 
6? 
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monism and addresses itself to a dualistic mode of 
contemplation. From all eternity, so it assumes, 
soul-substance and matter each exists on its own 
account. Through the fact that they enter into con> 
nection with each other and then come apart again 
the living Universe comes into being. The funds' 
mental thought of the system therefore is related to 
the Greco-oriental Gnosis. 

According to the teaching of Sirpkhya, from all 
eternity immaterial individual souls (Purufas) exist 
in countless numbers. Puruya originally means 
human being. What, then, induces these immaterial 
individual souls to enter into connection with matter 
(Praketi) P Tltis is the form which the general and 
unanswerable question, for what reason does pure 
Being appear in a material world, takes in the 
Siipkhya system. 

Greco-oriental mysticism presumes that soul feels 
itself drawn to matter by an obscure impulse and to 
this surrenders. The Siipkhya doctrine gives a 
different explanation. In its opinion, in some way 
that cannot be further substantiated or understood, 
souls are destined to enter into connection with matter 
in order that through this experience they shall be* 
come conscious of their absolute and complete inde¬ 
pendence of it. In Hegel in the same way the spirit 
has need of the material world in order to arrive 
within it at the fullest consciousness of itself. But 
whilst in Hegel it thus attains to full knowledge of 
its own being, in the Simkhya doctrine it merely 
becomes sure of its independence of mstter. 

In order thst immsterial souls may enter into con¬ 
nection with it, nutter has to emerge from the state 
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of rest and invisibility in which It originally dwells 
and come as it were into bloom. According to the 
teaching of Sirfikhya, matter does not consist of 
coarse, visible elements alone, but also of those which 
are Ane and invisible. Delicate matter lets the coarse 
proceed from it and can take it back again into itself. 
The psychic soul of man, by which he gains know¬ 
ledge and thinks and wills, belongs entirely to the 
invisible, finest matter. Alongside of and in addition 
to his soul of fine matter, man possesses his immaterial 
soul. But this has no real share in his life. 

Following this doctrine, matter is not in its essence 
imperfect and bad, but contains in itself the possi¬ 
bility of goodness and perfection no less than that of 
imp^ection and evil. There are in it three com¬ 
ponents, comparable to three strands (Gunaa) in a 
plait. 

The first Guna (the Sattva) is what is full of light, 
goodness and peace; the second (the Rajas) is what is 
in motion and craves activity; the third (the Tamas) 
is darkness and delusion, from which come evil and 
suffering. 

• • 
• 

The S&rpkhy> doctrine, then, makes the world 
consist of countless nutter-entities and soul-entities 
united to each other. Its opinions have much in 
common with Leibnitz’s theory of monads. 

The immaterial soul unites with a psychic soul of 
fine matter. This is imagined as an etherial, in¬ 
visible and imperishable body. For the SAipkhya 
doctrine asserts the eternity of matter. When a man 
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dies, it is only his body of coarse matter that passes 
away. His imperishable psychic 4g«, his etherial 
body, remains united with the immaterial soul and 
with it enters on one fresh reincarnation after another. 

The immortal psychic tgo, which is described as 
Lih^ (the word means a distinguishing mark), is the 
carrier of the Karman. The doctrine of Karman, 
that is to say of the deed, is contained in the doctrine 
of reincarnation in so far as re-birth into a lower or 
higher state must depend on a man’s past actions. It 
it expressed in the most concise form in orve of the 
Upanishads in the phrase, " What a man does, to 
such an existence he attains ". 

The original meaning of Kannan it actioo, work, 
espectsUy sacred work, act of sacrifice, rite. 

The immaterial soul has no part in the experiences 
of the psychic soul and its Kannan. It must indeed 
accompany it through its successive existences, but as 
a mere spectator. For the connection of the two to 
cease, it is necessary for the psychic soul to arrive 
at the knowledge that the immaterial soul is inde¬ 
pendent of the psychic soul and of matter. But it 
only becomes capable of this through freeing itself 
from all obscure and low desire that is in nutter, 
letting itself be entirely governed by what is pure and 
luminous in it~^e Sattva—and so attaining rest. 
This end is reached by the practice of Yoga. Asceti¬ 
cism and self-submergence play just as big a part in 
the teaching of S&ipkhya as in the mysticism of be¬ 
coming one with the Brahman. 

It is, then, the psychic soul, not—as logic really 
would demand of the Sirnkhya doctrine—the im- 
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material, which becomes conscious of (he absolute 
essential difference between the non-material and the 
material. But the existence of this knowledge 
finishes its work when it comes to the immaterial 
soul. For by reason of it the connection entered into 
by the immaterial soul and matter comes to sn end. 
The immaterial soul now again exists independently 
and is found in a state of blessed unconsciousness and 
rest. The body of coarse material and the etherial 
body for their part dissolve back again into the in¬ 
visible primal matter. 

When therefore all immaterial souls are freed 
from their union with matter, then the world will be 
redeemed and cease to exist. Fot henceforth all 
soul-entities and all matter-entities will hsVe returned 
to their primal original state of rest. Once more 
there remains only hne, motionless, invisible matter. 

The Siipkhya doctrine does not go more closely 
into the way in which the redemption of the world 
which it presumes is to come about. It would indeed 
be difficult to make it comprehenaible. According 
to the hypothesis of the doctrine of reincarnation, 
thereturn of the sum-total of soul from matter is really 
impossible.* 

But the Universe does not come to rest for ever. 
It is only that a world period has come to an end. 
Following an unending rhythm, immaterial souls 
keep on uniting themselves from tinw to time ever 
anew with psychic souls, thus esch time esusing 
matter to get into motion again and make the 
coarsely material issue from it. 

The Slrpkhya theory of world periods following 

* Sm on thU, pp. 51, 53. 
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on each other gradually cane to be adopted by 
Indian thought in general. It played a great part in 
late Brahmanism and late Buddhism. 

Ethics had no greater importance in the Slqikhya 
teaching than in Brahmanic mysticism. 

• • 
• 

In the older period at all events the SSrrikhya 
doctrine does not break with Brahmanic mysticism, 
although it is altogether different from it. It allows 
the Brahmanic teaching to describe the totality of all 
individual souls, although these are not thought of as 
OIK entity, as the Brahman; and to conceive deliver* 
ance from the cycle of re>births as return into the 
Brahman. It is only concerned to interpret the doc* 
trine of reincarftation and release from it theoretic* 
ally and in a way to which no objection can be 
raised. It can acquiesce in the Brahmanic frame 
although it is unnecessary and does not fit the picture. 
Brahmanic thought on its part, in so far as it docs not 
wish to confess the MiyS creed, has great interest in 
making its own the conception of matter so magnifi* 
cently thought out by the SSipkhya doctrine. This 
conception satisfies the demands of the doctrine of 
reincamation far better than does the Brahmanic 
theory. 

The result is that the Sfliiikfaya doctrine tolerates 
beside it the Brahmanic mysticism of becoming one 
with the Universal Soul, and that Brahmanism up¬ 
holds S&ipkhya beliefs in respect of the doctrine of 
reincamation, especially with reference to matter and 
the union with h enters into by the immaterial soul. 
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This expitint how it is that a form of Slijihhya 
doctrine dovetailed into Brahmanic mysticism is for 
centuries enormously widespread and almost entirely 
supplanu the pure Brahmanic teaching. This popu* 
lar Siiiikbya-Brahmanism is found in nearly idl the 
didactic passages of the Mahabhirata epic. It 
dominates the famous Bhagavad>G(tl. In this the 
SSfpkhya doctrine is even mentioned by name by the 
god Krishna. And what !^tpkara (pth century A.D.) 
cites as exoteric teaching of the Upanishads is in the 
main Siipkhya-Brahmanism. 

Butbythe side of Saipkhya-Brahmanism there was 
also a pure, quite independent Siipkhya doctrine, as 
we learn from the Sirpkhyakiriki and the polemics 
waged by Barpkara against the Stiplchya doctrine 
which rejected the idea of the Brahman. It seems to 
have played a part especially in the first centuries of 
our era. 

The Siqikhya doctrine is a wonderful achieve¬ 
ment. Rarely in human thought has a theoretical 
problem been so clearly recognised; rarely has a 
solution been undertaken and achieved with such 
clear judgment. 

It was only through the teaching of Slipkhya that 
Jainism and Buddhism became possible. They are 
new varieties of it in which ethics attain a greater im¬ 
portance. Certain ideas drawn from the Sirpkhya 
doctrine are the common spiritual property of India. 
Every villager is familiar with the teaching contained 
in the three Gupas. 

It is from the S&qikhya doctrine that the ideas are 
derived on which modem theosophy and Rudolph Steioer'i 
Anthroposophia are built up. Just as in the Siipkhya 
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»wtem (i« K). 70,71), to i“ Steiner the union between the 
etertuJ, immiterial eoul (he call* it ipirit) end the psyt^ 
•oul cca»e* to exist when the pfjrchic iouj «unu to complete 

Onl7 Steiner gtree a freeh interpretadOT of 
the Siifikhya doctrine by making it ethical and wo^ a^ 
We affirming. According to him it it ordained that the 
eternal toul which enter* into terrettrial exbtence shall 
tccomplith Mmething of value for the Unirer** 



CHAPTER V 

JAINISM 

IT was mainly in theot7 that the Siipkhya doc¬ 
trine was concerned with the problem of de¬ 

liverance from re-birth, whereas Jainism^ and 
Buddhism attacked the problem in its practical bear¬ 
ings. These were vigorous elemental movements of 
world and life negation which had their origin in the 
fact that men were troubled at heart about the 
problem of liberation from continuous reincarnation. 

The movement began, as far as we can judge, in 
the warrior caste and spread thence to the other 
castes, including the Brahmins. Men of all classes 
left their homes and occupations in crowds and 
roamed about the world as mendicant friars and 
ascetics in order by renunciation of the world to gain 
the privilege of not returning to existence. 

It is characteristic of the flight from the irorld of 
the Jains and Buddhists that monks no longer lived 
each for himself, but that they formed monastic 
orders. 

World and life negation played no part in the 
original doctrine of reincarnation, which was only 
concerned with ethics and religious ceremonies. The 
doctrine asserted that those who have accomplished 

* TIh man comet farm (■ “JiniMn*’, bat it ha* bees tbM|ht 
bcttcf to rttaia the mhsI BogUih qwlUng. 
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good works, snd for whom the requisite sacrifices 
have been offered, pass through the moon into celestial 
bliss, while others are compelled to return to existence 
on earth.* 

But in the Upanishads and in the Slipkhya doc* 
trine, the doctrirw of reincarnation was connected with 
the idea of world and life negation. The idea of 
world and life negation arose from the Brahnunic 
idea of the immaterial World>Soul and nun's union 
with it. Once there, world and life negation seised 
possession also of the doctrine of re-biith, although 
this in itself had nothing to do with the doctrine of the 
World-Soul and union with it. The idea of purifica¬ 
tion which was naturally contained in the doctrine of 
reincarnation came to meet world and life n^ation. 

In alliance with the doctrine of reincarnation, the 
idea of world and life negation which had originated 
in the mysticitm of union with the Brahm^ first 
began to develop its full power. It now entered the 
service of a quite elementary conception of redemp¬ 
tion. In Brahmanic mysticism the idea of redemp¬ 
tion could not reach full development. It was not 
really concerned at all—and this one cannot em¬ 
phasise enough—with winning redemption, but only 
with the experience of being exalted above the world. 
According to the Brahmanic doctrine, what is im¬ 
material is in no need whatever of being redeemed 
from what is material. The immaterial is not im¬ 
prisoned in msttcr, but when the material passes 
away is naturallyreleased from it and returns into the 
Universal Soul.* 

* 7«t the doctrfae of rtinesrtMtioa, tM pp. 47.30. 
* Oa IHIM* siw pp. 41,4S tod pf>. 4p-$t. 
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AJI my«iciim premises the idea that the soul lives 
in genuine freedom from the world. Mysticism it 
the realisation, glorification and manifestation of a 
na^rally given SMte of redemption from the world ; 
it is not a strutting and striving to attain to that 
state. 

From the time when world and life negation took 
possession of the doctrine of re-birth the demand for 
the renunciation of the world derived from it. We 
know from the Upanishads that many individuals 
responded to its call. But it was only in the course 
of the 8th and 7th centuries B.c. that the new concep- 
tion of reincarnation dominated by world and life 
negation penetrated to the hearts of the people. 
Then in the 6th century the fear of reincarnation 
became a mass experience. 

But there is a profound difference between the 
world and life n^ation of Brahmanic mysticism and 
the world and life negation inspired by fear of re¬ 
incarnation. The first has no connection with ethics, 
but is fupra-ethical. The world and life negation 
on the other hand which springs from the longing for 
deliverance from re-birth, endeavours to be compre¬ 
hended and justified as ethical. It does not drive 
ethics from the place they occupy in the doctrine of 
reincarnation, but approaches them as being itself a 
kind of supreme ethic which is requisite for real 
purification. 

Not enough notice is taken of the fact that in 
ancient Indian Thought we are concerned with two 
kinds of world and life negation—the supra-ethica], 
which is an end in itself, and a variety which claims 
to be the highest form of ethics. 
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It is true there are passages of the Upaniihads which 
speak of release from reincantation through supra-ethical 
world and life oegation. But if one studies them more 
closely, one notices that they premise the mystidiro of 
union with the Brahman, and that the Idea of reincamali^ 
ii brought into conaection with this and governed by it. 
When it is only a questiim, at in Jainism and with the 

of the problem of deliverance from re-birth, world 

and life negation does not raise a claim to be above all 
ethics, but desires to be the supreme ethic. 

But the question is whether detachment from the 
world, as it results from world and life negation, can 
assume an ethical significance. Is it not in essence 
supra-ethical ? Is not the detachment from the 
world demanded by ethics quite a different thing 
from that which is based on world and life negation 

as such ? 
s • 

• 

Like the S&ipkhya doctrine, Jainiam concedes 
that matter is real \ and like that, too, it assumes a 
plurality of immaterial individual souls existing from 
all eternity. But it diverges from it in that it says 
the immaterial soul is actually affected by the Karman 
and the experiences of the psychic «go. In conform¬ 
ity with this, deliverance fiiun reincarnation must be 
presented in a different form from that which it takes 
in the doctrine of Siqikhya, namely, in such a way 
that by purity of conduct the soul cleanses itself from 
the besmirching it has suffered and altogether frees 
itself from evil. What is new, then, in Jainism is the 
importance attained by ethics. The exception of 
the Brahmins arxl adherents of Sirpkhya that re- 
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demption is only effected by knowledge ia abandoned. 
The idea of being exalted over the world is replaced 
by that of keeping pure from the woiid'^an event full 
of significance for the thought of India I 

Jainism comes into the light of history through Mahivira, 
a cootemporaiy of the BudSia. Like the latter he bekngs 
to the warrior caste. The date of his death may be put at 
about 477 a.c. 

The Foimder of the system is said to bate been 
B&rivanfttha (8th century a.c. ?). It gets its name from 
the fact that accordiztg to tradition P&iivaottha and 
Mahftvtra bore the title ^ honour “ Victor Gio*)a whkh 
was also bestowed on the Buddha. 

So Jainism is connected with the oldest form of Siipkhya 
doctrine; much of it indeed is eff very ancient character. 
It has endured down to the present day. The number of 
iu adherents, who belong principally to the merchant da^ 
is now about a millioo. 

Jainism, then, is not confined only to the ethics 
of tradition, as are the Brahmanic and Sirpkhya 
systems, but seeks in addition to give ethical signifi¬ 
cance to world and life negation. This endeavour 
explains how in Jainism not to kill and net to harm 
living creatures (Ahiipsi) first becomes a great com¬ 
mandment. 

The verb hims is the desiderative form of han (to kill, 
to damage), so it means to wish to kill and to damage. So 
the substantive A-hiipsa means renundatioo of the will to 
kill and to damage. 

• • 

How can we explain the origin of the Ahirpsi 
conunaiKlment t 
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It does not develop, »* one might expect, out of x 
feeling of compaMion. The most ancient Indian 
thought hardly knows sympathy with the animal 
creation. It is true that through the Brahmanic idea 
of Universal Soul it is convinced of the homogeneous¬ 
ness of all created things. But this it retains as 
purely theoretical knowledge and, incomprehensible 
as it seems to us, neglects to draw the conclusion that 
man must have sympathy with the animal creation as 

with his own kind.^ 
Had it realty been sympathy that originated the 

commandment not to kill and not to harm, it would 
be impossible to understand how it could set itself 
these limits and disregard insistence on the giving of 
real help. The pretext that world and life negation 
stood in the way is not plausible. At the very least 
sympathy must have rebelled against the narrowing 
linrutation. But nothing of the kind happened. 

The commandment not to kill and not to harm 
docs not arise, then, from a feeling of compassion, but 
from the idea of keeping undcfilcd from the world. 
It belongs originally to the ethic of becoming more 
perfect, not to the ethic of action. It was for his own 
sake, not from a fellow-feeling for other beings, that 
the pious Indian of those ancient days endeavoured 
very strictly to carry out the principle of non-activity 
in his relations to living creatures. Violence seemed 
to him the action that most must be avoided. 

It is true that the Abirpsi commandment presumes 
the doctrine of the like nature of all beings. But it 
does not arise from compassion, but from the general 
principle of non-activity as it results from Indian 

I Oa this. M* p. 43* 
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world tnd life negation tJ such. 
As Jainism and the Brahmanic system hold in 

common the belief in the homogeneity of all beings 
and the principle of world and life denial, the Ahiqui 
commandment may just as well have originated in 
Jaina as in Brahmanic circles. The latter is gener* 
ally assumed to be the case, but the former is really 
more probable. In Jainism Indian world and life 
negation first assumes an ethical character. And 
from the very beginning the Jains ascribe great im* 
portance to the commandment not to slay and not to 
harm, whilst in the Upanishads it is only mentioned 
as it were by the way. In general: how is it credible 
that the idea of abandoning lulling should have 
arisen among the Brahmins, who practised killing as 
a profession in the sacrifices ? There is indeed much 
that points to the Brahmins having adopted the 
Ahiqisi commandment from Jainism. 

When once the Ahiipsi commandment has be¬ 
come generally accepted, it operates with educative 
effect. It arouses compassionate feeling and keeps it 
awake. As time goes on it is explained as arising 
from the motive of sympathy and is lauded as being 
behaviour originating in fellow-feeling. But that it 
originally arose from the principle of abstention from 
action is seen by the fact that it keeps within the 
bounds of compassionate non-activity and completely 
disregards helpful sympathy. 

In the Ay&razpgasutu, a Jaina t^ dating probaUy 
from the yd or 4th century s.c., Ahiipsft b pr»ched in 
the following wor^ : * 

* Sm Wiauraits, Mintry •/ Imditn LiHrmturr. B. (Csiwlf, 

•WJ). f-43^ 
a 
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** All taints (Aibats) and Lords (Bhagavatt) in the past, 
in the present and in the future, they all say (hut, tpeiUi 
thus, thus and declare thus: One may not kill, 
nor Ql use, nor insult, nor torment, nor persecute any 
of living being, any kind of creature, any kind of thing 
having a soul, any kind of beings. Tl^ is the pure, 
eternal, enduring commandment of religion vhich has been 
proclaimed by the sages who cotnprehei>d the world.” ^ 

Centuries later, & poet Hemacandra (ttth century 
A.D.), by the desire of King Rum&rapUa, who bad been 
converted to Jainism by him, treats of the doctrine which 
had become dear to the in a didactic poem, and 
praises noo>kiUing and no(i*hamung in the splendid verses : 
'* Ahimsi is like a loving mother of all beings. 
“ Ahiipsft is like a stream <£ nectar in the desert SaipsAra. 
*' AhiipsA is a course of nin*clouds to the forest-fire of 

fu&ring. 
“ The best herb of healing for the beings that are tor¬ 

mented by the disease 
” Called the perpetual return of existence is Ahirpsi.” 

In accordance with the Ahitpai commandment, 
the Jairu give up bloody sacrifices, the use of meat, 
hunting and wild beast fights. They also make it 
their duty to be careful not to trample unawares on 
creeping things artd insects as they walk. The Jain 
monks go so far as to tie a cloth in front of their 
mouths in order that as they breathe they may not 
swallow the tiny creatures of the air. Jainism also 
sees itself forced to abandon field-work because it is 
impossible to dig up the earth without damaging 
minute living things. That is why the Jains are 
mainly engaged in trade. 

The laying down of the commandment not to kill 
and not to damage is one of the greatest events in the 

* See Wintcrtuti, IL p. $<9. 
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Spiritual history of mankind. Starting from its prin¬ 
ciple, founded on world and life denial, of abstention 
from action, ancient Indian thought—and this in a 
period when in other respects ethics have not pro¬ 
gressed very far—reaches the tremendous discovery 
that ethics know no bounds I So far as we know, 
this is for the first time clearly expressed by Jainism. 

It remains the great merit of Indian thought that 
it held fast to knowledge imparted to it by a marvel¬ 
lous dispensation of providence and recognised its im¬ 
portance. But it is remarkable that it failed to 
examine this knowledge from every side and to con¬ 
cern itself with the problem contained in it. Ethics 
without limits cannot indeed be completely complied 
with, but Indian thinking did not discuss this fact. 
It did not admit it at all. In incomprehensible 
fashion it clung fast to its illusion, as if not-killing 
and net-harming were completely possible of fulfil¬ 
ment by anyone who takes the matter seriously. 
Thus the Jains pass by the great problem as if it did 
not exist. 

However seriously man undertakes to abstain 
from killing and damaging, he cannot entirely avoid 
h. He is under the law of necessity, which compels 
him to kill and to damage both with and without his 
knowledge. In many ways it may happen that by 
slavish adherence to the commandment not to kill 
compaasion is less served than by breaking it. When 
the suffering of a living creature cannot be alleviated, 
it is more ethical to end its life by killing it mercifully 
thart it is to stand aloof. It is more ouel to iM 
domestic animals which one can no longer feed die a 
painful death by starvation than to give them a quick 
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&nd painleu end by violence. Again and again we 
see ourselvea placed under the necesaity of aaving one 
living creature by dettroying Of damaging another. 

The principle of not-killing and not-harming muat 
not aim at being indeperwlent, but muat be the aervant 
of, and aubordinate itaelf to, compaaaion. It muat 
therefore enter into practical diacuaaion with reality. 
True reverence for morality is ahown by readiness to 
face the difficulties contained in h. 

If Indian thought were occupied with the whole of 
ethics, and f>ot merely with the ethics of non-activity, 
it could not avoid, as it does, nor endeavour to escape, 
the practical confronting of reality. 

But once again, it is just bemuse it simply lays 
down non-killing and non-harming as a dogma, that 
it succeeds in preserving safely through the centuries 
the great ethi^ thought whi^ is connected with it. 

• • 
• 

’ ChizMse ethics also reach the point of itudytog the 
probtem of■nH the animal creation. But here kind¬ 
ness to alt creatures is founded on the essential relationship 
between them and mankind and on natural sympathy. 
And it it not limited to non-killing and non-banning. 
Active compassion is commanded. 

It is the Kan-Ying-P'ien (the Book of Deeds and their 
Rewards) that goes furthest in its demands for compassion 
for animals. It is a popular work which originated about 
the period of the Sung Dynasty (a.d. 960-1117), that is to 
say, during the renaissance of Chinese thought, and is at 
the present day stiO one of the most widely read works of 
rhiner* literature. It contains a collection of sis mostly 
very short sentences about good and evil which axe probably 
mudi older than the book itself. 
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There ere editions of this book in which every auucim is 
•ccompenied by a short expluution and elucidated by 
several stories. 

Commandmtnts of tki Kan'Yiog'P^itn.—"Have a 
pitiful heart for all creatures.”—** Oiw must bring no 
sorrow even upon worms and plants and trees.”—“ He 
does evil . . . who shoots birds, hunts animals, digs up the 
larvae of insects, frightens ncsti^ birds, stops up buimws, 
rerruves itests, wormds animals with young . . . will not 
allow man and beast to take their rest.” 

From tht Explamatiom of Iko CommonJmtMit.—" If 
one sees aniirtals in treed, one must take heed to help them 
and preserve their lives.” 

" Do not allow your children to amuse tbemselvet by 
playing with flies or butterflies or little birds. It is not 
merely that such proceedings may result in damage to 
living creattires: they awake in young hearts the mdiiu* 
tion to cmelty arul murder.” 

*' The heaven ar>d the earth give to all creatures life and 
growth. If you ham them, you do not imitate the kind* 
ness of the hMven and the earth.” 

Storui to EtutidaU tko Commandmtnis.—The wife of 
a soldier named Fan was comumpthre and near to death. 
As a remedy she was ordered to eat the brains of a hundred 
sparrows. When the saw the birds in a cage, she sighed 
andsaid: “ Shall it come to pass that to cure me a hundred 
living creatures shall be slain ? I will rather die than allow 
that suffering shall come to them.” She q>ened the cage 
and let them fly. Sbortfy adter, she recovered from h» 
Ulnest. 

TsaO'Pin lived in a bouse that was in ruins. His 
children besought him to have it repaired. But he 
answered them: ** In the cold of winter the cracks in the 
walls and the fissures between the roof-Ulet and between 
the stones offer shelter and refuge to all torts of living 
things. We ought not to bring them into danger 
perishing.” 

Wu'Tang of Liu-Ling used to his son out hunting 
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with him. On* <i*y *cro« • •*** pl*y^ 
iu Munff When it **w Tang, it took to flight. But Tang 
took an WTOW ** ^ terrified stag 
went off with cries of pain. When Tang had hidden in the 
lone grass, the stag retuiucd and licked the young one’s 
wound Tang again drew his bow and killed it. AAer a 
time he saw another stag and let fly an arrow at it. But 
the arrow glanced from its course and pierced his ron. 
Then Tang threw down his bow and weeping embraced his 

At this rooment he beard a roice from the air saying 
to him : '* Tang, the stag loved iu young just as much as 
you loved your son ”. 

Attempts have been made to explain the ethM of love 
for all living creatures for which the Kan-Ying-P'ien 
staitds as resulting from influence exercised by the Indian 
Ahiipsk w Chinese ethics. This is im¬ 
possible. It is true that in the first centuries of our era 
Buddhism was widely spread in China, and in the very 
form of the Mahiyina-Buddhism which makes merciful¬ 
ness to tU creatures still more pressing a duty than did the 
Buddha himself. But nowhere in the Ksn-Ymg-P‘ien 
does the peculiar nature of the Indian compassion which is 
entirely based on a world-view of world and life negation 

its influence fek. Chinese thought advances in¬ 
dependently from the idea of love to mankind as it is found 
in Confucius (Kung-Tse, s$i-479 ■•C.), Mi-T$e (d. about 
400 B.c.) and Meng-Tse (371-189 B.c.), to that love to 
the whole creation. Acquaintance with Buddhism and the 
Indian commandment of AhitnsA must certainly have 
furthered this development. But already in Meng-Tse, 
that is to say, long b^ore Buddhism comes to China, we 
find a far-reaching sympathy with animals. Meng-Tse 
praises King Suan ^ Tsi becauK he taka compassion on an 
ox destined to be slaughtered in sacrifice wbm some bells 
are being dedicated a^ orden that it shall be released. 
Such a nwntality, be says, should suffice to make a man 
king of the world. 

Individual maxims of the Kan-Ying-P‘ien betray 
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tcquainUnce with the Indian Ahiipsl 
But the tpirh of ita ethic of boundless compasskn is not 
Indian. The compaasioo inculcated bjr Chinese ethics is 
not derived from theories but springs from natural feeling. 

It is not confined within the circle of world and life negation, 
but requires merciful activity. 

• • 
• 

The commandment to abstain from untruthful’ 

ness, which occupies the first place in the ethics of the 

Upanishads (for they give no such great importance 

to'AhirpsA), in Jainism holds the second. 

The Jaina n>onk, further, makes it his duty to avoid 

dishonesty and unchasUty and to give up all his 

possessions. 

The commandments of the Jatna system can only 

be fiilly carried out by ascetics who renounce the 

world. These monks, who mainly came from the 

warrior caste, formed an order. Beside the order 

was a lay community for whose members the pre> 

servation of the sanctity of marriage replaced the 

commandment of chastity. They might work and 

earn money, but their hearts should be free from the 

care of and pleasure in earthly things. 

Monks and laymen alike had to preach true free* 

dom from the world by calmly accepting the evil that 

men did them and suppressing within their hearts all 

impulses of hate and revenge. 

In Jainism, then, world and life negation already 

assumed a pronouncedly ethical character. 
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The belief, too, that man can do nothing whatever 
to gain deliverance from reincarnation is represented 
in Indian thought. In an older period it is especially 
championed by Gosila, who has the second name 
Makkhali, a contemporary of Mahivfra. According 
to GosSla, the number of re^births that a man has to 
go through is determined by fate. Happiness and 
sorrow are measured out to him as it were in bushels, 
and the duration of the transmigration of souls has its 
fixed term; there is no shortening and no lengthening 
of it, no enlargement and no diminution. As a ball 
of yam thrown to the ground runs out and rolls up 
again, just so will fools and wise men alike, by com* 
pleting the cycle of transmigration, bring about the 
end of sorrow.’* 

The Buddha opposes Gosila most vigorously. In 
one of his sermons he refers to him thus : ** As of all 
woven garments that there are, a hair shirt is said to 
be the worst—a hair shirt. Disciples, is cold in cold 
weather, hot in hot weather, dirty in colour, evil* 
smelling, rough to the touch—so, Disciples, among 
all the doctrines of other ascetics and Brahmins is 
the doctrine of Makkhali the worst". 



CHAPTER VI 

THE BUDDHA AND HIS TEACHING 

SIDDHARTHA, who later bean the name of 
Buddha, that it to aay The Enlightened, waa 

descended from the noble race of ^kyaa, whose 
home was in north-east India. His father ruled in 
the dty of Kapilavastu. 

When nino>and-twenty yean of aje he left wife 
and child, and as the ascetic Gotama (Gotama is the 
clan name of the Sskyas) went forth “ from home into 
homelessness The thou^^ht that all birth leads 
only to suffering and death, and that the succession 
of births is endless, had robbed him of all joy in life. 
He now sought deliverance from reincarnation. 

He passed seven years in fasting, mortification of 
the flesh and exercises in self-submergence. At last 
he abandoned fasting and mortification of the flesh. 
Under a peepul-tree {Picut rtligwa) near the village 
of Uruveli. the present-day Bodh Gayi, to the south 
of Patna, he experienced the absorption in which the 
redeeming knowledge (Bodhi) of deliverance from re¬ 
birth is imparted. 

He remained for many days on the same spot 
“ enjoying the bliss of deliverance ’’ and battling 
with himself as to whether he might keep the know- 
ledge attained for himself alone or must communicate 
it to the world, which perhaps would not undersund 

89 
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it. When he h*d resolved on the Utter course, he 

went to Benares, where he presched his first sermon 

in s grove near the city and won his first disciples in 

the persons of five monks who were already known to 

him from earlier times. He founded a monastic 

order, and gained also many adherents among laymen. 

Then for many years he went about teaching. 

He die^l at the age of eighty, at Kusinlrt, the present 

Kasii, in the Gorakhpore district, about the year 

48s B.cj 
We Bad the earliest infonnation about the Buddha and 

bit message in the Tripitaki (the word means threefold 
basket),liduch consists of three collections of texts. The 
texts of toe first basket (Vinayapiiaka) contain the Rules 
of the Order, those of the second (Sutup^aka) the dis* 
courses of. the Buddha, those of the third (Abhidhamma- 
pitaka) Irehtises on his doctrine. 

Part of toe Buddha’s discourses were probably already 
fixed in writing as early as the 3rd century b.c., if not 

even sooner. 
The language of these texts is not Sanskrit but Pfili, a 

of rtorth-east India which had come to be the 
language of Buddhism. Its relation to 

Sanskrit is about the same as that of Italian to Latin. 
The Buddha himself preached in the dialect, related to 

PUi, of the Magadha country. He instructed his disciple* 
that each should proclaim the doctrine in his own language. 

The Miliodapaiiha C' Questions of Milinda *0 g^ an 
excellent exposition the Buddha’s teaching. Milinda is 
the Greek prince Menander who ruled over Bactria from 
tss to 93 B.ci and extended his empire far into India. Not 
long after his death, the Indian provinces of the Greco- 
Bactrian kingdom were lost again. 

In the Milindapanha the prince, who seems attached to 
the Buddhist faith, addresses questions concerning it to the 
Buddhist roonk Nigasetta, who give* him excellent answers. 
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Id itf original fwm th« work wu probably compoiad at the 
beginning o£ our era. Later on many fresh fcctioai were 
added to it. 

The Buddha was a reformer and reminds us of 

Luther. 

In the matter of religion there is a striking simi* 

larity between them. Both of them began by strug¬ 

gling with the problem of redemption. Luther was 

anxious about the question how forgiverteas of sins 

may be attained, and the Buddha about how libera¬ 

tion fiom the misery of constantly repeated re-birth 

can be possible. 

In their struggle for redemption both were free 

spirits. They dared to sever connection with the 

principle of striving after works which dominated the 

piety of their age. Luther declared that mediaeval 

Christian justification by works and the monastic life 

were of no avail for redemption, while the Buddha 

rejected the asceticism and self-mortification of his 

time. Both sought to attain redemption by the path 

of works and both discovered by experience that it 

does not lead to the goal, and therefore turned their 

attention to a spiritualised form of religion. 

The distinctive feature of the religion of the 

Buddha consists first of all in his rejection equally 

with the material enjoyment of life of the asceticism 

and self-torture practised by Brahmins and the ad¬ 

herents of the SSipkhya doctrine and Jainism. Re¬ 

nunciation of the world, he preaches, consists above 

all in men attaining the inner state of deliverance 
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from things, not so much in their achieving the utter¬ 

most renunciation outwardly. He whose spirit » 

really free from the world can concede their nghtt 

to natural needs without becoming worldly. The 

Buddha was firm in this conviction because of his 

own experience that he did not attain enlightenment 

when he mortified and tormented his body, but when 

he took food again and ceased to be a "self-torturer . 

Thus in the world and life negation to which he 

was devoted, the Buddha kept some measure of 

naturalness. This is what was great in him. Whilst 

be mitigated the severity of world renunciation, he 

made a fresh and great concession to world and life 

affirmation. 
In the same way, Luther, through his own innate 

naturalness, emancipated himself fr^ the world and 

life negation of mediaeval Christianity. Only he got 

further than the Buddha did in worid and life 

affirmation. He dared to say that a man’s calling 

and a man’s work are sacred. 

Uke other ascetict---we learn U from his diseouiie#—the 

Buddha had tortur«i himself by never fitting down at all 
or only sitting on his heels. Like them, he had allowed 

Qo couch save one covered with thorns. He had 

eaten the dung of calres and drunk urine. He had wasted 
to a skeleton through faidng. . 

There were also ascetics who made a vow to hve just 
like dogs. They went on all fours and only ate what 
thrown to them on the groun± In this way they thoi^t 
they would arrive at being bora again as beings resembl^ 
the gods. But after his enlightenment the Buddha, 

^hfTn^ says that after their death they will have 
gained by this leincamalion as dogs. 

Although he lived as a mendicant fnar, after bis 
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enlightenment the Buddha accepted invitatioo* to tastefully 
prepar^ meals and pennittcd hit disciples to do the 
For this he was bitterly vituperated by other sKVtict. 

It is a further characteristic of the. Buddha's 

manner of thought that he quite decisively rejected 

the Brahmanic doctrine of the Universal Sotil and the 

identity with it of the individual soul. He main¬ 

tained, and with justice, that it explains neither the 

continuance of reincarnation nor redemption from it. 

Therefore he regarded it as a vain invention and op¬ 
posed it. 

In every way, therefore, the Buddha denied the 

existence of a sole supreme Being. In so far he was 

an atheist. On the other hand, he did not deny that 

there are gods. But for him these were only tran¬ 

sient beings, like man, only they belong to a higher 

order than man does. They cannot help man, and 

man need not serve them. 

There were Brahmins also who thought little of 

the gods and the service of the gods. But their dis¬ 

tinction between higher and lower truth enabled them 

to leave the people their belief. The Buddha on the 

contrary aimed at freeing the people from the in¬ 

adequate religious convictions in which they lived. 

The Buddha broke with the sacred writings of the 

Brahmins just as be broke with their doctrine. The 

four Vedas, the Brihmaoss and the Upanishads were 
nothing to him. 

And further, he showed himself a free-thinker in 

opening his monastic Order even to members of the 

despised ^Qdra castes. To whatever caste a man 

belongs, he says in one of his discourses, if he live 

the true life of a monk, he can nevertheless reach 
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Mrfeetion. Whether the fire be kindled with costly 

or with wood from a dog-trough, or from a 

oie-trough, or from a laundry-trough, or from a 

cJtor-oU tree: it has the same flan«, ^e same 

brightness and the same power of lUununation. 

But the Buddha’s broad-mindedness miut wl ^ 
rto^ in the sense of his having allogett^ declai^ h^tf 

for the aboUtion of casu dislinctwos. ito 
the monks alone, who are lea>^ beh^ 
reUtionships, are no longer subject to th^. 

TsUdfor ^ple who remain m the ordinary Ufc of ^ 
world The thought of reforming society u as fu from the 
Buddha as from St Paul. Both see their vocattoo m 
leading mao away out of the eartUy and beWm^ 

him the perfection which be ought to rea^. The terres 
trial world is for them something doomed » pass away. 
To trouble about the improvement of worldly condiuoM 
teems to them as little opportune as to undotake repairs m 

a bouse that is about to be pulled dow. That u 
Buddha doe* not attack the validity of the ^e distmctwM 
in ordinary life; and why Paul is not led ^ the principle 
of Christian love to demand the abolition of slavery. 

It is only with the permission of their masters ^t 

slaves may enter the Order founded by the Buddha. 

Similarly, the permission of their parentt « neces¬ 

sary for all young people, to whatever caste they may 

I^is also an important achievement that the 

Buddha grants to women the right to the mona^c 

life and founds an Order of nuns. He reaches this 

resolution indeed only after long opposition and only 

St the intercesaion of his favourite disciple, Ananda. 

The prerogatives of monks in relation to nuns a« 

fully u^eld. According to a rule ascribed to the 
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Buddha, a nun, even if she has been ordained for a 
hundred years, must salute every monk in the most 
reverential manner, even if he has only just joined 
the Order, must remain standing in his presence, 
raise folded hands and show him due honour. 

To hii question why in public life women are not given 
the same rank and the same rights as men, Ananda 
recenres from the Master the reply: « Women, Anaada 

^hot-tempered; women, Ananda, are jealous; women! 
Ananda, are envious; women, Ananda, are stupid 

Another of the Buddha’s sayixvgs is: “ Crying is the 
power of the child ; anger is the power of women 

• • 

The most revolutionary of the Buddha’s proceed¬ 
ings is that, in order to break completely with the 
Brahmanic doctrine of redemption, he altogether dis¬ 
putes that the transitory world of the senses is in any 
way based on eternal, supra-sensuous Being. He 
denies therefore not alone the existence of the Univer¬ 
sal Soul, but also that of the individual soul. To 
esublish this, he sets up two fundamental principles 
for the investigation of truth. The spirit should only 
be occupied with what has direct practical significance 
for redemption : only what results from direct evi- 
dence may be regarded as fact. 

In obedience to the first principle he forbids bis 
disciples to aim at the attainment of complete know¬ 
ledge of the world. He regards as useless investiga¬ 
tion into the nature of Being and appearances, and 
the disputations so much held inJ^i|gji^^l^o-jt dog¬ 
matic opinions. 
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A diac^le vbo criticttu him for passing over so many 
questions is answered with a parable. If a man, says the 
Buddha, is struck by a poisoned arrow, he does not wait 
to have the wound treat^ until he knows whether it was a 
nobleman, or a Brahmin, or a Vaiiya or a ^Odra who shot 
him, nor until he has investigated what the mao's name is, 
to what family be belongs, whether he it tall or short or of 
medium stature, and what the weapon be made use of 
looks like. If ^ srere to act thus, be would die of his 
wound. He can only be saved if he inunediately entrusts 
himself to the doctor summoned by his relations aztd friends. 

In particular, one should not wotry about the 

questions whether the world is eternal or transitory, 

whether it is finite or infinite, whether life and body 

are one and the same or not one and the same, and 

whether the " perfected one " (that is to say re> 

deemed) still exists after death or no longer exists. 

About these and similar problems the Buddha will 

give no information, because knowledge of them is 

not necessary to the attainment of redemption. 

But what then, according to the Buddha, can and 

must a man know ? 

First of all he must recognise the fact that in the 

terrestrial world there is no real joy, but that alt life 

is suffering. In his first sermon at Benares, the 

Buddha announces the " noble truth about suffer¬ 

ing " in these words; Birth is suffering, old age is 

suffering, death is suffering, to be united with what 

one loves not u suffering, to be separated from what 

one loves is suffering, not to attain one’s desires is 

suffering 

Profounder and more true than this one-sided, 

pessimistie view of life is that held by the Brahmins. 

They allow earthly existence to be made up of 
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ple&5\ire and pain, but regard both as vanity. Who¬ 

ever has experienced union with the Universal Soul 

is exalted over pleasure and pain alike. But even in 

the Upanishads we find sayings which make tran¬ 

sitory and sorrowful simply equivalent, just as the 

Buddha does. Thus a great exposition of the doc¬ 

trine of the Brahman in the Upanishads closes with 

the words: " What is different from it (the Brah/nan) 

is full of sorrow 

But according to the Buddha, we must not only 

realise that this life on earth is full of sorrow, but also 

that this existence is our lot because, under the de¬ 

lusion that it can bring us pleasure, we cherish desire 

for it. It is the meaningless will-to-live—the Buddha 

calls it the desire for existence and pleasure—that 

leads living beings from reincarnation to reincarna¬ 

tion. The end of suffering can only be brought about 

by men killing in themselves the will-to-live. If they 

do this, they arrive at not being bom again any more 

and enter into Xirvlpa. 

The Buddha therefore does not explain deliver¬ 

ance from transmigration, as do the Brahmins, the 

Slqikhya doctrine and Jainism, u the liberation of 

the soul from the world of the senses, but, apparently 

more simply, as a complete cessation of life which is 

attained by direct renunciation of the will-to-live. 

He argues that, if one holds to the principle that 

only what results from direct evidence may be re¬ 

garded as fact, our knowledge of the Universe shrinks 

to quite a little. We know only of “ formations " 

(Saipkhiras), that is of happenings which are en¬ 

acted in corporeal phenomena. And, further, we can 

establish the fact that in what happens there rules a 

H 
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necestity detennined by law. One manife»ted event 

results from another and follows upon it. And ^ 

finally it can be asserted with confidence that all j 

events can be referred back to will-to-be and would | 

not occur without it. ^ 
The Buddha mainuins that everything happens in 

the world in conformity with necessity governed by 

law, in opposition to the Brahmins, who contemplate 

all that happens in the Universe as a game without 

any rules. But he does not adopt the principle of 

causality from any kind of insight into natural science, 

but because of his conception of Karman. If the 

deeds of men work themselves out through countless 

existences in good or bad foims of reincarnation as 

determined by their nature, then, he quite rightly 

deduces, the law of cause and effect must dominate 

the whole of what happens in the Universe. ^ 

And, further, the psychic tgo, according to the \ 

Buddha, is not an enduring self. The events and 

actions which fill a man’s life in his view form as it 

were only an outward sequence borne on by a con- ^ 

stantly renewed will-to-live. 'i 

As ruurated in the Miltndapaftha, the Buddhist monk 
who offers to carry on a debate with King Milinda replies 
to the King's question as to what bit Dame is that be is 
called Nftgasena. But, he at once adds, this is a mere 
name. A real 4g» corresponding to him is only apparently 
present. AxkI he proceed to explain this assertion to the 
astonished King by a metaphor. As the flame from a 
wick, he says, is in reality only a constant succession of 
flames which, seen as a unity, keep on rising from the same 
inflammable matcnal, so that which we regard as our tg« 

is something which is constantly being formed anew in the 
succession ^ evenu which constitute our existence. 

11 
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But the Buddha cannot really make plausible this 

denial of the spiritual for which he is so eagw. 

Ethics and the Karman doctrine will not allow it. 

It is only when the ega is In some way a permanent 

thing that retains its identity and therefore in some 

way poesesses reality, that it is capable of ethical 

reflection and behaviour, and definitely can be so by 

means of the Karman of its earlier existences. In 

his practical teaching, then, the Buddha can make 

no use of his theoretical conception of Being, and he 

does not attempt to. 
In general, he does not succeed in freeing the 

doctrine of the cycle of re-births and liberation from 

it from the idea, which was originally connected wiA 

it, of a transccivdental Being, nor does he succeed in 

fitting it into his purdy empirical method of regard¬ 

ing things. Again and ^ain it happens that he 

swerves aside from his theory that redemption is a 

cessation of existence, and expresses himself in such 

a way that, as in the Sirpkhya doctrine and in 

Jainism, it can be understood as eternal, blissful rest. 

What arc we to imdentand by Nirr&oa ? 
Nlrvi^a meaos extinction. The word is used even 

before the Buddha. It comes into use in Jainism. The 
Jsina mtern—as also the SUpkhya lyslenv-canMt ^pre¬ 
bend as an absorption of the mdividusl soul 
into the Universal Soul, but must imagine it as an etem^ 
coming-to-rest of the individual soul as such. TTw word 
Nirv&Qs probably arose as an expression for this btessed 
state of tbe individual soul in which it has lost the consoou^ 
ness of itself. Then later on the Brohmim took it over a^ 
used it also for the merging of the iodiridual soul in the 

Universal. 
To the question, how one can talk of the bliss of Nirvipa, 
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thM there is no feeling there, Siriputu, ooe of the 
Buddhe'i favourite dbcipla, replies: “Just that, my friend, 
il blias, that there is no feeling there 

And finally it is t**^ of NirvlQn, that exact knowledge 

of it is unnecessary. 

Ir» order completely to refute the Brahmins, the 

Buddha denies that material being is in any way 

founded on immaterial, but does so without beii% 

able really to argue this out. It would have been 

simpler for him to renounce knowledge of Being 

altogether and be satisfied with the established fact 

that all life in the sensuous world is suffering, leaving 

on one side the question in how far riiere is a spiritual 

Being which corresponds to the coming into and 

passing out of existence of this world of the 

senses. 

In recent times doubts have been expressed from 

many directions at to whether the denial of the reality 

of immaterial Being and of the psychic r/o actually 

belonged at all to the original teaching of the Buddha. 

• • 

The significance of the Buddha docs not lie in the 

domain of theoretic thought, but in the fact that be 

spiritualises world and life negation and breathes into 

it a breath of ethics. He makes his own the ethical 

acquisitions of Jainism and carries further what was 

there b^un. 

Because the Buddha preaches that all life is 

sorrowful he has been held—before there was any 

accurate knowledge of Jainism—to be the creator of 

the ethic of compassion, and it has been believed that 
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the commandment not to kill and not to damage 
originated from him. This ii not tnic. He found 
the Ahiip»k commandment in Jainism and adopted 

it from that soxirce. 
The Ahirpi* commandment doe* not appear to be 

90 ftrictly observed in the more ancient Buddhiam as 
it is in Jainism. The eating of meat was not am- 

pletely prohibited Otherwite it would have been im¬ 
possible to relate in the sacred writings of Buddhism 
that the Buddha died after eating a dish of wild- 
boar’s flesh served to him by the smith, Cunda. It is 
European scholar* who are first scandalised at this 
account, and try to make it seem probable that the 
word in question (tHAaramaddavam) doe* not necess¬ 
arily mean a dish of wild-boar meat, but that we may 
also undersUnd by the word a meal pr^ared from 
herbs, root* or fungi which had a name in which the 

word wild-boar occurred. 
But we know from a saying of the Buddha, or a 

laying ascribed to him as far back as the m<»t anciwt 
period, that in certain cases, he regarded the eating 
of flesh as permissible. A court sui^eon named 
Jtvaka, to we are told in the Buddha’s discourses, has 
heard that the Master on occasions even eats meat 
and therefore question* him about it. Thereupon the 
Buddha explain* to him that he refuses meat when 
be know* that the animal was slaughtered on purpose 
for him. but that he allows himself the enjoyment of 
that placed before him when he happens just to amve 
at the time of a meal, or of what is put in his alms- 
bowl. For the antnral was not killed on his account. 
Therefore he may regard such meat as " blameless 

nourishment 
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In the ume ownner, Paul, in the 8th Chapter of the 
First Bpktle to the Coiintfaiaiu, solves the question 
whether Christians ina7 cat of the meat from heathen 
sacrifices. He deddes that if one is tdd that this is its 
origin, one should not eat of h, for this would be a sin. But 
if meat is served when heathens invite one to a meal, or if 
one buys meat in the market, ooe need not inquire about its 
origin and can eat it without troubling. 

The fact that the sophistical dUcrimination be¬ 
tween slaughter of which one is guilty and slaughter 
of which one is innocent is made by the Buddha, or 
can be attributed to him, shows that the older 
Buddhism was not yet quite strict about the prohibi- 
tien of meat-eating. The Buddhist nwnks in Ceylon 
still keep to this trsdition. If meat be placed in their 
slms-bowls, they eat it. 

The Buddha does rujt bid his disciples bind a 
doth before their nsouths so that they may breathe 
in no living things. And he has no objection to 
agriculture. So he does not pursue the Ahirpsfi 
conunandment as far into details as do the Jains. He 
is not yet fully conscious of the problem of the bound¬ 
lessness of ethics. 

« • 
• 

But even if the commandment not to kill and not 
to hurt does not begin with the Buddha, he is never¬ 
theless the originator of the ethic of compassion. 
For be it is who undertook to base on compassion 
this commandment which originally sprang from 
the idea of non-activity and keeping unpolluted from 
the world. 
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In a discourse he describes in moving words how 
the thralls and hirelings receive from the king, who 
wants to organise a great sacrifice, an order to fetch 
the animals selected for slaughter, and how they set 
about carrying it out " from fear of punishment, 
cowed down by fear, their eyes filled with tears 

It is said that the representations of the silk- 
weavers that in order to get silk they had to be guilty 
of the lives of so many little creatures was the 
reason why he forbade his monks the use of silk 

coverings. 
But the Buddha’s ethic of compassion is incom¬ 

plete. It is limited by world and life negation. No¬ 
where does the Master demand that because alt life 
is suffering man should strive, in so far as is possible, 
to bring help to every human being and to every 
living thing. He only commands the avoidance of 
pitiless actions. Of sympathetic helping he takes no 
account. It is excluded by the principle of non¬ 
activity which derives from world and life negation. 

And in the Buddha it is not merely the prinaple 
of non-activity, but the conception of the nature of 
suffering and deliverance from suffering which goes 
together with world and life negation that is opposed 
to compassionate action. If all suffering has its 
origin in will-to-live, it can only be ended by the denial 
of that, that is to say only through an act of know¬ 
ledge by the living creature concerning itself. It is 
really purposeless to wish to alleviate its sufferings in 
detaU or from without. The fundamental cauM of 
the suffering continues and immediately works itself 

out anew. 
Through world and life negation, compassion loses 
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itt object. It compels m*n—if he dare to admit it— 
to regard as purposeless, and to give up, the endea¬ 
vour to bring help to the life that is in need of it. 

And as a matter of fact the Buddha's compassion 
consists principally in a constant realisation of the 
fact that all living creatures are for evermore subject 
to suffering. It is a compassion of the understanding 
rather than the direct sympathy of the heart which 
carries within it the impulse to help. 

In the more ancient tradition we are not told that 
the Buddha spoke lovingly of animals and stood to¬ 
wards them in a relationship of the heart. He was 
no Francis of Assisi. 

It is first in the Jitakas, in the legendary stories of 
his earlier existences, that he is described as the great 
friend of animals. One of the best luwwn of these 
stories relates that he gave himself to a hungry tigress 
to save her from the crime of devouring her own 
young. 

• « 
• 

Because there is no question of action, ethics in the 
system of the Buddha can only develop as an ethic of 
thoughts. 

If Jainism requires that the monk should suppress 
all emotions of hatred and revenge, the Buddha lays 
on him the further command, that he shall meet all 
living things, yea, the whole Universe, with a feeling 
of kindness. 

" Now this is what you must practise well, my monks: 
our tempers must remain unruffled, no evil sound shall issue 
from our lips, we will remain friendly and sympathetic, in 
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« temper of lovin^-kiadness, vritbout secret • ud 
we win imdiete o«xr personelity with loving feelings; 
starting thence we will then . . . irradiate the whole world 
with broad, deep, unlimited feeling, free from wrath and 
rancour. Thii is what you must practise well, mr 
friends.” * 

” Abiding in a ^irtt of loving-ldtvdness, he (the monk) 
shines in one direction, then in a second, then in a third, 
then in a fourth, similarly upward and downward: 
recognising himself everywhere in everything he irradiates 
the whole universe with loving-kindness.” * 

For the Brahmins and in the Sitpkhya doctriiM 
ethics have only the importance that th^ confer a 
better reincarnation ; in Jainism they help towards 
restoring to the soul its original purity; with the 
Buddha—and this is what is new—an ethical dis> 
poflition is requisite for attaining to true self-submer¬ 
gence. If one cares to measure the distance traversed, 
one must first read portions of the finest discourses of 
the Buddha and then take up the Upanishads. 

With the Buddha meditation comprehends also 
exercises in ethical thinking. Only he who has a 
pure mind and in addition is filled with sentiments of 
cheerful kindness for the whole world is said to be 
capable of experiencing the highest detachment from 
the world in seif-submergence. 

Ecstasy and exercises in self-submergence play no 
less a part in the system of the Buddha than they do 
among the Brahmins and adherents of the 5if]:ikhya 
and Jaina systems. He distinguishes four ” stages 

* Neomtiis, Ktdtn Biddkat, i. sic. 
» 1.447. 
[Diiact BaiUsh twiulitiott* «f tbew pMUfes imy b« feusd ia 

FmiJktr DUUttt4* tf tk* Buddk*, MaljhUnk NiUys •. Lord Robert 
Chotnim. ipsd.—^TVaarlitor'i note.) 
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In the ImI and highest a man becomes certain that 
henceforward he will pass through no more reincama* 
tions. Through this certainty he really already enters 
Nirvipa, even if his bodily existence does not yet im¬ 
mediately cease. 

In the highest stage he can attain to recollection 
of his earlier forms of existence, even those in earlier 
ages of the Universe. The Buddha declares that such 
an experience has been his. 

• 

But according to the Buddha, the ethical dis¬ 
position of the mind or spirit has not merely import¬ 
ance for the man himself, but is at the same time a 
power which goes forth from him. The Buddha 
possesses this force in unique degree. It constitutes 
the secret of his powerful and simple personality. 

The ** radiation of Winrflifx^ issuing from him is said 
to have affected not only human beings but also animals. 
A wild elephant which his hostile cousin Devadatta let 
loose on him in a narrow lane stopped in its course, so the 
story relatet, struck by the force of his kindness, and lowered 
the trunk it had already raised to strike. 

The Buddha is the Ivst to express the fundamental 
law that ethical spirit quite simply in itself means 
energy which brings about what is ethical in the 
world. 

From the power of the spirit which is united with 
it, the Word derives the power to accomplish some* 
thing. 

. According to the Buddha it is proper to the 
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monistic caUing in sUencc ind in speech to accom. 
pliah good which proceeds from pure and kindly 
feeling. ’ 

" The monk tpe^ the truth, he is devoted to the truth, 
steadfirt, wwthy of confidence, no worldly hypocrite and 

He ^ renounced bwlcWting, from Uck-bidng 
he keeps himself afar. What he has heard here he doea^ 
repeat there to act those at variance, and what he has beard 
there ^ dees iMt repeat here to set these at variance 
Thus he unites the estranged, makes fast those already 
boj^ together; harmony makes him happy, harmoov 
d^ghts him, harmony rejoices his heart, he utters words 
that promose hymony . . . words free from opprobrium. 

that do good to the ear, rich in love, penetrating to the heart. 
wrteous, delighting many, uplifting many, such words 
does he speak.” > 

One must endure enmity and forgive evil, not only 
for the sake of the perfection that is to be attained, 
but also because in thU way something is accom¬ 
plished in the world. ” By non-anger ”, says the 
Buddha, ” let anger be overcome; let the evil be 
overconw with good j let the avaricious man be over¬ 
come with gifts ; let the liar be overcome with truth ; 
through non-enmity enmity comes to rest.” 

St Paul says the same: *' Be not overcome of evil, 
but overcome evil with good " (Epistle to the Romans 
xii. 2t). 

The story of Pnuce DIghIvu (Livelong), related by the 
Buddha to bis dJidples when strife breaks out anwng them, 
treau of tlw enmity which comes to rest through non¬ 
enmity. King Brahmadatta has taken the kingdom from 
his neighbour King Dlghld (Sufferlong). Uter on the 

• NwoBun, R$4in i. 433-4t4. 
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Utter lirw with his wife, unknown, dttgnised as »^di- 
cant friar, in the city of his enemy, where a son is bom w 
him, to whom he gives the name DIghivu (Uvelo^. 
Some years Uter King BrahmadaM learns • 
traitor who the mendicant friar is and has him and h» 

executed. As be goes to his death he talks to 
DUhivu of the enmity which must be brought to rest ^ 
D<m.enmity. Unknown, DIghivu enters the service of the 
Khur and gains bis friendship. Out hunting he ms^m 
^day to arrange that he is quite alone with htm m the 
forest. The weary King lays his bead on ha lap and falls 
asleep. Now DIghivu judges the moment has come to take 
revenge. Three times be brandishes his sword ow the 
ile^ibead; three times be lets it sink because the ^ 

wot^ of bis father oome into his mind. But the Ki^ 
dreams that DIghivu wants to murder him. Temfi^, he 

starts up, tees DIghivu before him with the iwrd in his 
hmw/t and learns from him who he is. Falliag down 
befor^ him, he begs for hii life. But DIghivu 
that in obedience to his father's words he must forgive him, 
and he, for his part, begs the King to forgive him for 
wanting to kill him. So the enmity finds an end. DIghivu 

is reiittUted by the King in his father’s dominion. 

When the Buddha values ethical feeling as such, 
or as preached in wwdi, as a force operating on ^c 
world, he quits the ethic of world and life negation 
which makes a man only preoccupied with himself. 
But the ethic of action in the ipirit of love neverth^ 
less remains outside the circle of his vision. It is 
only what is spiritual in the world that he wants to 
alter, not earthly conditions. It does not occur to 
him to abandon the principle of non-activity, although 
the thought of action is already present in his ethics. 
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He, the acute inveatigator of the theory of know* 
ledge, passes by the elementary problem whether 
ethics can really be limited to non>activity, or whether 
they must not also enter the domain of action, as 
if he were smitten with blindness. World and life 
negation is a solid certainty for him as a matter of 
course. He is unconscious that compassion means a 
protest against it coming from the very depths of 
human nature. 

When he describes the '* righteousness of the 
monk “ in the splendid sentence: ** He it sympa» 
thetic and merci^l, and strives with fnendly feeling 
foe-thr-gc^ai uf all IWHg thlftg:i ", he w tar'from' 
pectihg that tAC Rionk will have active love. He 
merely makes it his duty to possess the kindly dis¬ 
position which belongs to perfection and true peace 
of soul. 

He teaches that he who follows the sacred eight¬ 
fold path of right knowledge, right feeling, right 
^>eech, right action, right living, right effort, r^ht 
insight, right meditation attains redemption. But 
we must not let ourselves be deceived by the phrase 
" right action By this he only understands the 
avoidance of evil. 

“ What DOW, my brethren, is right action } To avoid 
killing what is alive, to avoid taking what is not given, to 
avoid Ucentiousnesa: this, my brethren, is call^ ri^t 
action." (Fram a discourse of Siriputta, a favourite 
disdple of the Buddha, on the eightfold path.) 

For the Buddha's monks there can be no question 
of active love, if for no other reason, because it assumes 
that oat loves something in the world and so in some 
way gives one's heart to it. But this would mean a 
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limitation of freedom from earthly carei. How 
pathetic if the Buddha’t layinf : " Thoae who love 
nothing in the* world are rich in joy and free from 
pain To a father who haa loet hit little boy, he 
knows nothing better to say than : " What one love* 

brii^ woe and lamentation '. 
He draws the ideal of monastic perfection with 

hard lines in the saying: " He who cares not for 
others, who has no relations, who controls himself, 
who is firmly fixed in the heart of truth, in whom the 
fundamental evils are extinguished, who has thrown 
hatred from him : him I call a Brahmin 

• • 
• 

It is easy to undcrsttnd how for the sake of the 
world and life negation which he upholds as the 
highest law, the Buddha forgoes expecting from his 

(monks activity proceeding from compassion and love. 
. I But in his system of ethics for the laity he is faced by 

7 I the necessity of deciding whether he shall make this a 
duty or rwt. If he concedes to men that they may 
continue to live a life of activity—a thing which is 
really irreconcilable with his doctrine of suffering 
ar>d deliverance from suffering—he really ought also 
to bid them to act with compassion and love. But 
this would mean such a concession to world and life 
affirmation as would make an end of world and life 

denial. 
In the Buddha the ethicd is so strongly develcmed 

I that irSf already an endTmTtieif.v he floes not ao^t 
^ this, but leaves ethics still in the service of the redemp¬ 

tion dominated by world and life negation. 
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Ethic^ world and life negation it in itself a con* 
tradictory and non*reaUtable idea. For ethica com¬ 
prise world and life aflirmation. What it regarded u 
ethical world and life negation is never more than 
ethics kept within the bounds of world and life nega¬ 
tion and is correspondingly incomplete. 

So it cannot be otherwise; even the Buddha’s 
ethics for lynen ye-dnminate<H)yrw^|{i. andTtfe 
negation! They can uphold some of the demands of 
xhe ethic of deeds, but can never raise ethical action 
to a commandment in the all-embracing measure 
which compassion and love really demand. 

It is but seldom that the Buddha speaks at any 
length on lay ethics. His discourses are ordinarily 
addressed to monks. 

From a Dittouru on Etkia for tka But I 
will tell you also, what should be the nuuuwr ^life for the 
father of a household . . . seeing that for him, with wife 
and didd, m follow at all the oommaodmenU for monks 
is a thing unattainable. ... He must kill no living 
creature ; he must not take what b not given to him; he 
must not Ik, be mutt not drink iatoxioting liquor; be 
must refrain from unchastity ... at duty bids he must 
care for hb parents and pursue a virtuous and righteous 
calling.*’ 

Fiuther the Buddha lays on the lahy the command lo 
practise : liberality, good conduct of life, loving care for 
relations, blameless acts, reverence and modesty, petience 
and gentleness, contentment and gratitude, seasonable 
attendance at instructive discourses, the receiving of vbits 
from ascetic*. 

The inscription* carved on stone of the Buddhist Ring 
Afoka (jrd century l.c) specially recommend to the laity. 

SuttsBiptta, jSj-eos (WieteniiU, Dar dJtart An^diiimiu, ^ Si). 
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bfri-Jf* the observance of the Ahiipet oommandmeat, a 
benevokm attitude to elavee and eervants, respM for 
penoiu deserving of honour and liberality to Brahmins and 

ascetics. , , 
Tht DhAminip^dft (Tli® Path of Ttulh)i the d>irif I 

book of ancieiit Buddhist ethics—it belongs to the Sutu- 
pitaka. the second '* basket ” of the sacred writings of the 
older Buddhism and contains authentic sayings of the 
Buddha and others that are attributed to him—contains 
hardly anything about ethics for the laity. 

The Buddha's lay ethics disappoint us, then, in so 

far as they omit to promote action due to the com* 

polling force of compassion and love. A correspond¬ 

ing ethic of action should range itself alor^jside the 

magnificent theoretical ethic of compassion and kind¬ 

ness. It is wanting. 

Observe: not a word of the aid due to the suffering 

in their need I When the Buddha speaks of chariQf, 

he means liberality to monks I ^He sings the prauCT 

of the reward which toliowt on this in a way which 

for us is a stumblirtg-block. 

He lays great value on gratitude. In one of his 

finest discourses he speaks of it as follows: " The 

sum of all that makes a bad nun Is ingratitude . . . 

the sum of all that makes a good man is gratitude 

On Gratittid* M Asrm/r.t—“ If a man . . . should 
live to be a huirdred years old carrying around his mother on 
one shoulder and bis father on ^ other ... he has not 
even yet rendered thanks to his parents and requited their 

kindi^. . . . 
“ But be who brings his parents, if they be unbelievers, 

to perfect faith . . . who brings them, if they be wicked, to 
perfect virtue . . . brings them, if they be covetous, to 

* AftfUtten-NikeTK, U. 4,1 f. 
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perfect wiUingneo for sacrifice . . . brings them, if they 
be oot wise, to perfect wisdom : such a man has in this way 
alone rendered thanks to his parenU, and requited thc^ 
kindness, yea, more than requited." 

Buddha!! ethici arc different from 
of Jesus in thatTe did not dennand real acriv^ iw. 
Jesus and the Buddha have this in common, that their 
form of ethics, because it is under the influence of 
world and life negation, is not an ethic of action but 
an ethic of inner perfection. But in both the ethic 
of inner perferiinn-ia gnwmed {kj. principle of 

,lfive. It therefore carries within it the tcRHeiu^to 
express itself in action and in this way has a certain 
afliinity with world and life affirmation. With Jesus 
the ethic of the perfecting of the self commands active 
love : with the Buddha it does not get so far. 

It must be noted that the world and life negation 
of Jesus is in origin and in essence quite diflerent 
from that of the Buddha. It does not rest on the 
distinction between material and immaterial Being, 
but abandons the natural world as evil, in the expecta¬ 
tion that it will be transformed into a world that is 
supernatural and good. The world and life negation 
of Jesus is conditioned by ethics. 

Because of this fundamental diflerence in world 
and life negation the constantly renewed attempt 
to explain the teaching of Jesus as derived from 
Buddhist influences must be pronounced hopelcai, 
even on the altogether improbable assumption that 
Jesus was acquainted with Indian thought. 

Naturally the Buddhist laity, when it seems to be 
Aeir duty, assume the right of following the natural 
inclinations of their hearts and practising active love, 

I 
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Without worrying about whether it U compatible with 

world and life negation. 
Digging wells and building rest-house* for travel¬ 

lers belong from time immemorial to the good works 

'*“Tn'’Se^tnandment*, chiselled in stone, of King 

Aioka active compassion already begin* to play a 

certain part. , • 

There are case* also in which the Buddha i^erson 
aUowed himself to be carried away, and acted ^ the 
motive of love. One evening, maki^ a round of the 
sleeping-quarters, he found a monk suffering from 
dyswtery and. already enfeebled by it. lying m hi* 
filth With the help of hi* companion Ananda, he 
waahed him and changed hi* bed. Awards he 
called the monks together and instructed Acm a* to 
the help they owed to each other. But he did not 
base thi* service on a general commandment of lovmg 
activity, but explained that as they had neither father 
nor mother with them to look after thw th^ must 
repUce father and mother for each other. The ex- 
tortation ended with the sentence: •‘Whoever 
monks, would nurse me, he shall nurse the sick 

In the personality of the Buddha, so great in its 
humanity, ethic* are so strong and so living that th^ 
really find no place in the inactivity demanded by 
world and life negation. But they do not iwlt 
against it and shatter it, but, wherever occasion offer*. 
M is the natural result, go beyond it, just as pent-m 
water overflow* the dam at one spot and another. 
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The Buddha says nothing about the question of 
the redemption of the world. Realty we should ex« 
pect him to voice the hope that in time all living 
creatures will enter Nirvios sod that in this way the 
sorrowful process of coming and going will some 
day quite come to an end. But he takes into account 
the difficulty of imagining the world>Nirv&oa if, in 
accordance with the hypothesis of the doctrine of 
reincarnation, all being can only attain redemption 
by the circuitous route of a human existence capable 
of the highest knowledge.* 

According to the Buddha, it already borders on 
the impossible that a human being who, as a result of 
evil'doing, enters into a non-human form of existence 
should later be bom again in human form, because 
in the low forms of existence there is mutual murder 
and no good action If a yoke with one opening 
be thrown into the sea and in the sea there is a one- 
eyed turtle which only rises to the surface once in 
every hundred years, there is much more probability, 
according to a parable of the Buddha, that this turtle 
will one day put its neck into this yoke than that the 
fool who has once sunk to low forms of existence will 
again attain to human existence. 

The fact that the Buddha, the preacher of com¬ 
passion, makes man only occupied with his own re¬ 
demption, not with that of all living creatures, is a 
weakness of his teaching. 

For us Europeans—-and for modem Indians no 
* Sm ca this, pp 51, $s, 7I-7S. 
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less—there is a certain difficulty in visualising the 
historical Buddha and his teaching as they really 
were. We cannot reconcile ourselves to the fact that 
the great teacher of compassion in theory was still 
so completely governed by world and life negation 
and the principle of non^activity which results from 
it. This will not At into the ideal portrait which we 
should like to paint of him. It gives to his character 
some quality which seems alien to us. And his 
ethics trouble us because they are incomplete. 

With the Buddha we have a similar experience to 
that we pass through when we study Jesus. It is 
difficult for us to admit that the thought and ethics 
of Jesus were influenced by a longing expectation of 
the end of the world. 

But we have sufficient reliable information to com* 
pel us to see both teachers as they really were. 

The importance of the Buddha consists in his 
having undertaken to spiritualise world and life nega* 
tion and make it ethical. He spiritualised it by 
teaching men to regard the detachment of the heart 
from material things as more important than the re* 
nundation of the world in actual practice. At the 
same time he required of hit disdples that their in¬ 
ward emandpation from the world should be out¬ 
wardly expressed in ethical conduct. 

Because his thinking was dominated by world and 
life negation it followed that for him ^e ethic of 
active help did not come under consideration. So he 
was obliged to take no account of this exoteric ethic 
and could only concern himself with the esoteric ethic 
of that disposition free from hatred, peaceable and 
kind, which it is man’s duty to strive to acquire and to 
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put to the proof in his d««Unga with his fellow*. 
Thiu he became the creator of the ethic of inner per¬ 
fection. In thi* sphere he gave expression to truth* 
of ewlasting value and advanced the ethics, not of 
India alone, but of humanity. He was one of the 
greatest ethical men of genius ever bestowed upon the 
world. 

But how did it come about that In the Buddha 
world and life negation became ethical ? Is it really 
the case, as he himself thought, that world and life 
negation created for itself an ethic ? In this he was 
wrong. 

World and life negation cannot become anything 
else than what it essentially is, namely a state of 
exaltation above the world and indifference towards 
the world. Ethic* can never derive from it. The 
ethical premises the taking of interest in the welfare of 
beings that belong to this world, and this r^ard for 
terrestrial affairs points to world and life aflirmation, 
however slight the tendency towards it may be. 

Ethical world and life negation therefore can never 
arise through the production of an ethic in conformity 
with itself, but can only come into being when ethics 
find expression in world and life negation. This is 
what happened with the Buddha. With him ethics 
appeared in Indian world and life negation, just as 
with Jesus ethic* found expression within the late- 
Jewish world and life negation connected with the 
expectation of the end of the world. 

The Buddha thought be could combine ethics and 
world and life negation, but in reality he became 
through ethics untrue to world and life negation, 
which still dominated him. His ethic of becoming 
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perfect in heart, although it was kept well within the 
limits of world and life n^ation, was nevertheless 
different from this in spirit. The inner freedom from 
the world which is required by ethics may resemble 
the freedom which ensues from world and life negation, 
but in its essence it is a different thing.^ It originates 
from the need of greater ethical perfection. The 
freedom from the world which accompanies world 
and life negation as such aims at nothing, but is its 
own end in itself. How clearly did the ancient 
Brahmins see in this matter, when they maintained 
that world and life negation is something only con¬ 
cerned with itself, and regarded ethics as belonging 
to world and life affirmation I 

The ethic of the h^her inward perfection is not 
based on world and life negation, but is actually the 
very core of ethics. The ethic which is adjusted to 
world and life affirmation must also urge man to 
strive to become more perfect of heart, a state which 
is only attainable through inward freedom from the 
world. But to arrive at this freedom from the world 
it is not necessary that man should regard the world 
as unreal. He can recognise significance in earthly 
things. The profoundest inner freedom from the 
world is that which man strives to attain in order to 
become an ethical personality and as such to serve 
the world. 

The Buddha, then, inserts the ethical idea of free¬ 
dom from the world into world and life negation. 
He thinks he is giving an ethical sense to world and 
life-denying inner fre^om from the world. But in 
reality he makes the essentially different idea of 

' On thii quMtioo, •«« sko pp.74. 
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ethical freedom from the world take the place of that. 
Aa a matter of fact, hi* ethic of becoming more 

perfect in heart is an alien element introduced into 
world and life negation and is prejudicial to it. 

Then, in his ethic of compasaion, his divergence 
from world and lifcnegation becomes completely 
manifest. This form of ethics assumes so developed 
atr interest in terrestrial affairs, and has within itself 
such strong instincts towards activity, that it is incom¬ 
prehensible how the Buddha could think it could be 
combined with the principle of non-activity contained 
in world and life negation. 

Ethics are the secret ally of world and life aSirtna- 
tion, and the Buddha allowed this dangerous enemy 
to enter the fortress of world and life negation. 

He gave to India something it did not yet possess : 
an ethic derived from thought Up to then it only 
knew a traditional morality of virtues and duties, and 
such an ethic as that is only capable of development 
up to a certain point. The ultimate higher evolution 
of ethics only starts when thought begins to be occu¬ 
pied with morals and to seek the fundamental prin¬ 
ciple which comprehends all virtues and all duties. 
N^^enthe Buddha exalted compassionate lovetobethe 
fundamental principle of morality, he breathed into 
Indian ethics a new breath of life. 

He sowed the seed of ethics on the Aeld of wwld 
and life negation, but the wind carried some of the 
seed on to other land. In the course of the centuries 
there ripened in the popular thought, which was tittle 
or not at all affected by the dogma of world and life 
negation, a magnificent harvest grown from the seed 
of his ethical ideas. 
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But this higher evolution of ethics was to the ad> 
vantage, not of world and life negation, but of world 
and life affirmation. Through the ethic which he 
spread, the Buddha gave to the world and life affirms* 
tion present in the Indian spirit weapons with which 
to overcome world and life negation. Without the 
influence of his ethic the higher evolution which took 
place in Hinduism in the centuries which followed 
would be unthinkable. Through the ethic which 
originated with the Buddha, Hinduism gained the 
strength to make an end of Buddhism in India. 

After long hesitation the spirit of India was obliged 
in the main to reject the Buddha's world and life 
negation. But it kept his ethic. 

• • 



CHAPTER VIl 

LATBR BUDDHISM IN INDIA 

From tome words addressed to Ananda we 
know that the Buddha anticipated that the 

truth he preached would endure only 500 years. 
Then there must be a fresh revelation of redemption. 

This prophecy was not fulfilled. Five hundred 
years after the Buddha's death, that is to say about 
the beginning of our era, his doctrine was approach¬ 
ing the height of its flowering season. It is true It 
was no longer quite the same as he preached It. for it 
had gone on developing. 

In later Buddhism there evolved the belief that 
from time immemorial the truth leading to redemp¬ 
tion has been proclaimed by Buddhas. Gotama 
Buddha of the ^khya race it thus only one among 
many. In every world period—later Buddhism 
adopu from the SJtpkhya system the conception of 
successive world periods—and in every part of the 
Universe (that is to say, not only on the earth) 
from time to time Buddhas make their appearance. 
Gotama Buddha is not thelast. Others will f^owhim. 

According to late Buddhist doctrixw, all the Buddhas 
derire from a heavenly, self-created Proto-Buddha (Adi- 
Buddha) from whom ^e Universe also has its origin. 
Among the eternal Buddhas whose descent is directly 
traceable from him, Buddha-AmitAbha (he of immeasu- 
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nble Kght), the protector of the pretent world, it pre¬ 
eminent. Hit dwelliiig-pUce is the world of Psrsdite, 
Sukh&vatL The dofmatics of late Buddhism mede 
Getsma Buddha also a hesTcnly being who took on him 
the fom of a man in order to bring knowledge of redemp¬ 
tion to the world. In individual writings of the period be 
was even described, like the Proto-Buddha, as “the 
self-created Father of the Universe The later Buddhist 
doctrine of Buddhas wu not develop^ consistenU}r, but 
contains many obscurities and contradictions. 

So later Buddhism became a religion. And it 
was not contented with merely sanctioning the adora¬ 
tion of Buddhaa, but brought about the revival of the 
worship of the gods in general, to which Gotama 
Buddha had denied all importance. 

Whilst it thus develop^ into a popular religion, 
later Buddhism wander^ far from the doctrine of 
the historical Buddha that deliverance friun rein¬ 
carnation can only be attained by the monastic life 
and renunciation of the world. It asserted that those 

. who remain in ordinary life also share in redemption, 
if in faith they venerate the divine Buddha and con¬ 
fidently dedicate themselves to him. 

’ This new teaching, which announced a way of re- 
: demption which all can enter and more easily follow, 
I ia called the doctrine of the “ big vessel " (Mahlyina). 
The original doctrine derived from the historical 
Buddha is described as that of the small vessel " 
(Hinaylna). By this ia meant the vessel which con¬ 
veys men across the stream of re-birth and siiffering to 
the shore of Ntrvipa. 
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MahSyftna-BuddhUm aUo went beyond the teach* 
ing of the historical Buddha in that it no longer re* 
garded liberation front reincarnation as the highest 
goal to be aimed at. The idea of compassion was so 
strongly developed in it that it became incomprehen* 
sible how the Buddha could let man be preoccupied 
merely with his own redemption and not also with 
that of the Universe. Therefore it set up as an ideal 
that the man who has attained deliverance from re¬ 
incarnation should renounce entrance into Nirvioa in 
order to appear again and again on earth and strive 
for the deliverance of all living creatures. On these 
saints who again and again voluntarily accept human 
existence, Mahiyfina-Buddhism confers the rank 
and dignity of Bodhisattvas, that is to say candidates 
for Buddhahood. 

Mahiyina*Buddhism is a logical develc^ment of 
the original Buddhism. 

The Buddha ponders over the idea of compwasion. 
But at the same time he makes man still in quite 
egoistic fashion think only of his own deliverance 
from the cycle of transmigration. 

Mahiyftna-Buddhism takes account of the fact 
that the idea of compassion, once it is there, cannot be 
satished with just any kind of part allotted to it, but 
wants to dominate thought completely and must 
therefore demur to all egoistic longing for redemp* 
tion. 

With magnificent sincerity Mshiyina-Buddhisra 
resists the temptation to trace its origins to the 
Buddha by " cooking " tradition. It does not deny 
that the Buddha urged men before all things to strive 
after deliverance from reincarnation, and that he 
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himself talked of entering into Nirvl^u. But this he 
did only, the MahSyina teachers explain, because his 
contemporaries would not have been capable of 
understanding the higher truth that one ought to re* 
nounce Nirvipa. Therefore we must set the teaching 
that proceeds from the spirit of his compassion above 
that which was preached from his lips. 

So, according to the MahiySna doctrine, Gotama 
Buddha did not enter into Kirvina at all, but is 
labouring on and on in heavenly regions for the 
spreading in the world of the knowledge of redemp¬ 
tion. “ He pours down the great rain of religion and 
makes the big drum of religion thunder forth 

Mahiyina-Buddhism reached its full develop* 
meat in north*east India, probably during the two 
first centuries of our era. Its sacred writings are not, 
like those of the older Buddhism, in the Pill language, 
but in Sanskrit. 

MahIyiiia>Buddbisin reached Tibet and China and was 
there proeived, whilst in India in the course of centtiries 
Buddhittn disappeared altogether; consequently we pos¬ 
sess a series of important Mahlyina texts, of which the 
Sanskrit originals have been lost, in Tibetan and Chinese 
translations. 

The best-known work of Mahiyina-Buddhism is the 
Saddharmapundaitka (the Lotus of Good Doctrine). It 
glorifies Gotama Budd^ as a divirw being enthroned on a 
roounuin surrounded by thousands of go>^ and Buddhas 
and fiodbisattvas. This text was probably in existence 
before a.d. soo. As early as a.d. ssj and again in a.d. 986 
it wu translated into Chinese. 

The LaUtaristara f The Complete Story of the Play", 
to ghre it in full, " of the Buddha ") describes in legendary 
fashion bow the divine Buddha took human femn in the 
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SftkhjA funily lod gnret an acomiat of hit irork aa earth. 
The ^de«t portioot of the text probablj originated before 
the Christian era. 

The SukhkvatlvyQha (*' A Complete Description of 
the Blessed Land ”) treats of Buddha AmitAbha and 
the SukhAvatl-Faiadite. This work was translated into 
Chiaete as early as between a.d. 147 and 186. 

NigAijuna (snd century a.d. ?), a member of a Brahmin 
family, and the learned poet S&ntideva (7th century a.d.) 

are gr^ teachers of MahAyina. 

• e 

In MahlvAna-Buddhism. then, the Buddha’j,idea 
of c«npaBsiotf~reac£e8 its full development. Its 

~fol(owen aim at attaining to the per&cdM of " the 
peat compassion How profound is the saying,^ 
'^'A~!dng^~living creatures suffer, there is no possi* 
bility of joy for those who are full of compassion ! 
For the first time in the thought of mankind^^wori^ 

;■ hv idea of compassion. 
But this mighty compassion couin nok aeveiop and 

exercise its full influence in a natural way. Like the 
original Buddhism, MahAyina-Buddhism too ia im* 
prisoned in world and life negation. So that like the 
former it can really only give its approval to norw 
activity. Like the former too, it carmot attribute any 
real importance to the help which goes to alleviate 
material distress. And like the former again, the 
only effective act of compassion it can recognise is 
the diffusion of the knowledge that redemption will 
be won by denial of the will-to-Iive. 

MahAyina-Buddhism is concerned for the deliver¬ 
ance of all living creatures. But it is no more able 
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than the Sirpkhya system and the Buddha to explain 
how it is possible and ought to come about. 

So Mahiyina compassion has its hands bound in 
just the same way as were those of the Buddha him¬ 
self. Fundamentally it is nothing other than the 
companion in thought which the Buddha made a 
duty for his monks, only it is raised beyond alt 
bounds. Therefore it cannot any longer remain con- 
templative as in the Buddha, but lives to the full in 
compassionate desires, often in very orgies of com¬ 
passionate desires. 

The Mahiyina believer prays for all beings, that 
they may suffer no want, be spared pain and sickness, 
not be deserted and oppressed, may pass a happy life 
free from thought of sin, and that from lower forms of 
existence they may enter into the higher forms which 
lead to redemption. Long intercessory prayers of 
this tort are found in the Mahiyina writings. Be¬ 
cause women are reckoned among the lower beings, 
supplication is made for them that they may be bom 
again as men. In these prayers there is remembrance 
also of those who dwell in hdl in anguish and torment. 
The " great compassion ” applies itot only to the 
creatures that dwdl on earth, but to all living things 
in all worlds. 

J^rom MokOydna Ttxit}—" In all lands may all the 
sxiffermgi of living beings cchob to an etkd.’'—“ May all 
living beings in the ten legions of the universe who are 
weak, lick, reduced in circumstances aiui unprotected be 
freed from their trouble.”—** May the beaten be freed from 

‘ ‘DkcM ^uotatioM arc fton Proiewor Merit WiBUnits** Dtr 
VaUjiae* (Si«b«rt uad Moltf, Tsbtftfca, 1930), pp. 46* 
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blow*, nu7 thoae who an threatened with death be restored 
to life, and may those who are in tiibulatioD become free 
from aQ fear.”—>“ Maj those who suffer hunger and thirst 
receive food and drink in abundance.” 

” May the blind see, the deaf hear, the women with 
child give birth painlewly.”—“ May sounds of pain be 
nowbeie heard in the world. And may r>o single living 
being experience what is disagreeable.”—“ May living 
creatures avoid the low way ” (teiiKamatioa).—“ May 
all women coostandy be bora again as men, as brave 
heroes and wise schol^”—” May they see the Buddhas in 
the ten regions ot the universe, sitting comfortably in the 
glorious trees of predout stones on thrones of beryl, and 
may they hear the sennoos they preach.” 

” May the torment and anguish of thoae who dwell in 
hell come to an end.”—“ May the fetr of being devoured by 
each other quit the ; may the ghosts be happy.”— 
“ I exult over the liberadon of livi^ beings from the 
sufferings of the qrde of reiiKaination.” 

But Mahiyina compassion does not exhaust itself 
merely in abstract wishes, but is concerned also with 
deeds expressed in wishes, '^e simple rutural act 
of compassion is not-takeoMl^o-acwunF^t all. In 
thd MahSvftna texts there is indeed much talk to ♦>»■» 
effect that the hungry should be fed, the thirsty given 
dffnk, the sl^ nursed! BUI fine seeks in them in v^. 
fdrd>mmar>ds actuallylo alleviate 
distren^ Mahiyina-Buddhism ultimately only takes 
into consideration theoretical acts which contribute 
towards real complete deliverance from suffering ex< 
istence. The ” great compassion ” does not allow 
the Mahlytna believer, as the Buddha did, to be 
satisfied with announcing the truth which brings de. 
liverance. It compels him to be willing in thought to 
give up for the redemption of others the treasure of 
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t food works which he has fained, to take upon him- 
■elf the sufferings of others, to enter in their stead into 
a lower form of existence and for them to endure the 
pains of hell. Instead of simply practising com¬ 
passion, he is occupied with great deeds of heroic self- 
sacrifice which he wants to accomplish as a Bodhi- 
sattva. 

Fnm \MahfyaHa T*sts>—" May I kad all living 
beinfi into the city of Nlrvltta."—“ May 1, for the sake 
of the good I have accomplished, be a soother of all stiffer- 
ings of all beings.”—” ^ merit which I have achieved, 
I here without concern give up for the welfare of all 
beings.” 

“ I strive not merely for my own redemption. 1 must 
lead all these living beingB ... out of the flood of trans¬ 
migration. I must take upon myself the whole mass of the 
suffering of all beings. In so far as I can, I will taste to the 
full all si^erings in all evfl forms of existetice as they are 
arrived at in all parts of the UniverM ... I am determined 
to live in every single form of existence for countless 
millioos of periods of the Universe. ... It is indeed better 
that I aloiM suffer than that all living beings should reach 
the abodes of the evil forms of existence.” 

“ The Bodhisattvas who realise the connection (between 
themselves and other beings) aivd have pleasure only in the 
mitigation of others' sufferings rush into hell like flamingoes 
into a lotus grove.” 

St Paul similarly in exaltation utters the words (Epistle 
to the Romans, ix. 3} : ” I could wish that mys^ were 
accursed from Christ for my brethren, my kiiumen 
according to the flesh.” 

In Mabiyina-Buddhism compassion makes its ap¬ 
pearance in such strength that really it ought to revolt 

* QootatiM)* fma WiaUniila, Dtr 1930, 

)9. 94-35.59- 
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Against world and life negation and lay claim to the 
right of helpful activity. But world and life negation 
stand firm as a rock for later Buddhism, which re< 
mains its thrall although it contains in itself even 
more living instincts to activity than are found in the 
Buddha himself. 

It is because compassion is so strongly developed 
in Mahftylna-Buddhism that we see with such perfect 
clearness how unnatural it becomes through world 
and life negation. With the Buddha compassion is 
•till in some degree able to pretend it is contented 
with non-activity. But in Mabiyina-Buddhism it 
can no longer do this, but must endeavour to sur¬ 
mount the difficulties of the problem of non-aaivity 
by an illusion of imaginary activity. 

But how wonderful that there was once a time i 
when there were in the world millions of people so r 

entirely dominated by feelings of compassion I y 

• • 
* 

It is interesting that Mah&y3in.a-Buddhism under¬ 
takes to find a basis for compassion in knowledge. 
For this it goes back to the denial of the ego by the 
Buddha. If there be no ego, he argues, then there 
is no difference between one ego and another. So ' 
the foundations of compassion are really laid in the 
fact that the thinking man must confess to himself , 
that he cannot really define the boundaries between I 
his own ego and those of other beings. In the exer- 
cise of compassion this truth of there being no dis¬ 
tinction between the I and the Thou (Paritmasa- 
mati) is known through the feelings. 

K 
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Prom Mak&ydna T*xls>—" From bfcbit w* connect the 
coDception of the self with our own body, which nevertbdess 
hu DO lelf. Why does not the ides of the self ss referring 
to othen similarly arise also from habit ? “ No man 
exists whose suffering is really his own. Of whom then can 
it be said, that it is hit suffering ? All sufferings without 
Hitfifu-tinn are ownerless. Because they are sufferings, 
therefore we must keep them off. What sense has any 
limitation in thin (that is to aay that one keeps off only 
suffering that one regards as one's own) ? "—" If fear and 
pain are as much bated by my neighbour as by myself, 
what then distinguisbes my self that I should protect it 
more than I protect him ? " 

On the ground of identity of the I and the Thou, 
as it follows from the doctrine of the Brahman, the 
Upanishads explain all love as self-love. “ In 
truth ”, says Yijffavalkya to his wife Maitreyl, ” the 
husband is not dear for the husband's take, but the 
husband is dear for the sake of the Self”, and 

'■* '} " Living beings are not dear for the' sake of living 
beings but living beings are dear for the sake of the 
Self”.* That is to say, because the same Brahman 
dwells in others as in ourselves, that which seems to 
us to be love for others is merely self-love of the 
Brahman. 

So because of the impossibility of distinguishing 
between the I and the Thou, it is determined in that 
Upanishad that all love to one's neighbour is only 
the profoundest self-love. Mahiyftna-Buddhism on 
the contrary proves from that same impossibility that 
there can be no self-love, but only love for one's 

* Quotatiaot frem WiaMmil*, Dtr Mokijtimo-BmddMitmut, pp. 
S$.«o.44. 

* Brhad-AreByaka-wpanIshxl, S. 4. 
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neighbour. These contrary asacrtions come to the 
•ame thing in the long run. By both of them ethics 
are reduc^ to nothing by the explanations given. 
True ethics presume the absolute difference of one’s 
own tgo and those of others and accentuate it. The 
difference, however, is not a plain matter of course but 
an enigma. 

• • 
• 

But MafaSyina-Buddhism does not merely make 
use of the Buddha’s theory of knowledge to explain 
ethics: it also develops it further as such. Those 
who undertake to do this are probably Brahmanic 
thinkers. Otherwise we could not well understand 
how the Buddha’s theory of knowledge Is made of 
service to a belief which is the counterpart of the 
Brahmanic doctrine of MayS. 

In the opinion of the teachers of Mahiyina the 
Buddha only conceded some kind of reality to the 
world of the senses because his pupils would not have 
been able to grasp the truth that it has n<xw. As a 
matter of fact, they said, he assunted that the outer 
world exists only in our consciousness. That be who 
knows regards what he knows as sonnething different 
from himself with an independent existence of its 
own tests on illusion (Mftyi). The outer world is a 
vision of conceptions which we carry within ourselves. 
The conformity to law which we observe in it is due 
to the fact that every conception is the result of a 
previous conception. In meditation and ecstasy man 
is liberated from the delusion that the world of the 
senses is real. 
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A* thi« teiching, in opposition to th« view of the 
Buddha, holds the conscious tgo to be a spiritual 
reality, other MahSyina teachers, among them the 
celebrated Nigiri^na (and century A.D. ?), advance to 
the assertion that we can assume the existence neither 
of a material nor of a spiritual reality. They devise 
the phrase, “ All is nothing According to them, 
there is neither Being nor non-Being, but merely 
Nothing which is neither Being nor non-Being. Not 
only is the outer world which man perceives an illu¬ 
sion, but so also is his belief that he exists and per- 

' ceives it. This doctrine is called the doctrine of 
i absolute emptiness (SOnyati). It gains a footing, 
'and in MahiySna-Buddhism actually attains the im¬ 
portance of a dogma. 

But what is compassion doing in an unreal world ? 
How can Mahiy&na-Buddhtsm combine its ethics 
with its nihilistic doctrine of existence ? 

This is only possible on the hypothesis of twofold 
truth. For if our existence and the existence of the 
Universe are merely the visions of a dream, they 
nevertheless as such have for us a relative reality. 
We must behave in a way which corresponds to the 
imagined world and our supposed existence in it. 
As this world seems to us full of suffering, it is our 
duty to strive to bring the suffering in it to an end. 
Following the usual course of thought and imagina¬ 
tion, man holds to this relative truth, and through 
a life passed in a compassionate disposition and 
through faith in the grace of the divine Buddha 
attains to celestial bliss. The delusion about duties 
(Kiryamoha) does not matter. It is not merely 
harmless, but also beneficent. 



But in self>submergence man haa inaigbt into the 
highest truth of “ emptiness " and through it wins 
real deliverance from the delusion of existence. 

The Buddha-'-and in this is seen his greatness— 
avoids having anything to do with a doctrine of two* 
fold truth. But as a matter of fact it is present with 
him though it is hidden. Without embarrassment 
be premises the Self for the purposes of ethics, the 
Self whose existence he denies in his theory of know¬ 
ledge. In Mahlyina-Buddhism what is hidden in 
the Buddha becomes manifest. 

In this impracticable distinction between an ethical, • 
relative tru^ and an absolute truth which stands/ 
above all ethics, late Buddhist thought admits that it 
cannot acquire ethics from knowledge of the Universe 
and cannot combine knowledge of the Universe with 
ethics. 

• • 

Ceylon, Burma and Siam remain faithful to the 
older Buddhism. 

According to tradition, Buddhism came to Ceylon 
through Mahendra, the son (or brother) of the ftmous 
Buddhist King of North India, Aioka (sys-sji a.c.). 
The name Aioka is an abbreviation of A^a-Vardbana, 
which means “ Incnaser of freedom from care 

At the beginning of his reign Aioka, like his father, was 
a protector of the Brahmins. He wu probably converted 
to Buddhism out of repentance for the conquests he had 
made with fire and sword. His kingdom comprised not 
only the valleys of the Indus and Cangei, but also Isrge 
territories lying to the south of these rivers. He declared 
himself the protector and promoter of Buddhism and sent 
out Buddhist missiotsaries in all directions. 
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Siam received Buddhism from Cambodia, where it is 
n^posed to have beguit to be known in the year a.d. 4ss. 

It U f to have reached Burma before the 6th cen¬ 
tury A.O. 

The older Buddhism only suffered alteratioo in Ceylon, 
Burma and Siam in to far u in these countries it conceded 
importance also to popular religion and worship. 

To celebrate hb jubilee in the year 1893, King Chula- 
kmgkoni of Siam published a complete edition of the 
sacred writings of the older Buddhism belonging to the 
Tripilaka (the Three Baskets).^ 

To-day the older Buddhism is found ordy in 
Ceylon and Further India. In India proper (Hindu¬ 
stan)—except in Nepal, on the southern ^opes of the 
Himalayas—Buddhism has altogether disappeared. 
In Nepal, China, Tibet, Korea and Japan it is 
MahSyana-Buddhism and derivatives of it that are 
fourtd. 

How comes it that Buddhism has ceased to exist 
in its own home-land, Hindustan ? 

It was not exterminated by persecutions, but 
gradually lost its adherents because it could not sus¬ 
tain the competition against Brahmanic teaching, 
with its freshly increasing strength, and Hinduism, 
which became more and more widespread. 

Its decline began about A.D. 8(m. About A.D. 

1600 Buddhisnt—except in Nepal—ceased to exist 
in India (Hindustan). 

The Brahmanic system and Hinduism are superior 
(to Buddhism by virtue of their mysticism. They 
stand for the elemental idea of the union of the human 
spirit with the Spirit of the Universe. Thus they 

■ Oo thwf Me p. 90. 
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posseM tomething simple and living which is lacking 
in Buddhism. 

The denial by Buddhism of the idea of a highest 
and purest Being and the idea of the soul involves it 
in complications. It loses its connection with natural 
imagining and thinking, and its relationship to the 
natural piety of the Indian. 

Buddhism (in common with the SArpkhya doc< 
trine and Jainism) is only concerned with the idea of 
deliverance from reincarnation. But this can never 
attain the signihcance of a real world-view. It is too 
narrow for that. The idea on the other hand of the 
union of the human spirit with the Spirit of the 
Universe does comprise a world-view. World-view 
can in some fashion fit into the idea of deliverance 
from reincarnation, if men's minds are preoccupied 
with this. But the idea of liberation from reincarna¬ 
tion cannot beewne a world-view. This is the real 
ground of the inferiority of Buddhism as com¬ 
pared with the Brahmanic doctrine and Hinduism. 
Thought cannot desist from seeking a real world-view. 

If Buddhism was able to maintain itself for so 
many centuries in face of Brahmanism and Hinduism, 
it was because it is the creation of a great mind 
and because its ethics are superior to theirs. But in 
measure as the Brahmanic teaching and Hinduism, 
stimulated by Buddhism, develop ethically—and this 
is especially the case with Hinduism—their superior¬ 
ity as compared with that faith makes itself felt. 

Brahmanism and Hinduism have the further ad¬ 
vantage that they are in natural association with the 
religion of the people. The original Buddhism de- 
cla^ its independwee of that. It it true that later 
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Buddhum resumed relations with it, but it no longer 
had the same position in relation to it that had 
Brahmanism and Hinduism. 

And it surely contributed also to the decline of 
Buddhism in India that it rejected the old sacred 
writings of the Veda, whilst the Brahmins appeal to 
them from time immemorial and Hinduism rever¬ 
ences them more and more. And this, in the Indian 
Middle Ages—which began about the same time as 
in Europe—when the witness of the past was in¬ 
creasingly valued, became fatal for Buddhism. As it 
is not rooted in popular religion, it cannot lay claim 
to the sacred writings for its own purposes. The fact 
that the Buddha was not a reformer, but a revotu- 
tionisi, brings its own retribution. 

Speaking generally, the decay of the influence of 
Buddhism in India is to be explained by its uncom¬ 
promising attitude in the question whether the man who 
is living a married life cannot also have a share in re¬ 
demption. The Brahmanic and Hindu systems made 
to world and life affirmation the great concession that 
they did not merely tolerate marriage, but recognised 
it as enjoined by the commands of natural law. They 
asserted that man can attain to a state of blessedness 
in the existence in which he fulflls the duties of the 
father of a household. There are even sayings of 
Brahmanic teachers which assert that it is necessary 
for his redemption that a man should pass through 
the stage of being the head of a family. 

With the Buddha on the other hand redemption 
can only be won in an existence entirely consecrated 
to world and life negation. Owing to the contempt 
for married life which accompanied this theory, his 
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doctrine was at variance with popular feeling;, which 
by tradition regarded the institution of marriage as 
sacred. That is why as time went on his radical 
world and life negation was defeated by the moderate 
world and life negation of Brahmanism and Hinduism. 

It was Islam that gave the death-blow to Indian 
Buddhism. Between the years 1175 and 1340 
Mohammedan conquerors who came from Persia 
founded their dominion over the greater part of 
India. Because Buddhism was not backed up by 
the religion of the people, it could not olfer so tough 
a resistance to the new faith as did the Brahmanic 
doctrine and Hinduism. In Java also and in 
Sumatra and other Indian islands it was Islam that 
supplanted Buddhism ; Jainism too, owing to Islam, 
lost the position it had previotisly held. 

But indeed no complete explanation can be given 
of how it came about that Buddhism ceased to exist in 
India, the land of its origin, where for centuries it had 
exercised such great power over men’s minds. So 
many events in the domain of spiritual history are in 
the nature of an enigma. 

But that Buddhism ceased to exist does not mean 
that the Buddha had no more significance for India. 
At the time when the people renounced his radical 
world and life negation, his ethical ideas had already 1 
become common property. His ethical influence con* | 
tinues down to the present day. 

Even his radical world and life negation is still in 
operation. Gandhi's esteem for celibacy may be 
traced back to the Buddha. 



CHAPTER Vlll 

BUDDHISM IN CHINA, TIBET AND MONGOLIA 

ACCORDING to a tradition which arose at the 
^fA.end of the 2nd century A.D., the Emperor Ming 
Ti of China (Later Han Dynasty), by reason of a 
dream in the year A.D. 6i, sent a mission to India to 
fetch to hb own country Buddhist teachers, texts and 
objects used in worship. In reality, knowledge of 
Buddhism bad already reached China before our own 
era began, by way of nordiem India and eastern 
Turkestan. So it was the later Buddhbm of northern 
India, from which the MahiySna doctrine developed, 
which spread in China. 

As early as the middle of the 3rd century A.D. 

Buddhbm had followers all over China and was 
already beginning to exercise some influence. In 
time Mahiyina system supplanted the earlier 
form of later Buddhism. 

Between the 4th and 21th centuries a.d. numerous 
Chmxp adherents of Buddhism came as pilgrims to India 
in order to visit the spots where the Master bad sojourned 
and to fetch sacred writings. They usually chose the 
diihcult route srhich leads through the desert of Central 
Asia, through the Tarim-Becken (Eastern Turkestan) and 
over the Himalayas, artd more rarely the sea route via 
Further India. We possess valuable accounts of such 
pilgrimages by Fth«Hien and HsOan Tsang. Fab>Hien's 
journey lasted from a.o. 399 to 414, that of Hsttan Tsang 

«S« 
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from A.D. 639 to 64$. The Utter brou^c home 657 
Buddhift texts. 

The mejority of the meny tmuletions of Buddhist 
works irtto Chinese dete from the period before a.d. iooo. 

The so-celled Sfitre of the 43 Sectiorts certeinly ooe 
of the most endcnt writings of Chinese Buddhism, is 
treced to the two Buddhist musioDtries who tre 
supposed to heve come to Chine in the ist century a.d. with 
the embeitedors of the Emperor Ming H It offers e 
short compendium of the Uter Buddhist teeching put into 
the mouth of the Buddhe. Ethicel thoughts here nede 
their wey into the foreground. But the Mehtyftne dogme, 
thet there is no reeltty et all, is elso preedied. 

• • 

How wee it thet Buddhism, with its n^etion of 
the world end life, could exercise such e force of 
attraction on the Chinese who in their aimpfe way 
are devoted to world and life afiinnatton ? 

It certainly and above all was the enthusiastic ethics 
of Mahiytna that enlisted their sympathy. From the 
time of Coiducius (Kung-Tse, 5S1--479 B.c.) and his 
successors downward they were accustomed to in¬ 
quiry about ethical dudes. In MahiySna-Buddhism 
they now found an ethic which did rtot dictate to th^ 
in dry commandments, like that of Confucius, but 
was founded on profound reflections about the nature 
of Being. The grandeur and inwardness of the 
ethic of compassion fascinated them. 

Buddhism, further, met their religious needs, 
needs for which Taoism had but tittle to offer, whilst 
Confucianism completely ignored them. 

The great teacher of Taoism was Lto-Tu (bom about 
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5SO B.c. or somewhat earlier), the author of the Tao>Te* 
King. The original meaning of the word Tao is path. In 
its metaphorical sense it signiAes the furKlamental principle 
of what happens in the Universe. The Tao-Te>Rtng in a 
collection apb»ums teaches life in harmony with this. 

Along with Lao-Tse, Lieh-Tse (about 440-370 i.c.) and 
Chuang-Tse (about 380-310 b.c.) may alM be nam^ as 
well-known repreaeolatives of Taoism. 

Taoiim—as becomes specially clear from the writings 
of Lieh-Tso—it a mj^ticitm, stretching far hack into 
pfehistoric times, of union with the Primal Force at work 
in the Universe, a roysticum which edginated in magical 
ideas and ecstatic experiences. Thus it has the same origin 
aitd is at bottom of the same nature as the magic mysticum 
to which the Brahmanic mysticism goes back. Lao-Tse 
ww not, as is BO often assumed, the creator of Taoism, but 
found it already there. Like Lieh-Tse and Chuang-Tse he 
made it nobler and more profound by developing from it 
spiritual ind ethical truths. 

Alongside of the {^osophical Taoiam developed by 
these thinkers, the primitive-religious form persists. In 
this the idea of union with the Primal Force is overgrown 
with ideas of magic, and to this union is especially ascribed 
the importMt feature that by means of it magical power is 

' won. So it comes about that by Taoism we Imve to under- 
staitd a grand, mystkal, philosophical system and at the 
tame time a primitive religious mysticism in which 
practices play a great part. 

China kitows r» other popular religion than the 
Taoist. That is why Mahlytna-Buddhism, which 
teaches love to Buddha - Amitibha, redemption 
through his grace and re-birth to a life of bliss in his 
heavenly Paradise, finds so great a response. 

Through Taoism China is in a sense prepared for 
Buddhism. The Buddhist exercises in self-submer¬ 
gence in order to reach ecstasy are nothing new to 
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the Taoist*. They follow simUar practices them* 

selves. 

Through Taoism Chinese thought is also in a 

position to enter into friendly relations with the 

Buddhist world and life negation. Lao-Tse and 

Chuang-Tse teach that man atuins to being in har¬ 

mony with what happens in the Universe by abstain¬ 

ing from activity—even from activity that ranks as 

ethical. All action ensuing on human plans, ac¬ 

cording to them, implies a disturbance of the Uni¬ 

verse, which goes on its course in obedience to a 

mysterious, meaningful, ordered system. So right 

conduct consists in Idndly inactivity.* 

Lao-Tse and Chuang-Tse, however, do not leave 

the firm ground of world and life affirmation. They 

believe all that happens in the Universe as it appears 

in the world of the senses to be something that is full 

of meaning. But their doctrine of kindly inactivity 

has indeed much in common with that of Buddhism, 

although it rests on quite difierent hypotheses. 

Thus it becomes explicable how the Chinese mind 

could feet so strongly attracted to Buddhism as to 

lose its sense of the fundamental difference between 

the world and life affirmation with which it was 

familiar and the Buddhistworld and life negation, and 

how it came to exchange its own world and life 

affirmation for world aitd life itegation. How potent 

must have been the effects on the Chinese of the fas¬ 

cination of the foreign system of thought when they 

became enthusiasts for the ideal of monastic life, which 

was to alien to their natural feeling and their tradition I 

During the centuries when such things were hap- 

* On CIbimm «tU«s, *M alto pp. Ss-S;. 
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pening in China, in Europe the young peoples of the 

Great Migratiwi (VOlkerwanderung) were being led 

by the world and life negation of Greco-Roman 

Christianity to doubt their natural world and life 

affirmation, and were beginning to aet a high value 

on the nMnaatic ideal of life. 

The Chinese understood Buddhism, then, as a kind 

of Taoism. To express its concepts and ideas, they 

drew on the vocabulary of Taoism. And Taoism on 

its side adopted expressions and thoughts firom 

Buddhism. 

At the present day Taoism stiD contains Buddhist 
elements. 

Taoism and Buddhism of the noblest kind are found 
side by side in the commandments of the Rules of the Order 
of Taoist monks in China. 

Frtm Ik* Commondmenli for Monks of Pns*ni-ioy 
Monostit Taoism in Ckima.*—ist commandment: Thou 
Shalt kill no living thing, neither damage Us life —and 
commandment: " Thou shaU not eat the flesh and Mood 
of any living thing jrd commandment: “ Thou shall 
drink no strong drink —4tb commandment: " Thou 
shalt not eat the five bitter herbs >5th commandment: 
** Thou shalt not utter flattery nor speak with a double 
tongue, nor utter untruthsdth commandment: “ Thou 
shalt not make malicious not insulting speeches —yth 
commandment: “ Thou shalt not accept baseless lies as 
founded on fact, nor unproved lies as things proved 
gth commandment: “ Thou shalt net let thine eyes rest 
secretly on women and girls, and so shall thou avoid 
awakening even the slightest Of unchaste thoughts ''.—9th 
commandment: “ Thou shalt not steal from tmr rob any 
one —toth commandment: “ Thou shalt not fraudu- 

* H. Hseknaan. TAt yoo Umastit Crmmom^mmtt */ CAbu** 
Tofitm, 1931. 

* Tbis oMaas certain plnnci of the AlUvm fasally (gwUe). 
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lent])' overreach othen even to the value of a copper coin 
—nth commandment: “ Thou ihalt not make attempts 
against anjr kind of property belonging to others 
isth commandment: “ Thou shalt not unrighteously covet 
the possessions of others 

14th commandment: “ Thou shah not be ungrateful 
for kindness and affectioo of thy teachers t jth com> 
mandment: Thou shalt not envy the noble nor be jealous 
of the good —18th ctgnnundment; " Thou shalt not 
deceive and hoodwink old people and children 

115th commandment; “ Thou shalt not repulse beggars 
DOC treat them with contumely —145th commandment: 
** Thou shalt not boaat of thy abiltty to cure others — 
axStb commandment: “ Thou shalt be careful first to save 
others, afterwards thyself 

The well-known conunandments of compassion for 
animsh from the Kao-Ymg-P‘ien are also fot^ in these 
mostastic Rulet> 54th oonunandment: “ Thou shalt rot 
whip nor heat . . . domestic animals —35th command¬ 
ment : *' Thou shalt not with intention crush beneath thy 
feet insects and ants”.—36th commandment: "Thoushrlt 
not take delight in fish-hooks or arrows in order to get 
amusement ".—-37th commandment: Thou shalt not 
climb trees to take nests aikd destroy the eggs —fijrd 
commandment: “ Thou shalt not catch birds or animili 
in snares and nets “.—fietb commandment: ** Thou shalt 
not ilaim and scare away birds sitting on t)teir nests — 
6sth commandment: ** Thou shalt not pidk flowers nor 
pluck up grus without reason d6tb conunandihent: 
“ Thou sbidt not cut down trees without reason — 
67th commandment: Thou shalt not burn commons nor 
hill-side woods —fiSth commandment; “ Thou shalt not 
dig out animals hibernating in the earth in the winter 
months —1 tsth commandment: “ Thou shalt not pour 
hot waur on the ground for the purpose of destroying 
insects and ants 

' For lh« Ksii-Yia(-P*MD, sec pp. 84-87. 
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According to a belief already found in China in 

the 2nd century A.O., Lao-T»e—who, saya an old 

tradition, wandered wettward after writing down the 

Tao-Te-King and ended hU daya in a foreign land— 

went to India and appeared there as the Buddha. It 

is a fact that Lao-Tae, the Buddha and Confucius 

were contcmporariea. 

Buddhiam, at all eventa to begin with, found moat 

of ita patrona and followers in the circles of Taoist 

/ philosophy and Taoist popular religion. 

• * 
• 

In Chinese as in Indian Buddhism whole aeries of 

schools and communities (Tsunga) were formed. 

I'he question of the reality and non<r^ity of material 

ai:d spiritual Being was discussed in them in all ita 

bearings. 

But the chief difference between them is that in 

some of them Buddhiam was prindpaliy the religion 

of faith in Buddha Amitibha and bliss in a “ pure 

land that is to say, in the SukhSvatt Paradise, 

whilst in the others was fostered rather the true 

Buddhist meditation. The founder of the great 

schosi of meditation, also called the School of In¬ 

wardness (Hsin-Tsung), was the great Indian teacher 

Bodhidharma, who came—by the sea route—to China 

somewhere about A.D. $25 and worked there up to his 

death (a.D. S3S). Bodhidharma exhorted his pupils to 

practise self-submergence. Through this alone, not 

through letters and learning, was the knowledge of 

the unspeakable truth of Being and redemption from 

the illusion of Being to be won. Later on—towards 
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the end of the 6th century A.D.—^the Chinese Buddh¬ 

ism of meditation also constructed for itself a cult. 

A lower form of Buddhism, which like the moot 

prinutive Taoism sought to satisfy the superstition 

and belief in magic of the people, also developed, 

especially after the 8th century A.D. It called itself 

“ The School of Secrets " (Mi-Tsung). 

About A.D. 1050 a Buddhist monjc issued a work 

with the title Support of Rtligion, in which he de¬ 

veloped the view of Chinese Buddhism that the 

Buddha, Lao-Tse and Confucius preached one and 

the same doctrine. In the period which followed, 

statues of Lao-Tse and Confucius were erected in 

Buddhist monasteries and chapels by the side of those 

of the Buddha. Lao-Tse was given the place on his 

left, which is regarded in China as the place of 

honour, and Confucius that on his right. 

About the year A.D. 1000 the spiritual and mental 

development of Chinese Buddhism came Co a stand¬ 

still. It really possessed no creative force of its own, 

but lived by the stimulation it received from India. 

This is the only comprehensible way in which we can 

account for the absence of controversy between the 

ethical world and life affirmation of the Chinese mind 

and the ethical vrorld and life negation of Buddhism. 

• • 
• 

Chinese Buddhism could not constantly enjoy 

peace. At times it had to undergo severe persecu¬ 

tions. It was Confucianism that waged war against 

the foreign faith. 

Under the T'ang Dynasty the Confucian digni- 

L 
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tariet Fu-Yi (a.d. 6*4), Yao-Ch'uog (a.d. 714) and 
Han-YO (A.D. 819) brought bill# of indictment against 
Buddhism before the Emperors. In the year A.D. 
844, under the Emperor Wu^Tsung, the first harsh 
persecution aimed at all foreign religions broke out, 
and it meant the end of Manich«ism and the religion 
of Zarathustra in China and dealt to Buddhism blows 
from which it rwver fully recovered. Fortunately 
Wu^Tsung’s successor, Hsflan-Tsung, brought the 

persecution to an end. 
In the following centuries the rulers sought to put 

a stop to the undue multiplication of Buddhist monas¬ 
teries. The founding of monasteries and entrance to 
the monastic life were made dependent on the per¬ 
mission of the authorities. Monasteries were often 
broken up, their esutes confiscated, their bronze 
statues melted down to mint coinage, and their monks 
and nuns forced to go back and earn their living in 
ordinary life. In the year 1019 the pious Emperor 
Ch«n-Tsung (998-1022) of the Sung Dynasty (960- 
1127) for a time granted full liberty to Buddhism and 
Taoism alike, and in that same year upwards of 
230,000 men and 15,000 women entered Buddhist 
cloisters I Chto-Tsung’s successors found them¬ 
selves compelled to return to the former measiu’es 
in order to prevent the life of the people being en¬ 
dangered by Buddhism. 

The Emperor Hui-Tsung (1101-1125) of the Sung 
Dynasty forbade the erection of statues of Lao-Tse 
and Confucius beside those of the Buddha, but with¬ 

out great success. 
These measures taken by the authorities against 

Buddhism stopped it from spreading among the upper 
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clusea, but could do little to weaken ita prestige 

among the masses. 
And from time to time also there were reigning 

princes who more or less favoured it. Among these 
were Genghit-Khan (1162-1227), the Mongol con¬ 
queror of Peking, and bis grandson Kublai-Khan 
{d. 1294), the first Mongol Emperor of China. 

Under the Ming Dynasty (136S-1644) and the 
Ch'ing (Manchu) Dynasty (1644-1912) Confucian¬ 
ism gained the upper hand, whilst Buddhism iMt its 
influence more and more. 

The outward decline was accompanied by ^iritual 
decay. It became more and more a religion of the 
people, addressing itself to the quite uneducated and 
hardly continuing to possess any spiritual or ethical 

interests. 
In the last few decades attempts, originating in 

Japan, have been made to uplift and reform Chinese 
Buddhism. We cannot yet tell whether they wUl 

have any success. 

• • 
• 

Buddhism reached Tibet in the 7th century A.D. 
under King Srong-btsan-^[am-po, who had for wives 
a Chinese and a Nepalese princess. It was at thdr 

wiah that he introduced it. 
The priests of the new religion gradually succeeded 

in taking possession of the power. In the iith 
century they made an end of the monarchy. Tibetan 
Buddhism developed into a strongly organised church 
exercising temporal sovereignty. 

The man who deserves the credit for the exalted 
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pocition of Tibeun Buddhism it the monk Tsung* 

khs'pa (" the man from the vale of onions ’*), who at 

the beginning of the 15th century A.D. appeared in 

its fold as a reformer. He succeeded in introducing 

monastic celibacy and strove against superstition and 

magic. 
At the head of Tsung-kha-pa’s reformed Tibetan 

Buddhist church are two Grand Lamas (Lama means 

the chief), who are r^ardcd as incarnations of the 

Buddha. One—who since 1575 bears the title Dalai 

Lama (the Lama like the ocean)—resides in Lhassa, 

the other, the Pantchen»Erdeni-Lama (that is to say, 

the Lama who is the jewel among scholars), in the 

Ta-ahi-lhunvpo Monastery. The hrst is reputed to 

be the incarnation of the divine Bodhisattva Avalo* 

kite^ara, the other that of Buddha Amitibha. The 

Grand Lama at Lhassa rules on earth, the other is 

more occupied with spiritual things. The successors 

of these Grand Lamas are sought among the boys 

bom at the hour of their death. The origin of this 

custom is the belief that the Buddha who dwelt in the 

deceased Grand Lama is born again in a human 

form immediately after his death. 

The commandment not to kill living creatures is 

only followed by the Buddhists of Tibet in a quite 

sup^cial fashion. They think it sufficiently ob* 

served, if they abstain from forms of slaughter 

which involve the shedding of blood. So when they 

lust after the flesh of a domesticated animal, they hold 

its mouth and nose and subject it to a cruel death by 

suffocation. 

From Tibet the Buddhism of the Lamas spread 

in the ijtb century to Mongolia, at the time when 
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the great Mongol nilera conquered Tibet. Under 

Kublai-Khan the convertion of the Mongols made 

great progress. 

Lamaistic Buddhism maintains its independence 

in face of Chinese Buddhism. Since China at the 

end of the i 7th century A.D. made Tibet its vassal, a 

representative of the Dalai Lama at Lhassa resides in 

Peking. He too is regarded as an incarnation of 

the Buddha. And it is the same with the highest 

dignitary of Mongol Lamaism, who is resident at 

Urga. 

The magnificent temples at Jehol, the summer 

residence of the Chinese Emperors of the Maschu 

Dynasty, lying north of Peking the other side of the 

Great Wall, which were robbed of their treuures 

when the Chinese Empire came to an end, were built 

in the 18th century for Lama worship. 

It was permissible for the Emperors of China to 

show disfavour to Chinese Buddtom. But in order 

not to endanger their dominion over Tibet and 

Mongolia they were obliged to maintain an attitude 

of good'wiil towards the religion of the Lamas in 

North China as well, where it had spread. Since 

1911, the Dalai Lama at Lhasaa has dependent 

on England. The Pantchen Lama, who is faithful 

to China, left Tibet years ago to reside in that country. 

But he will not be able to live permanently outside 

Tibet. 
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CHAPTER tX 

BUDDHISM IN JAPAN 

CHINESE Mahiyftna-Buddbum reached Japan 

in the 6th century A.D. from Korea. It at once 

spread at the court and among the nobility. 

At the beginning of the 9th century A.D. Buddhism 

and the national Sluntfi religion joined forces. The 

gods of the Shinto religion were recognised as 

appearances of the celestial Buddhas and Bodhiaatt- 

vas. This fusion was the work of the Buddhist monk 

KObO (774-83S)' 

The original Shinto religion was a form of polytheism 
in which ethics played hardly any part. The go^ were 
personified forces of Nature, appeal^ to for their protec- 
lioo. The sun, conceived as feminine, was regarded as the 
diief divinity. It is probably incorrect to say that ShintO- 
ism was essentially the religim of ancestor-worship, as the 
modem Japanese would like to believe. 

ShintO-Buddhism therefore, called Ry6bu*ShuitO 

(two-sided Shinto), received from Buddhism religious 

and ethical ideas. In ethics, furthermore, it was 

strongly influenced by Confucianism. 

Japanese Buddhism was at first only connected 

with the Buddhism of China through the Korean 

form, but very soon it entered into direct relations 

with, and was strongly influenced by, Chinese 

Buddhism. Japanese monks journeyed, as KObO 

130 

I. 
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had already done, to China for the purpose of study. 

From the beginning of the loth century onward inter¬ 
course with Qum was iatemipted for some 950 yean, as 
Japan, for p^itical reasons, dosed its doors apunst It. 
But even during this period Japanese monks occasionally 
went to China. Along with Buddhism, Confudanistn also 
spread in Japan. 

From the end of the 13th century, from the time 

when Japan resumed intercourse with China, a 

vigorous religious life made itadf felt in Shintd* 

Buddhism. Movements were developed within it 

which corresponded to the great Chinese schools. 

• • 
• 

The Buddhism of Meditation of the " School of 

Inwardness ", founded by Bodhidharma in the 6th 

century, was spread in Japan by MyOan Eisai (1141- 

1315), the founder of the Zen sect.‘ This sect 

counted its followers principally among the members 

... of the warrior caste. 

There is a tradition that in order to be aUe to keep 
awake during the nocturnal exercises to meditation by 
drinking tea as did the Chinese disciples of Bodhidharma, 
the Zea BuddhisU brought seeds ^ the tea-plant from 
China to Japan and introduced its cuittvadon. Tea- 
planting had already been tried in Japan at an earlier period, 
but had been givert up. 

The j6do sect (Sect of the Pure Country, that is to 

say, of Paradise), which also sprang into being at the 

end of the lath century A.D., stands for the Chinese 

* ?or the Duddhiwn of Msdiutieo of BodhHUwrnw. *m p. 144- 
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Buddhist doctrine of redemption through the {[race 

of Buddha Amitibha, who in Japan is called Amida* 

Butsu (Butsu is the Japanese name for the Buddha). 

Its founder was the monk GenkQ (n33“til2)» the 

spiritual adviser of three Japanese Emperors. 

At the age of serenty-foui, however, he was banished 
for three rears to the island of Shikoku by the third of theK 
Emperon, Co>Toba, because he had persuaded one of his 
favourite wives to became a nun. 

The thoughts of GenkQ were further developed by 

his pupil Shinran (H73-1362), the founder of the 

Jddo*Shinsha sect, that is to say “ the True Sect of 

the Pure Country Whilst GenkQ taught that entry 

into Paradise follows on faith in the grace of the 

Amida-Buddha and good works, Shinran asserted 

that faith in the grace of the Amida-Buddha alone 

comes into consideration. Man it not in a position 

in any way to earn bliss by his own merits. In spite 

of this, SUnran required ethical conduct, and, be it 

noted, required it like Luther, as the expression and 

fruit of faith in redemption. 
Like Luther, Shinran rejected pilgrimages, exer¬ 

cises in penance, fasting, superstition and all magical 

pncttces. He abolished the celibacy of the priest¬ 

hood, of the monks and of the nuns. True piety was 

to be preserved in the family and in the worldly call¬ 

ing. He recommended to the laity the diligent study 

of the holy scriptures. And he demanded that the 

people should delivered from their ignorance by 

good schools. 

He did not admit that women are less capable than 

men of attaining to the slate of bliss. 
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Like Luther he composed hymns intended for use 

at divine service in praise of the redemption which 

followi upon grace. In the conduct of worship he 

assigned an important place to the sermon. 

The Jesuit missionaries who came to Japan in the 

middle of the l6th century at once became aware of 

the relationship between jSd^ShinshO-Buddhism 

and the " Lutheran HeresyFather Francesco 

Cabral reported on it in a letter dated 1571- 

In Japan, then, there arose a Buddhism in which 

world and life aBinnation took the place of world and 

life negation. There was no argument between the 

two; the former with magnificent ingenuousness 

simply reinterpreted Buddhism in its own sense. So 

what the Chinese mind could not do, the Japanese 

mind accomplished. But the ethical world and life 

affirmation of Confucius, with which it had been 

familiar for centuries, came to its aid in this. 

It was because of its ethics that Buddhism was 

able to enter into alliance with world and life affirma¬ 

tion. 
Although Buddhism and Christianity have their 

roots in world and life negation, they nevertheless 

have affinity with worid and life affirmation because 

their ethics of perfection of heart contain the prinaple 

of love and within that principle lies the impulse to 

activity. They can be lifted out of world and life 

negation and transplanted into world and life affirma¬ 

tion.* 
Thus Japanese world and life affirmation trans¬ 

forms Buddhism and makes it harmonise with its own 

spirit. In similar fashion modem European world 

* Oa this, abo pp. tij, II4- 
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and life affirmation gives a fresh interpretation, in iti 

own tense, of the teaching of Jesus. In both cases 

violence it done to history, but violence which is 

justified, in so far as the Buddhist and Christian ethics 

of love, by their instinct to activity, strive to escape 

from world and life negation, and can only attain to 

full development in world and life affirmation. 

How greatly a world and life affirming form of 

religion appeals to the Japanese nature is seen in the 

great response evoked by j5do-Shinshu>Buddhism. 

At the present day at least two*fifths of the population 

are followers of this faith. 

• 

Of course the doctrine of Shinran is an outrage 

on Buddhism. The monk Nichiren (issa-iaSa) re* 

belled passionately against the betrayal of the original 

spirit of Buddhism. His self-adopted name meaits 

^n-lotus. He condemned together the Zen sect, the 

j6do sect and the jOd«>-ShinshQ sect. Faith in the 

saving grace of the Amida-Buddha be characterised 

as a damnable heresy. Redemption can only be won 

by the " path of holiness ”, that is to say. by renuncia¬ 

tion of the world. 

Nichiren believed be was sent by the Buddha to 

renew his true doctrine. And this indeed he did 

when he emphasised the value of world-renunciation 

and the monastic life. But his doctrine of Being is 

not that of the Buddha, for he thinks on pantheistic 

lines. All that is, according to him, participates in 

the essential nature of the Proto-Buddha. On this 

he based bis hope of world-redemption, and from this 
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tUindpoint he concluded that animals, plants, stones 
and all lifeless objects are called to the attainment of 
the glory of Buddha. 

It was because Kichiren appeared not only u 
the accuser of rationalistic world and life affirming 
Buddhism, but also of the government which toler* 
ated it, that he suffered persecution and for many 
years banishment. Hewas even condemnedto death, 
but was reprieved at the last moment when he had 
already kndt down to suffer decapitation. 

His doctrine, which was of a nature to gain the 
sympathy of primitive religious feeling, spread espe* 
dally among the common people. 

The Catholic Christianity which (he famous Jesuit 
missionaiy Frands Xavier began to preach in Japan in the 
year 1549 had remarkable success there at first. A gmt 
outlook opened before it when after thirty years the Vice- 
Regent of the Empire, Hobunaga, who would have liked 
to break the political power of the Buddhist pricstbood, 
showed it favour. But after his murder in the year ij8a 
it was completely exterminated in cruel persecutions. 

From the 17th century onward we see the gradual 
rise of a national movement aiming at the restoration 
of the imperial power, which had been encroached 
upon by the nobility, arwl at the same time at that of 
the pure ShintS religion. By a series of imperial 
edicts issued between 1868 and 1873, the connection 
between ShintOism and Buddhism which had endured 
for centuries was ended and ShintOism was pro¬ 
claimed the State religion. Buddhism lost its share 
in the temples and their estates. But in the year : 884 
Shintoism again ceased to be the national religion; 
in 1889 full religious freedom was granted. So 
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Japanese Buddhism, which had adapted itself to the 
Japanese nature by its world and life affirming ethics 
and had achieved so much of importance in its social 
activities, was able again to develop side by side with 
Shintdism without let or hindrance. 

There is scarcely any conflict between the two. 
Modem official Shintdism really has not the signifi¬ 
cance of a religion. It makes it the duty of all who 
belong to this people to venerate their antestws, the 
Emperor and the Nation. But this can be reconciled 
with their adherence to another religion which is 
capable of satisfying their personal needs 

The original Shintd religion must be distinguished 
from ntodem official Shintdism. Countless Japanese, 
especially country people, live in the faith to-day just 
as they did centuries ago. Many of them at the same 
time profess Buddhism. 

In the last few years Japan has begun to w«-k very 
energetically for the propagation of Buddhism in the 
world. The recently founded International Buddhist 
Society has its headquarters in Tokio. This Society 
is aiming at founding a Universal Buddhism based 
on the Ancient Buddhism of India. 

But it is impossible to conceive how it will manage 
to reconcile Ancient Buddhism and Later Buddhism, 
and in particular the world and life negation of Indian 
Buddhism, with the world and life affirmation of 
Japanese Buddhism. 

• • 



CHAPTER X 

THB LATER BRAHMANIC DOCTRINE 

Let us return to the India of antiquity. 
^ In the course of the debate they carried on 

for centuries with the Siipkhya doctrine, Jainism and 
Buddhism, the Brahmins felt the need of clearly 
dehning in its main outlines the doctrine, incoherently 
taught in the Upanishads, of identity with the Uni* 
versal Soul. They called it the V^Snta doctrine, 
that is to say, the teaching which is contained at the 
end (Anta means end) of the Veda, which the whole 
Veda has in view. For they regard the Upanishads 
as the conclusion and crown of the Veda. 

The Vedanta doctrine was Anally Axed in the 
BrahmasOtras of Bidarayapa, the head of a school 
probably at some time during the fourth century of 
the Christian era. 

Satra means “ thread ", in its Agurativc sense " short 
rule". It is a metaphor taken from weaving. The 
BrahmasHtras an in a certain sense the threads stretched 
out as waq>, from which, through the oral explanation 
added as woof, there comes into b^g the complete fabric 
of the doctrine. These short sentences intended for com¬ 
mitting to memory are by themselves oiften incompre¬ 
hensible in their brevity. 

In the 5S5 SQtras of BldarSyai^a the teach¬ 
ing of the Upanishads is expressed with a view to 

*37 
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refuting the beliefs of the S&irikhys doctrine (in so far 
u the; have not been adopted by Brahmanism), of 
Jainism and of Buddhism. 

Of course the BrahmasQtras cannot give m the 
teaching of the Upanishads any real coherence, but 
only an appearance of consistency. They cannot 
succeed in the impossible task of really reconciling 
the mysticism of identity with the Soul of the 
Universe and the doctrine of reincarnation and 
deliverance from it.^ 

Nor do the Brahmasfltras make any attempt to 
go to the root of the problems contained in the 
Upanishads. They only endeavour, not without 
skill, to find serviceable decisions on the path of 
compromise. They are the starting>point of Brah* 
manic scholasticism. 

It is remarkable that they reje« the doctrine of 
Miyi. They do ascribe some kind of reality to the 
world of the senses, and in this way are the representa* 
tives of the original Brahmin teaching. But to the 
question, why the Brahman makes individual souls 
and a world of the senses proceed from itself, they too 
know no better answer than that it is a play. So it 
is impossible for them to attribute real importance 
to ethics. 

They emphasise strongly that redemption may be 
attained by no kind of worlu, but through krtowledge 
alone. They deal exhaustively with the exercises for 
arriving at sclf-tubmergence. The ancient Brah* 
manic belief that knowledge of identity with the 
Brahman must be experienced in ecstasy is to them 
a matter of course. 

' Ob thii qawtioa, Mt vf. 
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All later expositions of the Brahmanic doctrine 
take the form of coirunentaries on the BrahmasQtras, 
This shows that Brahmanism henceforth follows the 
ways of scholuticiam. 

« 

The greatest of the commentators is Saipkara (9th 
century A.D.), bom of a Southern Indian Brahnun 
family to be the Thomas Aquinas of Brahmanism. 

^ipkara does not cling to the belief of the 
BrahmasQtras, but interpolates his own belief even 
when it is quite different. He recognises that the 
doctrine of Miyi is a Ic^cal conclusion from the 
Brahmanic view of Being. Like the representatives 
of Later Buddhism, therefore, he assumes that the 
world of the senses exists only in our imagination. 
But as something persistently imagined it has, he 
explains, practical reality. 

Saipkara's strict monism is called the doctrine of 
Non-duality (Advaita) because he admits no other 
reality beside the Brahman. He has the later 
Upanishads on his side.* 

As in Later Buddhism, so too in ^arpkara's 
teaching a lower exoteric truth exists beside the higher 
and esoteric. The highest truth for him is that man, 
through knowledge of the identity of his own self with 
the Brahman, ahoutd experience his unity with the 
Brahman and his freedom from the world of the senses 
already in this life. The lower truth consists in a 
doctrine of redemption focussed on the doctrine of re¬ 
incarnation. According to this, even those who are 

^ Ob this, m pp. 60. 
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not capable of true knowledge of the Brahman 
nevertheless participate in union. 

Man is the slave of the lower truth, if he attributes 
reality to the world of the senses and fails to perceive 
the true nature of the Brahman, but believing it to be 
the highest divine personality, worships it as such and 
longs for a state of bliss in the Brahman-heaven, 
^qikara derives the right to ascribe the importance 
of truth to what he must have regarded as error from 
the fact that these phantoms of the imagination are the 
effect of the Brahman, that they have practical reality 
for man because he constantly lives among them and 
that even the Upanithads concede their validity. 
That the Upanisbads speak of the Brahman as the 
Absolute without qualities and alto as the highest 
God, be explains—of course wrongly—by saying that 
they distinguish between a higher and a lower 
Brahman. The real explanation is that in many 
passages of the Upanishads the Brahman wean the 
features of a Brahmanic divinity.* 

In order, then, to establish his doctrine of twofold 
truth on the foundation of the sacred writings— 
which as a scholastic he feels to be his duty—3aqikara 
makes the bold assertion that even in the Upanishads 
a higher and a lower truth are found tide by side. 

The Brahman-divinity according to him is in a 
tense the hrst production of the magic play which the 
Universal Soul stages for itself. I'hen the Brahman- 
divinity produces the Universe. Thus ^aipkara ad¬ 
vances to meet the popular religion and concedes to 
theism also the right of existence. 

In many respects his doctrine of the higher and 
* On tWs, MS pp. 56-5S. 
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the lower Brahman it analogous to the hypothesis in 
Greco^ental Gnosticism of a highest God and a 
demiourgos (creator of the Universe) who has pro¬ 
ceeded from him and is inferior to him. 

Those, then, who regard the world of the senses as 
real, and believe the Brahman to be a divinity accord¬ 
ing to the lovrcr truth, through right worship of this 
Brahman-divinity can attain to this—that after their 
death they will not be bom again " but will enter into 
the lower Brahman ", that is to say, will lead a bliss¬ 
ful existence in the company of the Brahman-divinity. 

From this lower state of bliss they then at sonM 
later period without further ado attain to the state of 
real absorption in the pure Brahman. For at the end 
of every period of the Universe the Brahman-divinity, 
along with the Universe that proceeded from him, 
returns into the Universal Soul. The souls that have 
entered into his state of bliss participate in this re¬ 
turn. In this way they are reunited to the Universal 
Soul. Never again do they enter earthly existence, 
not even in future pwriods of the Universe. 

Thus the hypo^esis of successive periods of the 
Universe derived from the Stmkhya doctrine enables 
Saipkara to change the provisional bliss of deliver¬ 
ance from reincarnation during the current period of 
the Universe into the permanent bliss of union with 
the Brahman. His views, too, on matter, the indi¬ 
vidual soul and its relations with the body, contain 
much that belongs to Sirnkhya. Of course, even 
^ipkara does not succeed in combining in a really 
satisfactory way the conceptions of the Siipkhys 
tesching and the idea of the mysticism of identity 
with the Brahman. He does not even attempt it. 

M 
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St Paul also distinguishes a provisional and a poddve 
of Mt— The pnnrisional state consists in pejtidpa- 

don in the Messianic Kingdom, which is imagined as 
limited by time. Accosding to the Apocalypse of John 
(ch. XX. 7) it lasu a thousand years. It begins with the. 
Parousia, that is to say, with the return of Jesus in His 
Messianic glory. Those alone have a share in this King¬ 
dom who belong to the last generation living on the earth, 
who beard the Gospel from Jesus and as a result believed 
in Him as the Messiah. If t^ are already dead when the 
end of the world begins, they experience a special resurrec¬ 
tion before the other dead, the so-calkd resurrection of the 
just 5 if they are still alive, they will be transformed into 
supematuial beings. They triumph with the Messiah over 
the powers hostiie to God who ruled the world. The 1^ of 
these enemies to be overcome will be death. Immediately 
after, the resurrection of all men and women who have ever 
dwelt on earth taka fdace, and with this begins the King¬ 
dom of eternal bliss which replaces the Messianic Kingdom. 
In the Kingdom of eternity it is no longer the Messiah, but 
God, who reigns. He is now again *' All in AU Those 
who psniriratt in the Messianic Kingdom all go on without 
further ado to eternal bliss. Judgment is held over those 
who only rose from the dead at the dawn of the Kingdom 
of eternity. Some gam eternal joy, others are condemned 
to eternal death. (First Epistle to the Corintbiam, dL xv. 

93-18.) 

Taking into account that the Brahmanic doctrine 

of Being, if it be logically thought to a conclusion, 

must ntaintain the non-reality of the world of the 

sense*, ^ipkara resolved to adopt the hypothesis of a 

twofold truth. He was driven to it in the same way 

as the teachers of Later Buddhism, who as the result 

of their views on Being similarly arrived at the asser¬ 

tion that the world of the senses is not real. 

At the same time ^T|ikara has a perception of 
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the fact that the mysticism of union with the Brah¬ 

man and the doctrine of redemption which accom¬ 

panies the doctrine of reincarnation are two quite 

different things. The hypothesis of a twofold truth 

makes it possible for him to keep them apart. So he 

preaches the mysticism of union with the Brahman as 

the higher truth tn conformity with the fact of the 

non-reality of the world of the senses. Alongside 

this, as a lower truth, he allows currency to a doctrine 

of redemption from reincarnation which assumes the 

reality of that world of the senses. In an external 

fashion he connects them with each other by making 

the soul redeemed from reincarnation return for ever 

into the Brahman at the end of the world period. 

But why does be abandon the axiom, hitherto 

championed by the Brahmins and still strictly 

guarded in the BrahmasQtras, that deliverance from 

reincarnation and union with the Brahman can be 

attained through nothing save only through perfect 

knowledge } Why does he make to popular religion 

the concession, which is really impossible from the 

Brahmanic standpoint, that this may also be arrived 

at by pious worship of the Brahman imagined as God ? 

He is forced to this because in the course of time 

there had arisen a higher popular religion of a mono¬ 

theistic nature which had gained so high a repute that 

account had to be taken of its doctrine of redemption. 

This religion of the people is monotheistic Hinduism. 

Hinduism teaches that by profound self-devotion 

to God deliverance from reincarnation and absorption 

into God can be attained. The Brahmins could no 

longer ignore this living mysticism of love to God 

since with time it had become so widely disseminated. 
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They were obliged eithertotake up 4 position against it 

or assign it a place in their doctrine. The latter alter¬ 

native was the only one that they could consider. So 

now they themselves teach the worship of the Brahman 

in the guise of God as mysticism of a second order. 

The Later Buddhist doctrine of redemption 

through faith in the divine Buddha-Amithiba also 

arose under the influence of monotheistic Hinduism.^ 

It is the counterpart of the exoteric redemption doc* 

trine of Later Brahmanism, ^qikara is not the 

originator of this doctrine. He found it present in 

the Brahmanism of his time and legitimised it. But 

the BrahmasQtras make no mention of it» but keep 

strictly to the Upanishads. 

Sarpkara is called the completer of the Brahmanic 

doctrine. He Is that, but at the same time he is the 

beginning of its end. He thinks out in detail the 

Brahmanic mysticism of union with the Universal 

Soul, and preserves for it its majestic greatness. But 

at the tame time he admits another mysticism to a 

place beside it. He is like the Roman Emperors who 

planted colonies of foreign peoples within their Em¬ 

pire and thought in this way to make an end of the 

danger to it which they threatened. 

The Hindu mysticism of self-devotion to God is 

superior to the Brahmanic in its vitality and also be¬ 

cause it is capable of assuming an ethical character. 

That it why it could not always remain in the subordi¬ 

nate position assigned to it by Saipkara. Its practical 

superiority was bound sooner or later to end in its 

ta^g the place of Brahmanic mysticism and only 

allowing it a nominal continuance. 

' 7«r tSw doctriae. Me pp. lat, IS); 144; 151.154. 
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Sufikara made conceaiiona only to the other form 

of myiticUm, not to ethics as well. He vigorously 

opposed the opinion that redemption from re-birth 

is dependent not alone on higher or lower knowledge 

but dso on ethical behaviour. How near he might 

have been to demanding further from the second way 

of redemption, not only worship of the Brahman- 

divinity, but also self-devotion to that divinity in 

ethical activity I But this seemed to him irreconcil¬ 

able with Brahmanic thinking. He seemed to appre¬ 

hend the lower Brahman as a personality, but not as 

an ethical personality. He dehnitely remarks that 

for the Brahman, for the lower as for the higher, 

there is neither good nor evil. 

So Saipkara remains true to the old doctrine that 

ethical conduct is only sn aid to a better reincarnation 

but does not effect redemption. And he recognises 

no validity for any other motive for morality except 

the egoistic. He considers only what a man attains 

by it for the improvement of his reincarnation, not 

what is achieved and accomplished by it. It is as if 

he had a presentiment of the daj^er which threatens 

Brahmanic mysticism through ethics. Therefore he 

makes a point of strongly emphasising that ethics 

belong only to the exoteric truth and, moreover, only 

occupy a subordinate position in that. For any 

believer in the MSyft doctrine ethics can have only a 

quite relative importance. 

^rpkara's recc^nition of a way of redemption 

which even people who remain in ordinary life may 

tread means a tremendoua concession by Brahmanic 

world and life negation to world and life affirmation. 

But he does not discuss the matter. 



CHAPTER XI 

BRAHMANIC WORLD VIEW IN 

THE LAWS OF MANU 

i T N the famous ancient Book of the Laws of Manu 

X (Maou-Smrti) we iind Brahmanic world*view 

applied to ordinary life. 

Maou k the divine Primeval Father of the human race. 
The Biahmin-dmiiity k said to have revealed to him the 
lavs valid for individuals and for sodetjr, and hu son 
Bhrgu cmxununicated them to human beings. 

Manu's Law Book originated somevhere between 
BOO B.c. and aoo a.d. But it certainly wmfmf matter 
that bdoogs to a much earlier period. 

The lix firit sections of the work treat of the creation of 
the world and the order of Brahmins, the seventh of the 
king and hk duties, the eighth ai>d ninth of the laws, the 
tenth of castes and semi-castes, the eleventh of acu of 
atonement, the twelfth of reincarnation and redemption. 

According to this book the Brahmins are appointed 

by the Brahman-divinity lords over all that the world 

contains. They are to be venerated as god-like 

beings. A Brahmirt at ten years old must be as much 

respected as if he were the father of a hundred-year-old 

member of the warrior class. And even if a Brahmin 

has committed every kind of crime, he may not be 

condemned to death, but only to banishment. The 

worst sin that a man can load upon himself is the 

tM 
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murder of a Brahmin. H« must expiate it with 

death and will be bom ^ain aa a savage beast. 

Anyone who seizes a Brahmin by the hair is to have 

his hands cut off; anyone who steals a cow from a 

Brahmin shall have one foot mutilated. 

If a man dies without leaving natural heirs, his 

property shall go to the Brahmins. 

If a Brahmin finds buried treasure, it belongs to 

him in its entirety ; if the King finds such, he must 

share it with the Brahmins. By his deferential 

behaviour to a Brahmin, a member of a lower caste 

can attain to reincarnation in a higher. 

But at the same time the Laws of Manu show the 

Brahmins their duties. They say the ignorant 

Brahmin is a useless creature, and compare him with 

an elephant carved out of wood. 

The Brahmin must be without avarice, without 

arrogance, without guile, hospitable and kind. In 

every respect he must endeavour to walk blamelessly. 

Even to the members of the lowest caste be is to ^ 

friendly in demeanour. 

He is forbidden to tell fortunes, to practise magic, 

to study astrology. 

He must observe in the strictest manner the 

commandment not to kill and not to hurt (Ahiqwi). 

But he is allowed to slaughter in sacrifice and to eat 

the meat of the victim. 

The first quarter of his life is to be passed under his 

parents’ roof and with his teacher ; the second as the 

head of his family; at the beginning of the third 

quarter, when his sons have issue, he is to withdraw 

into the forest ss a hermit; in the course of the fourth 

he is to loosen the last bonds that still unite him to 
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earth in order that he may concentrate hU mind as an 

ascetic entirely on union with the Brahman. 

In a holy attitude of mind he is to g^ard the 

freedom from the world he has gained. His words 

are to be purified in truth ; his heart is to be pure. 

He must endure insults, disdain no one, bear enmity to 

rKuie. Nor must he requite anger with anger. He 

is to reply to iruult with good words. 

It is doubtless due to Buddhist influences that 

Manu's Law Book replaces the ancient Brahmanic 

supra>ethical world and life negation—of which it 

still makes mention—by ethical world and life 
negation.* 

The Brahmin ascetic u not to seek death, but is to 

wait for it as a servant awaits his wages. 

The King also is to be venerated as a divinity in 

human form. The maintenance of the law and the 

protection of the weak agaiiut the strong are his duty. 

“ If the King did not untiringly mete out punishment, 
the stronger would roast the weaker like fish on a spit; the 
crow would devour the sacrifidal cakes; the dog would 
lick the juices of the sacrifice; property would no longer be 
stable, and everything would be topsy>turvy.'* 

“ The whole world is kept in order by punishment; a 
man who it virtuous (by nature) is hard to find.” 

But only the punishment inflicted by a virtuous 

king has the right effect. “ Only if the King en- 

deavours to govern his own desires is he able to keep 

* COBOeniiaf (Mm |«o variMiM of world aad hit aention, tM 
pp. yo-ys. 
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his subjecu in obedience.” He must avoid hunting, 

playing with dice, sleeping during the day, back¬ 

biting, women, drink, dancing, music and unnecessary 
travelling. 

He must learn a modest demeanour from the old 
Brahmins. 

He shall abstain from violence and not unjustly 

arrogate to himself what belongs to his subjects. 

In battle he shall bear himself as a knight. He 

must not strike down the opponent who is disarmed, 

who has taken to flight, or who is ready to surrender 

himself a prisoner. He must use neither poisoned 

arrows nor treacherous cunning. 

He shall show mildness towards his subjects. If 

he must punish, let it be first with simple words, then 

with severe blame, then by a fine, and only when 

everything else fails by corporal punishment. 

” As the leech, the calf and the bee drink in small 
draughts, so shall the King raise the yearly taxes with 
mature deliberatioo and only by degrees.” 

He must be a mild master also to those of low 

degree. If he is insulted by people who are suffering 

misfortune, he shall pardon them. ” As the earth 

maintains all creatures, so shall the King maintain 

his subjects.” He must always be mindful to pro¬ 

tect the weak, the widows and childless women, and to 

care for all who are in distress. 

In the conduct of external affairs he shall seek 

counsel from experienced Brahmins. He shall try to 

effect his conquests by fair means. He may prac¬ 

tise bribery in the interest of the State. It belongs to 

his duty to mistrust his enemies and sow dissension 
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among them. But above all his endeavour must ever 

be directed to winning them over by well-conducted 

negotiations. 

He must see to it that his city is properly fortified. 

The laws deal with the right judicial procedure, 

with borrowing, contracts, buying and selling, de¬ 

famation, theft, bodilyinjury, marriage, repudiation of 

wives, adultery, rights of inheritance, liability to arrest, 

caste duties and the observance of caste distinctions. 

Theft is severely punished. For the theft of jewels 

, and kidnapping the penalty is death. Members of 

the lower castes incur milder punishment than those 

of the higher. 
“ Gambling and betting are to be treated as theft 

and shall not be tolerated by the Kii^.” He is to 

employ corporal punishment against these " mas¬ 

querading thieves “• 

Theft must not be punished by death unless the 

stolen property is found with the thief, when there can 

be no doubt of his guilt. 

Violence is regarded as a still more serious crime 

than theft. 

The man who exercises his right of corporal 

chastisement on his wife, his children, his slaves and 

his pupils may strike them only on the back, not on 

the head. 

The man who cannot pay a debt must work it off 

as the slave of his creditor. 

A sale agreed upon may be annulled by either 

party within ten days. 



A girl who has reached a marri^eable age must 

wait three years to see if she is desired in marriage. 

When this time has elapsed, she is allowed, within the 

limits of her caste, to seek a husband for herself. 

“ Conjugal fidelity shall endure until death. This 

is to be regarded as the highest law for man and wife." 

Adultery is punishable, according to the circum¬ 

stances, by fine, corporal chastisement or death. It 

is considered an a^ravating circumstance, if the 

guilty have in addition disr^arded the distinctions of 

caste. 

The Laws of Manu speak disparagingly of women, 

but nevertheless guard their rights. Only when a 

wife has remained unfruitful for seven years may the 

husband repudiate her. If all the children she has 

borne die, he may do this after nine years. He is only 

allowed to divorce himself from a good and virtuous 

but constantly ailing wife with her permission. 

A woman with child, like the Brahmin and the 

ascetic, has the right to use the ferry over a river free 

of charge. 

As a principle the Laws of Manu are opposed to 

the remarriage of widows. But they tolerate it as an 

existing custom. 

There is not a word in the Laws of Manu about the 
burning of widows. It is lust mentioned in the later law 
books. And yet the custom must be an ancient one, as it 
was known to the Greek authors of the time of Alex^er 
the Great. Originally it was probably confined to the 
ruling families and warrior caste and even here was 
not the rule. It was never in general practice. In the year 
iSs9 it was forbidden by the English authorities. 

The Cftpdilas must dwell outside the villages. 
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They are only allowed to own dogs and donke)rs and 

broken crockery. 

The enjoyment of intoxicating beverages is for^ 

bidden to members of the three highest castes. 

Brahmins and members of the warrior caste shall not 

lend money at interest. 

Need and famine abrogate all the commandments 

which concern the distinctions of caste. If be can 

get nothing else to eat, it is even permissible for the 

member of a higher caste to eat dog’s flesh handed to 

him by a Ci^dUa* 
The observance of the commandment not to kill 

and not to hurt—except in the case of sacrifice—is 

inculcated in the most stringent terms. Manu’s Law 

Bookevenendeavourstoadoptthe Jaina condemnation 

of agriculture. It quotes as the opinion of virtuous 

people " that tilling the soil can be no praiseworthy 

occupation, because the earth and the little creatures 

that live in it are damaged. But at the same time it 

admits that others even regard it as good. 

For the annihilation of a thousand little vertebrates 

a Brahmin has to make the same expiation as for the 

murder of a member of the lowest caste. If be has 

cut down fruit-trees, bushes, creepers or flowers, he 

miut repeat a certain text from the Veda a hundred 

times. 

In general: recitation of the Veda, sacrifice and 

asceticism wipe out guilt. Confession of the sin is 

also valued. " If a man who has committed a sin 

confesses it voluntarily, he is freed from it as a snake 

sloughs off its skin." 

It is asceticism that has the highest expiatory 

effect. By it, if it be strictly followed, even the 
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greatest crimes may be atoned. " Even insects, ser- 

penu, butterflies, birds and plants win heaven by the 

virtue of asceticism." So the problem of world- 

redemption is not foreign to the Laws of Manu. 

Knowledge of the Vedas, asceticism, control of the 

passions, observance of the commandment not to kill 

and not to damage, fulfilment of the caste-duty, 

purity and practice of self-submergence—all these 

have to do with liberation from reincarnation. 

In Antiekrisl (section 56} Friedrich Nieusche calk 
Manu’i Law Book '* a work which is spiritual and superior 
beyond comparison, wbidi even only to name in one breath 
with the Bible would be a sin against the Holy Spirit". 
He bases this verdict on the fact that with this book the 
upper classes, the philosophers and warriois, hold the 
inasses in their grasp. Therefore he finds in it an “ afEnna- 
tioo cf life ** Tlw tun shines over the whole book ", he 
writes. 

He does not seem to have penetrated very deep into U$ 
spirit, or he would have noticed that it is full of life 
and that in it, as In the Old Testament law, a humanitarian 
attitude is just coming into being. Although it allows the 
caste distinctions to continue. Menu's Law Book takes up 
the cause of the weak against the strong and 
the strong to serve. So it has no more cli^ to Niets^e’t 
esteem Uum has the Bible. 

In his Wilt t« Ptwtr (sections 143 and 143} Nietzsche 
finds in the Laws of Manu " Semitism, that is to say, the 
spirit of priesthood, worse than anywhere ”. He has tm 
comprehension of the greatness and profundity of ♦t'k 
spirit of priesthood. 



CHAPTER XII 

HINDUISM AND BHAKTI MYSTICISM 

HOW did the Hindu thought arise to which the 
later Buddhism and the later Brahnaanism had 

to make conceasiozu in their doctrine } 

About the year looo B.C. Indian polytheism, as 
we can see in the later Vcdic hymns, was already in 
movement towards ethical monotheism. But the 
Brahmins took no part in this evolution which was 
going on. They had no interest in the improvement 
of the popular religion, because in reflection over the 
Brahman they had found quite a different starting- 
point for the path to higher knowledge.* 

But the forces in the popular religion which were 
driving thought in the direction of ethical hkhio- 

theism remained alive. The Brahmins' omission to 
further thedevelopment in egresscertainlyretarded, 
but did not end. it. Outside Brahmanism there arose 
prophetic personalities who assisted the ethico-mono- 
dielstic religion of the people to burst into flower. 

We have no exact record of the cotirse of this higher 
development, because for that older period we are 
entirely dependent on what the Brahmins thought 
good to hand down. We only know this much— 
that monotheism probably appears for the first time 
among the worshippers of the god Krishpa. 

* On tUi, M* pp. S7-S9. 

*74 
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The rise of Krishot'Worship again is wrapped in 
obscurity. Krishi>a (that is to say, the Black One), 
the son of Vasudcva and DevakI, is probably a deihed 
tribal hero, later held to be an avatar of the god 
Vishou. In the Vedic hymns Vishnu is not in the 
Ant rank of the gods. But as time goes on his 
prestige increases, until at last, though probably in 
circles outside of Brahmanism, he is reverenced as the 
one and only God. 

But this popular religion which professes a belief 
in monotheism preserves polytheism beside it. It 
conceives the other divinities at appearances 
(Avatiras) of the only God. According to this 
religion, God is worshipped in the gods. So we And 
even in a hymn of the Rig-Vcda : ** They speak of 
Indra, Mitra, Vani^ia, Agni. . . . Although it it 
only one Being, the singers give it many a name." 

In many Hindu religious communities the god 
Siva occupies the place of Vishqu. In others the 
Brahman>divinity it the Universal God.* 

Hinduism is no coherent unity. It comprehends within 
it many forms of worship, not alone such as are of Aryan, 
but such as are of primeval Indian, origin, and not only 
stub as already show a monotheistic orientation, but alto 
guch as are still thoroughly fixed in polytheitm. 

Probably Krishpa, the black god, was originally a 
primeval Dravidian divinity. This was certainly the case 
with Siva and the goddess Kill, ijt. the Black One, who 
plays so great a part in Hinduism. 

When Hinduism u mentioned in the following pages, it 
ii only the more highly developed popular religion that is 
meant, for whldt Krtshpa, Vishpu, Siva, Rima, the 

‘ FortbeBnbDMn-diWaity, Mcpp.30: s6-st; 
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BrAhnuo'god and other highest dmnities ve only meni* 
festatkms ^ the ooe and tmly God. 

For this form of Hinduism, Vishiiiu, Siva and the 
deihed Brahman provide a kind of trinity (TrimOrti). 
The same God has three names corresponding to the 
three forms of his manifestation and activity. 

God is usually described in Hinduism as Bhagavat, 
that is to say, the Exalted. 

• • 
• 

The monotheistic popular religion which comes into 
being alongside the Brahmanic faith does not adopt 
an attitude of opposition to it, for it regards Vedic 
lore as sacred and does not question the authority of 
the Brahmin priesthood. 

And further: this popular religion is under the 
influence of Brahmanic thought, and that is why it 
develops in the direction of monotheism. 

Hindu monotheism is distinguished from that of 
Zarathustra and from that of the Hebrew prophets 
in two respects. It sees God not as the Crestor of the 
Universe existing beside and above the Universe, 
but as the Primal Cause from which the Universe has 
proceeded. And secondly, it does not simply demand 
of mankind obedience to God, but union with Him 
in complete self-surrender (Bbakti). So it is of a 
mystical nature, and in we see that it has 
developed under the influence of the Brahmanic 
mode of thought. The mystical doctrine of Hindu¬ 
ism is related to that of Brahmanism like a moon to 
the sun from which it draws its brightness. 

Bhakti piety takes its rise from the religion of the 
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aboriginal popiilation. The conception of humble} 
telf'Surrender to God ia alien to the Aryans of India.' 
But under the influence of Brahmanic mysticism the 
popular piety, originating from prehistoric times, of 
self'surrender to God assumed a mystical character. 

Thus Hinduism Is a popular religion which has 
become monotheistic and mystical under the influence 
of Brahmanic mysticism. 

Many scholan have expressed the opinion, for which 
there are good grounds, that the Bhakti form of piety 
within KiMuitm had its home ia Southern India and 
spread thence to the north. 

It must be noted that ^ipkara, the Brahreank teacher 
who fint recognised the right of existence tide by tide with 
Brahmanic mysticism of the doctrine of redemption taught 
by the Bbakti form of religion, came from the south.* 

Hindu mysticism is of a different nature from 
Brahmanic mysticism in so far as it is concerned with 
the uniting of the human personality to the divine 
Personality, not with the ab^ption of the individual 
soul into the Universal Soul. Hinduiam does rrat 
lose itself in abstract thought, but strives to remain a 
living piety. It describes the right relstionship of 
man to G^ as love (Bhakti), and it regards all the 
reverence which is shown to God in acts of worship 
as of secondary value compared with the striving for 
ever more complete self-surrender to Him. 

In many Hindu hymns man's love of God is 
glorified under the metaphor of human love, just as 
the Christian mystics interpreted the Song of Solomon 
which concerns earthly love to express the longing of 
the soul for its Redeemer. 

* For and fart doctriao, ie« pp. 159*165. 

N 
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A further difference distinguishing Hindu mysti* 
cism from Brahmanic—and also from Christian—is 

■ that the ideal of quietism lies far from it. It does not 
urge man to leave ordinary existence, but expects 
him so to pass his life that in all things, in thought as 
in deed, he maintains his devotion to God. 

Although it demands active self-devotion to God, 
nevertheless Hinduism professes a belief in world and 
life denial. It is ao much under the influence of 
Brahmanic thought that it abandons the world and 
life aflumation which originally belonged to the re¬ 
ligion of the people. So it dares not sund for the view 
that the universe in some way has a meaning and that 
human activity can set itself a task in the world. It 
nowhere makes the demand, which is such a matter 
of course to Christianity, that love to God shall be 
actively realised in love to man. Like the Brahmins 
it requires no other activity beyond what is imposed 
by the obligations of caste.* 

It is also because it is so dependent on Brahmanic 
thought, that the older Hinduism only arrives at 
monotheism, and not at ethical monotheism. It 
regards God as a value completely exalted over the 
ethical and the non-ethical. 

• * 
• 

Thus Hinduism, along with all its subjection to 
Brahmanic world and life negation, preserves its in¬ 
dependence only in one respect: instead of merely 
tolerating activity, it prises it as a valuable thing. 

' Fm Ut* dgniftcaAoe of Mtiritr rsqulrad br ttu dntr of ewU, m« 
pp. 46.47- 
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The popular religfion cannot do otherwUe than take 
account of natural feeling. 

So naonotheistic theism, because it is the religion 
of the masses and at the same time under the sp^ of 
the Brahmanic world-view, finds itself faced by the 
task of gaining recognition for activity within world 
and life negation. It does not indeed demarul any 
other activity than do the Brahmins. But it demands 
it in a different fashion. It cannot be satisfied, as are 
the Brahmins, to concede, alongside of renunciation of 
the world, a relative and limited justification to the 
activity naturally dictated by caste duty, but requires 
it to be service by which man so completely realises 
bis self-devotion to God that it is of equal value with 
self-devotion to him in renunciation of the world. 

In the esteem for activity to which monotheistic 
Hinduism was compelled as a popular religion, pre¬ 
historic Indian and ancient Aryan worid and life 
affirmation rebelled against the Brahmanic world and 
life negation which originated in the thoughtof priests. 
Under the influence of the authority enjoyed by the 
Brahmanic world-view, Hinduism conceded the giv¬ 
ing up of world and life affirmation in theory. But 
in practice it could not do so ; thus it was at variance 
with itself. 

In this way was determined the course of the de¬ 
velopment it was destined to follow. Of necessity 
there must be a conflict between the world and life 
affirmation which, in its esteem for activity, it retained 
in practice and the world and hfc negation which it 
asserted in theory. 

Originally, then, Hinduism had no intention of re¬ 
belling in any way against world artd life negation. 
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It only wanted to gain recognition for activity within 
it. It thought it could combine a certain measure 
and a certain kind of world and life affirmation with 
world and life denial believed in as a principle. 

But the reconciliation of the two which hovered 
before Hinduism was impracticable. As a matter of 
fact, every time the validity of world and life afitrma* 
tion is established—even in cases limited to the 
justification of a certain action—it involves in a 
corresponding degree the putting out of action of 
world and life negation. 

So this is what happens in Hindu thought—that 
world and life affirmation with ever increasing 
strength rises in rebellion against the world and life 
negation forced upon Indian thought by the Brah¬ 
mins, and finally carries the day. But it does not 
accomplish this by its own intrinsic power. It only 
becomes capable of victory through the alliance it has 
made with ethics. 

Neither ethics nor world and life affirmation, 
on its own account, can free itself from the fetters 
of Brahmanic world and life negation. With the 
Buddha a strongly developed ethic remains its 
prisoner. In ancient Hindu thought world and life 
affirmation, supported by the natural feeling of the 
people, similarly bows bweath world and life nega- 

’ tion. But in the new Indian thought ethics and 
^ world and life affirmation join forces. It is only this 

ethical world and life affirmation that gets free from 
the delusion that world and life negation is an un¬ 
assailable truth. 

The chief sources of our knowledge of the mode of 
thought of the dder Hinduism are the passages with 
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r^igwus-philowphk content which ere intxtxluced into the 
two greet Indies epict, the Meh&bb&reU esd the IUrA- 

and the Purines. Purtpe (reeUy pur&Qem ikhy 
inem) meens old tel^ eo the Puri^ oontein myths end 
religi^ stories elong with reflections upon them. 

Is the form is which they ere preserved to us, the 
Mehibhireu end the Rimayepe belong to ebout the 
ind century A.D. In their earliest form they prt^ebly 
existed es eeriy es the 4th century s.c. The meterliU 
hanriW ii of course stOl older. 

The most escsent of the Purlpes probeUy elso go beck 
to the 4th century B.c if not stEl furdier. 

The Hindu Bhekti religion mey be older then Buddhism, 
but is certeinly of leter dete then Btehmenic myiticitin, to 
whose influence indeed it owes its rise. The beginning, 
then, of this higher development of populer religion ntey 
he rtferred to ebout 700 8.c. 

Thet the Buddhe mekes no mention of the Bhekti 
religkm does not indicete thet it did not yet exist in his 
time. For the Buddhe coniines himself to e discussion of 
the verious doctrines of world'rcnuncietion end dees not 
go into the question of populer religion. 

a • 

The flrst conflict between Hindu world end life 
eflirmetion end Brehmenic world end life negation is 
found in the famous Bhageved-Gltl, e didactic poem 
interpolated in the Mehibhirata. 

Mahibhirau (an abbreviation for Mehibhlratikhy- 
ftnem) meens the story of the greet war of Bheretei. 
The epic contains ebout too,ooo couplets end is the longest 
in ell world'literature. 

The action takes place in the neighbourhood of Delhi 
The princes of the House of Bheraie, who ere elre^y 
mentiooed in the Vedic hymns, rule over the Kuiu nation. 
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They ere at enmity with their cmuins, the five P&^du 
Princes (P&Q^vas) vrho share—and this proves the 
antiquity of the material ot the epic—the beautiful Princess 
DraupaA as theirwife.* Coospioious among the Pi^^avas 
are the ]ustioe*loving Yudbis^hira, Bhhna the strong and 
Aijuna the skilled archer. The quarrel is to be decided by 
a game of dke. In the first game the Pfto4*vas lose to their 
opponenU aD they possM an^ y« more, their joint wife, 
Draupadt. But as thh ignominy is too great, the old blind 
King of the Kurus, Dhftarif^ra, cazk^ the game by 
allowing Draiq>adl to beg off herself and the five Pip^vas. 
In a second game the Pipd*vas lose again and must now 
pledge themselves to live twelve yean with DraupadI in 
banishment in the jungle and pass a thirteenth un¬ 
recognised among men. When these years rich in ad¬ 
venture are past, they demand the return of their kingdom 
from Che Kuru princes, but are met with a refusal. 
Finally they moderate their demand to five villages, but 
even these are not conceded. Now they declare war on 
their oousini. All the princes and heroes of the country 
routtd sides for one party or the other. After a battle 
lasting eighteen days on the field of Kuru, which lies north 
of Delhi, the few survivors make peace and from that time 
onward govern their peoples as good neighbours. Later 
on they retire into solitude and die far from their countries. 

• • 
• 

This story fills only about half of the epic, the other 
half consisting of interpolated episodes : of tales re¬ 
lated on one occasion or another, or songs of a didac¬ 
tic nature. Among the best-known and most beauti¬ 
ful of these tales are that of the ttoble King Nala, into 

* Poijrsndijr i» mid to be ttill feufid ngbt op to the Uttet ttmes 
MBoag iahefaitanit* of Tlbetaa oricia tbe eouthefn (Indian) tide of 
tbe Hinaiayw. 
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whom the demon of dke>playing enter*, end his faith* 
fill wife DamayantT, and that of the Princess Sivitri, 
who takes for her spouse Prince Satyavant, who is 
living in solitude in the jungle, although she knows he 
must die after one year, and then successfully begs his 
life from the god of death. These two stories are 
among the most splendid creations of the literature of 
the world. 

Among the interpolated didactic hynms of the 
Mahibh&rata the first place belongs to the Bhagavad* 
Gttt (The Song of the Exalted One).» The exalted 
singer is Krishpa, who appear* at a manifestation of 
the god Vishpu. The Bhagavad-Giti is one of the 
more ancient components of the Mahibhirata, and, 
apart hom some later additions, may well date from 
the 5rd century B.C. 

It may be assumed that it was originally an indc* 
pendent sacred text belonging to a Hindu brother¬ 
hood, and that it was only later worked into the 
Mabibhirata. 

It is introduced at the beginning of the sixth book 
of the epic and precedes the description of the 
eighteen days' battle. 

Before the battle the legitimate methods of warfsre are 
agreed upon between the two parties. Only opponents of 
the same may engage against each otbw: charioteers 
only against cbanoteers, warriors mounted m elephanu 
only against the like, cavalry only against cavalry, infantry 
only against infantry. The challenge of the opponent 
must precede the onset in due order. Those who surrender 
themselves prisoners, the disabled and those who are 

* The thle is " Bhasavad^-upaniiadab’', tha is to 
•ay, ** secret d»ctriass ddivered by toe Bxahed Om 
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overtaken in flight may not b« nuasacrcit (This ia also 
forbidden in tbe Laws Manu.) 

The drivers, beasts of burden, arms-bearers, musicians 
and in general all non-combatants must be free from attack. 

Whilst the two armies face each other in readiness 
for battle, misgivings CMne to the hero Arjuna as to 
whether he ought to give the signal for battle between 

■the two related clans and whether he can take upon 
himself the guilt of such murder. Undecided, his 
bow fallen from his hand, he sits in his war-chariot. 
Then Knahi>a, who serves as his charioteer, addresses 
him and instructs him that not only may be do this 
thing, but that he must do it. 

So the Bhagavad-GTtS has to sift things to the very 
bottom. It is occupied rtot only with the general 
problem of the justification of action, but in addition 
with the special problem of the admissibility of non- 
ethical action. From the way in which it justifies 
action as such, there follows the possibility—and the 
necessity—of approving non-ethical action in certain 
circumstances. 

• • 



CHAPTER Xin 

THE BHAGAVAD GITA 

HOW then docs the Bhegevad-GitB justify 
Activity within its worId>view of worid end life 

negation ? 
It professes without reservation the Brahmanic 

faith concerning the world. The worid, says Krishqa, 
has no meaning. It is only a play that God acts 
with himself. " By his mape power (Miyt) he 
makes all living creatures spin round like marion¬ 

ettes on their suge.” 
But Krishna will not admit the Brahnoanic deduc¬ 

tion that the man who has arrived at so much 
knowledge of the Universe ought to withdraw from 
the play and behave as an inactive, non-participant 
spectator of it. Incomprehensible as it is to him, he 
requires that he shall play his part in self-devotion to 

God in the play God has stag^. 
Krishoa indeed does not utterly reject Brahmanic 

irtactivity. " Giving up or carrying on one’s work ", 
he says, " both lead to salvation; but of the two, 
carrying on oite’s work is the more excellent." 

It is not a ntatter of the external renunciation of 
action. " Neither does man attain to (the state oO 
being without work by undertaking no work, nor 
does he reach perfection by simply shunning the 
world." The true state of being without work is, he 

jSs 
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says, something' inward and spiritual. Man must get 
to a point where he no longer accomplishes any act 
for the sake of expected advantage m enjoyment, or 
out of hatred or a spirit of revenge, like such as still 
live blindly in the world and seek satisfaction in it. If 
his heart has become free from the outward nwtives 
to action, he can perform any number of works ; he 
will nevertheless remain in inactivity. 

The Bhagavad*Glti continued what the Buddha 
began. Drawing on his natural feeling, he rebelled 
against asceticism and self-torment and taught that 
the thing to strive after before all things is inner 
freedom from the world. The Bhagavad-Glt& does 
what he did not yet venture to do when it applies this 
manner of regarding things to the judgment of action 
as well. The supreme inactivity, it teaches, is when 
one performs actions as if one did not perform them. 

In the light of the same perception that itmer freedom 
from the world need not be outwardly demonstrated, Paul 
writes in the seventh chapter of the First Epistle to the 
Corinthians: “ . . . they that have wives be as though 
they bad none; And they that weep as though they wept 
not; and they that rejoice, as though they rejoiced not, and 
they that buy as though they pooessed not ”. For him, 
freedom from the world comes from faith in the approaching 
end of the workl and beginning of the Kingdom of God. 
In outward demeanour still so to live in the world as 
existence in it invoivet, but inwardly to be liberated from 
it and feel oneself already at home in the Kingdom of 
Cod: it is this doctrine of the use of the world being still 
admiuiUe that he opposes to the demand beginning to be 
voiced in his churches for outwardly expressed renundation 
of the world. 

According to Krishi^a, outward world and life 
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negation is not the will of God, and, further, is not 
practicable. For God himself practises activity in 
that he creates and maintains the Universe. How 
then can man desire to remain without works ? Let 
him admit that so long as he lives he cannot be one 
instant without activity. Krishpa bids Arjuna reflect, 
“ Thou canst not succeed even in preserving thy body, 
if thou art inactive ” (Gtti, iii. 8). 

The Bhagavad-Giti therefore establishes the fact 
that world and life negation cannot get on without 
far*reaching concessions to worid and life afiirmation. 
Thence it draws the conclusion that man must once 
for all assume the right, which comprehends in itself 
all necessary concessions, of performing such actions 
as are requisite for the preservation of life and the 
fulfilment of natural duties. 

The Bbagavad-Glt& takes up the Brahmanic 
thought of justification of action dictated by caste 
obligations, and develops from it the theory that 
activity and inactivity are equally justified.^ If 
activity is required by the order of the Universe, it 
rightly concludes that there can be nothing that can 
be set above it. If God himself practises activity in 
creating and maintaining the Universe, then man 
also must devote himself to action. 

With Brahmanic arguments the Bhagavad-Giti 
wrests from Brahmanism the admission that activity 
and non-activity are equally justified. This means 
that the world and life affirmation which it claims 
recognises the sovereignty of world and life negation. 

* On tb* vUw tlMt mOm dktoiod by cuM obUsMiaa » rtquirtd ^ 
tb« drrlM erfw of tiw Vaivono and io ia a caitaia leaat a<«plcd 

from wMid and Ufa iMfabon,M«ptK 4^.47} >7^ >7S- 
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Kriah^la requirei the outward performance of action# 
in combination with inward renunciation of the world. 
And when he speaks of action, he never means more 
than the exercise of the activity dictated by caste, not 
subjective action proceeding from the impulses of the 
heart and self-chosen responsibilities. If one would 
rightly undersund the Bhagavad-Giti, one must not 
forget the Brahmanic narrowness of its horizon. 

• • 
• 

Man must not be active for the sake of the fruits 
he expects from his work for himself and others. He 
must not be influenced by thinking of any aim that 
may be realised. He is to act solely from pure, 
absolute tense of duty with no empirical foundation. 

Kant it not the film to lay down the doctrine of 
the Categorical Imperative. It had already been 
preached by Krishpa in the words " Thy interest shall 
only be directed to the deed, never to the fruits 
thereof”. And whilst with Kant the contmt of 
absolute duty remains obscure, Krishna states it with 
exactitude. He defines h as the totality of the obliga- 
tioru which naturally belong to a man's station in life. 

All work is to be done in loving self-surrender to 
God, because indeed it is God which worketh all in 
all.^ Man must get rid of the illusion that his tge is 
the real worker. All that a man does it a happening 
sent by God. Krishpa finds the reconciUation of the 
bondage and freedom of the will in the fact that man 
in spiritual self-surrender accomplishes what God 
does by means of him. 

' Sm I Cor. eU. S. (TraMlAtor'* oets.] 
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From the height of this mode of oontempiation 
Krishos can also approve action which by human 
standards is judged evil. The ultimate question man 
has to ask himself is whether the work he resolves on 
comes to him as a task which must be fulfilled, and 
whether he accomplishes it in purest self-devotion to 
God. If he possesses this certainty, then he is free 
from any kind of guilt, even when he kills. 

*' One not absolve oneself from tn obUgatim 
consequent on one’s birth . . . even if it involves eviL 
For all undertakings are surrounded by evil as fire is 
surrounded by smoke ” (GltA. xvUi. 48). 

•• Even if a thorough scoundrel loves roe and nothing 
else (beside roe), he must be deemed good; for he his 
well resdved ” (GItl, ix. jo). 

“ Even if thw weri the most sinful of all sinners, yet 
thou wouldst pass over all guilt with the boat of knowledge 
alone ” (CIti, iv. 36). 

Krishija then dares to confess the simple truth that 
if the freedom of the will be denied, there can be no 

question of guilt. 
On the ground of the instruction he thus, with 

many repetitions, delivers, he requires of Arjuna that 
he shall fight against his relations. He must recog¬ 
nise the fact that it is not he himself who kills, but that 
he only carries out a slaughter determined by God. 

And furthermore he must take into consideration 
the fact that, according to true knowledge of Being, 
there is really no killing and no being killed. For 
only the transitory body, not the immortal r/o, will be 

stricken by death. 

« Even without thee, all the warriors who are standing 
in bsttVf array will not remain (alive). . . . They are 
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alre«47 beforehand sUin by me : be thou merely the tool ” 
(Gltt, xi. 33, 

“ Just u ir»" off worn-out clothes end puts on 
new ones, so does the spirit Uy aside wwm-oul bodies and 
enter into others that are new *’ (Gtll, iL ss). 

For whoever is bom death is certain and similarly 
birth is certain for the dead. Therefore thou must nw 
complain about a matter which is unavoidalde ” (Gith, ii. 

*7)- 

" Is thy perplexity, which was due to want of 
knowlcd^. at an end ? ” Krishoa aska Arjuna when 
the instruction is finished. " My perplexity is at an 
end ”, he replies and gives the signal for the battle. 

• 

When it became known in Europe at the end of the 
i8th and beginning of the 19th century, the Bhag- 
avad'Glti was welcomed with enthusiasm.^ William 
von Humboldt devoted to it a long treatise in the 
Proceedings of the Academy of Berlin (1825-18*6) 
and wrote in a letter to Fr. von Gentz (1827) : '* It is 
probably the most profound and most sublime work 

the world can show 
The Bhagavad-GitS made so great an impression 

on Europearu because by means of it they first be¬ 
came acquainted with a mysticism which promotes 
loving Klf*devotion to God in activity. It appeared 
to them to be a mysticism which corresponds to the 
European spirit of ethical Christian world and life 
affirmation, a mysticism, however, to which this spirit, 

* Ib i785Bppwredtbe Ea^libtTuuktianby CfaaitwWilkias.Bad 
■poBBfWrscntkalcditjotkoftlMMrtbyABtBWWUbelmTeB Scbkfcl, 

wi(b B Lade tnatlsiioo. The tot G«nn»n Wndiricw is d*ted l8oa. 
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hampered by the contemplative mysticism of Anti¬ 
quity and the Middle Ages, had unable to give 

birth. 
But in reality the Bhagavad-Gitl has nothing of 

such a spirit. It is only an attempt undertaken by 
magnificent, unimpassioned thought to gain recogni¬ 
tion for the idea of self-devotion to God by action 
within the world-view of world and life negation, and 
an attempt to prove that the man who stays at home 
and follows his calling is able to attain the same holi¬ 
ness and redemption as the ntonk who goes forth to 
homelessness and devotes himself to inactivity. 

In the Bhagavad-Gitft world and life negation, 
after first disarming it, allows world and life affirma¬ 
tion to take a place beside itself on the throne. It 
grants recognition to activity, but only after activity 
has renounced natural motives and its natural mean¬ 
ing. By subtle tactics it renders its opponent hap¬ 
less. It creates the conception of de-materialiaed 

action. 
The charm of the Bhagavad-GM ia due to this 

idea of spiritualised activity which springs only frwn 

the highat of motives. 
But action which has ceased to be purposive in a 

natural way has lost its significance. The only 
activity which is truly of higher quality is that which 
sets natural aims before it and realises these in self- 

devotion to a supreme end. 
All inner release from the world only draws its 

significance from the fact that by it we are render^ 
capable of the highest form of activity within the 

wi^d. 
In its fundamental thought the teaching of the 
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BhaB»vad-Ghi u doaely related to the apeculative 
philosophy of J. G. Fichte (1763-1814). ThU too 
makes man take part in a play that God stages for 
Himself. According to Fichte, God, the Origin of 
Being, cannot rest in the state of pure Being because 
He is infinite Will-to-Action. Therefore he sets Him- 
.elf a limitation of Himself in the material wrld in 
order to be constantly overcoming it and in order 
thereby to become conscious of Himself as Will-to- 
Action. Man then, as an individual divine *go, must 
•ee his destiny in endeavourii^ with this divine tgo 

“ to bring the whole world of the senses under the 
sovereignty of reason 

Because he premises a world-view of ethical world 
and life aflErmation, Fichte has to attribute the im¬ 
portance of ethical activity to the participation by man 
in the play staged by God. Therefore he ventures on 
the violent proceeding of defining ethica in quite 
general terms as the subjection of the world of the 
senses to reason. Starting from the conception of 
Divine activity which he has formed for himself, he 
gives human activity a meaning. In the Bhagavad- 
Gfti, on the other hand, man plays a part in the drama 
from a blind sense of duty, without seeking to find out 
its meaning, and, along with that, the meaning of his 

own action. 

The relationship between the philosopby of Fichte and 
the Bhagavad-Glll goes so far that Fichte too regards as ^ 
highest activity that by whkh man enters into the service 
of the order of the Universe. The duties whkh m hw 
optn^Qip stand in the front rank are not, as would be in 
harmony with the spirit of bis age, the general duties bssed 
in the ethical nature of man, but those which result from 
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hia wdal pontton, ht» profession and his tpedal endow* 
menu. 

• • 

• 

The Bhagavad'Gttl stands in a curious relation* 
ship to ethics. The ethical and the non-ethlcal are 
found in it side by side. 

Like the Buddha, if less forcibly, it demands an 
attitude of mind that is free from hatred and kindly 
as proof of inner freedom from the world. Hinduism 
has a far stronger interest in ethics than has the 
Brahmanic doctrine. 

" He who hates no liring creature, who it leyiaf and 
eompastioiuta, without sel^hness and telf-seekirtg, who 
holds pain and {Measure for equal, who is patient, contented, 
always loyal, full of self-control and steady determinatkin, 
who fi«*f hii mind and his reason on me and loves me, he 
is dear to me (Gltl, xil 1^, 14)* 

But Hinduism in the Bhagavad-GitA does not yet 
the actual step of demanding ethical deeds. 

Love to God is for it an end in itself. Hinduism 
does not make love to God find expression in love to 
mankind, Because it fails to reach the idea of active 
love, the ethic of the Bhagavad-Glta is like a smoky 
fire from which no flame flares upward. 

One must ever bear in mind, that in the Bhagavad- 
Glt* there is no question of loving self-devotion to the 
God of Love. God is for h a value completely ex¬ 
alted above good and evil. Andbecauseitdetiresactive 
self-devotion to him, it reaches a point where it is forced 
to r^ard even t»on-ethical action as required by God. 

Nothing of this kind comes into consideration 
0 
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with Brahmitiic mysticism. It allows man to be up¬ 
lifted above good and evil in inactivity and abswbed 
into the One-and-AU.* But it is a much more difficult 
matter for the mysticism of active self-devotion to the 
supra-ethicil only God. This must be exalted above 
good and evil in action. Good and evil it must re¬ 
gard as something relative. And finally it can only 
judge the value of all action by the one criterion of 
whether it is accomplished in devotion to God or not. 

If the mysticism of all periods contains some ele¬ 
ment of world negation, and ranks non-activity higher 
than activity, this goes back to the fact that the great 
problem is the mysticism of active union with infinite 
Being. In what way can man place himself at the 
service of a creative force which is an enigma to him ? 
How can he combine the part of being the instrument 
of incomprehensible, supra-ethical necessity and at 
the tame time of being an ethical personality ? In 
the struggle for the true world-view as it is enacted in 
the thought of humanity, the ultimate question is 
always this—how can man, not only in thinking and 
in suffering, but also in acting, become one with 
infinite Being ? And thought constantly endeavours 
to pass over the problem of the mysticism of action. 

The great unknown thinker who unfolds his 
world-view in the Bhagavad-Giti ventures to enter 
into discussion of the problem of the mysticism of 
sction. He cannot avoid it, because in the world¬ 
view of world and life negation he cannot justify 
action as such, but only as performed in devotion to 
God. But in his mysticism of action he sees that he is 
compelled to renounce the complete maintenance of 

* Ob thU,M«pp. 43.44- 
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the difference between good and evil. This is the 
price he has to pay to obtain recognition for action 
within the world-view of world and life negation. 

The Bhagavad-Gfti has a sphinx-like character. 
It contains such marvellous phrases about inner 

detachment from the world, about the attitude of 
mind which knows no hatred and is kind, and about 
loving self-devotion to God, that we are w«it to 
overlook its rwn-ethical contents. It is not merely 
the most read but also the most idealised book in 
world-literature. 



CHAPTER XIV 

FROM THE BHAGAVAD-GITA TO 
MODERN TIMES 

IN the Bh*gavad-G!ti Hinduism wins its battle 
with Brahmanism for equality of spiritual rights 

by ingeniously harmonising its own world and life 
aflfirmation with Brahmanlc world and life negation. 

Then in the course of centuries it develops into a 
great religious power in India. It plays a far greater 
part than Brahmanism in thrusting back Buddhism. 
That which constitutes the strength of Buddhism, 
namely ethical inwardness, it posse^ in equal degw, 
and it is superior to Buddhism in its |MpuIar religious 
mysticism. It allows people to remain in the religion 
to which they belong and lets them attain to perfection 
and redemption while living an active life.» 

If India was able to maintain itself against Islam, 
by which it was threatened from the i ith century A.D. 
onward, the merit belongs in the first place to 

Hinduism.* 
In the age of scholasticism the question was 

raised whether Hinduism could appeal to te^- 
mony of the sacred texts in support of its claim 
to spiritual equality of rights with Brahmanism. 

• ppr th« ttuoat btt tike diMppsarsBca of BuddhUra is ladio, tr* 

tta ptB»trstioo of Uoxs ioto Udk, •«« p. I}7* 
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^ntkara (gth cmtury A.D.), the greet schoUetic of 
Brahmeniem, decided it by conceding that the 
Brehmenic doctrine and a doctrine covered by 
Hinduism are contained side by tide in the Upani* 
shads, the Brahmanic as the higher truth, the other 

as the lower.^ 
But the self-consciousness of Hinduism was by now 

so strongly developed that it could not be satisfied 
with the position thus accorded. The famotxs Hindu 

teacher RimSnuja (1055-1137). »« ^ 
mcntary on the Vedinta-SCtras, maintained that 
neither these nor the Upanishads at all stand for the 
Brahmanic doctrine of union with the Brahman, but 
only for the Hindu doctrine of loving self-devotion to 
the one and only God. He conceived the Brahman 
as a personal God and identified it with Vishpu. In 
thi« of cotirse he did violence to the texts. He bad 
no understanding for the greatness of Brahmanic 

mysticism. 
Hinduism doa not lift itself above Brahmanism, but 

—after seating itself beside it in Ae Bhagavad-Giti— 
usurps its place by reading its own doctrine boA into 
Ae Brahmanic, and mto Ac sacred texta. This 
process began with Riminuja and is still going on 
at Ae present day. RabIndranAA Tagore is com¬ 
pleting what Rlminuja undertook to do. 

The pure Brahmanic mystkisin cannot itself 
of the Hindu b^use of its defidencus as a 

world-view. For it consisu only in the cert^ty that 
man’s immaterial tg», like all immaterial life which makes 
its appearance in world of the senses, is one with the 
Universal Soul. And,inaddition,AeBrabmanicmystidim 

> Oa ihU, *e« pp. 
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i« difficult to uphold because it demands absolute detach- 
menl from the world and complete upliftediM^ ^xrve rt. 
In Hindu mysticism, on the other h^, something hapi^ 
(between "*■*» and the highest Being. Man comes mto 
living relationship with that Being a^ can evert manifest 
bis relationship in action without giving up his natural 

'***Brahmanic mysticism is marvellously simple and com- 
idete. but lifeless; Hindu mystkiim is i^nuhed but 
tlhre. The living is always superiw to the bfeleis, So it 

about that in the course of time the pure Brahmantc 
mystidsm gives place to a Hindu-Brthm^ mysticism in 
which the form is Brahmanic and the spint Hindu. 

As compared with the Bhagavad-Gltl. the ethical 
element gains in importance with Rlmlnuja in so far 
as he no longer so obstinately emphasises the supra- 
ethical nature of God, but also tells of the kindneas of 
God which brings friendly help to man. But he does 
not face the problem how God, the supra-ethical 
Primal Cause of the Universe, can at the same time 
be an ethical personality. The thought that love to 
God miMt be expressed in active love to mankind is 
just as far from him as from the Bhagavad-Giti. 
Only, with him, divine love U already something 
warmer and more heartfelt than in the Bhagavad- 

GltS. 
The religioui poeU of the MahratU country in south- 

srett India sing of ardent divine love in hymns which s» 
meant for use in the worship of Vishpu- The meet famous 
Moong them are Nimdev (1170-1350?) and Tukirtm 

(about 1608-1649)- 

\Vben and bow does the idea of active love to 
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mankind arise in Hindu thought beside that of loring 
self-devotion to God 7 

!t pushes its way Into it gradually from popular 
ethics. 

The fact that Brahmanism, Buddhism and ancient 
Hinduism teach no ethic of action does not mean 
that this was an unknown thing to the ancient 
Indians. Among the Indian people world and life 
affirmation and ethics are present. Where%’er ethics 
reach a certain height in ^e presence of world and 
life affirmation, the idea of active love cannot fail to 
evolve. Among the Indians, just as among the 
Greeks, this ethic of subjective activity has difficulty 
in making its way alongside the ethic of duties 
demanded by society and objectively established by 
tradition and law. In some way or other, neverthe¬ 
less. it does come into existence. 

The case stands, then, thus—that the idea of active 
love is probably present somewhere in popular 
thought, but that Brahmanic, Buddhist and ancient 
Hindu thought cannot find room for it within their 
world-view I Because of the world and life negation 
which they represent, they cannot have anything to do 
with the world and life affirmation which is manifested 
in its greatest strength in the ethic of setivity. Con¬ 
sequently the Bhagavad-Giti restricts itself—which 
at first is so incomprehensible for us Europeans—to 
the justification of activity which is objectively neces¬ 
sary by reason of bir^ and caste. It believes, 
although in reality this does not hold good, that this 
concession to world snd life affirmation is still com¬ 
patible with the maintenance of world and life nega¬ 
tion. But the world-view of world and life negation 
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cannot acquiesce in subjective activity, especially not 
to the extent denunded by the ethic of love, without 
putting itself out of commission. This is the explana¬ 
tion of the exceedingly strange fact that through long 
centuries Indian thought remains so incomplete in 

the matter of ethics I 
But finally it is nevertheless compelled by the 

popular ethic, which is developing without such hin¬ 
drances, to concern itself with the ethic of active love 
and thereby to disregard the world-view of world and 
life negation. Of course it is Hinduism alone that is 
in the position to face this undertaking. 

• « 
• 

That the idea of active love did arise in the popular 
ethics of India in fairly ancient times we know from 
many stories we meet in her literature and especially 
through the ethical nuxims found in the Kural, a 
work which probably belongs to the 2nd century a.d. 

The Kural U a collection of 1330 maxims in distidi 
form, attributed to the weaver Tiruvalluvar. In the matter 
of authorship it is probable that not all the maxims are 
Tiruvalluvar't own, but that be also versified some which 
were ancient possessianB of the people. 

Kural means short strophe. TiruvaUuvar is really not 
a name, but a title borne by the religious teachers who work 
among the lower castes in the south of India. 

The work is written in the Tamil language. This, like 
CanareK, whkdi also belongs to the south ^ India, is an 
iodigeswus Indian langirage (Dravidian), not Indo-Aryan. 

We know nothing certain about the life of Tiruvalluvar. 
Legend reports that be waa married, and that when a 

man inquired of him which is the right thing to do, to 
live at father of a family or as a hermit, he demonstrated 
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*“ *^* hoppenod to b« *t the 
^ wttcr.jw hanging in the water and 

to a«k him what be wanted. When, according to 
Tamfl cuatom, the let before him at breakfast cold ^left 
ow rom supper, he declared h was burning his tongue, 
bbe immediately blew on it to <»ol it. At midday be let 
»tnething fall and called for a light to pick it up by. 

Thereupon the inquirer 
said, 1 have the answer! If so excellent a woman falls 
to one s share, the practice of domestic virtue u more 
excelleat; otherwise it is better to become a hermit.” 

What a difference between the Kural and the 
Laws of Manu, which originated some four centuries 
before it I In the latter, under the dominance of 
the Brahmanic spirit, world and life afliriTution is still 
just tolerated alongside world and life negation. In 
the Kural world and life negation i* only like a 
distant cloud in the sky. In 250 maxims—>they 
form the concluding part of the work—earthly love 
is lauded. Later times, because they cause offence, 
interpret them allegorically as concerning the love of 
the soul to God. 

Christianity similarly interprets the Song of 
Solomon, a love^ng probably originally sung at 
weddings and later absorbed into the Old Testament, 
as if it described the relations of the soul to its 
heavenly Redeemer. 

In the ethics of the Kural, as in those of the Laws 
of Manu, the idea of reward has a place. The way of 
virtue is recommended because it leads to a better 
reincarnation or to liberation from re-birth. Along¬ 
side of this is found also the naive view which is so 
conspicuous in Chinese ethics that moral behaviour 
results in earthly welfare and immoral in misfortune. 
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Nevertbeleu. ethics in the Rural are not so ent^y 
dominated by the idea of reward as in Brahmanism, 
Buddhism and the Bhagavad-GiU. We already find 
here the knowledge that good must be done for its 
own sake. It shines out from various maxims.* 

** Even though ooe should say, There is no higher world, 
it is still good to give" (sas).—"True liberality asks 
nothing in return. What does the world give in return to 
the doud that gives it rain ? " (ati). 

Whilst the Bhagavad-Gia in a forced and chilly 
manner gives as a motive for remaining in active life 
that it is in accordance with the order of the Universe, 
the Rural Justifies h—what an advance I—by the 
idea of ethical activity. Work and profit place a man 
in a position to do good. 

“ AH staying at home and waiting on the household have 
for their cod hospitality and slms-giving " (Si).—" All 
property gained by industrious toil is there for good men 
in order that they may practite well-dcwg " (sss). 

According to the Rural, duty is not confined, as in 
the Bhagavad-Glti, to what the caste calling involves, 
but consists in general in " all that is good 

Maxims about Joy in activity, such as one would not 
expect from Indian Ups, bear witness to the strength 
of the worid and life affiimation present in the Rural. 

" Even if fate did not permit of success: the striving in 
itself rewsrds (he exertion of one's body " (619).—" If one 
accepts the burden as joy, there emerges a splendour for 
which even one's enemies are eager " (630). 

* The art fron the Ccraaa tnntladon *' Der Komi" 

hr Karl 6ra«j, D.D., Ltipeig (Dtrfliii(aad Fraake) and LomSob 
|S$6 (WllHamt and Norgate) (BibUothaca lanolka). 
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Like the Buddha and the Bbagavad*G!ti, the 
Kural deairet inner freedom from the world and a 
mind free from hatred. Like them it »tands for the 
commandment not to kill and not to damage.* It 
has appropriated all the valuable ethical results of the 
thought of world and life n^ation. But in addition 
to this ethic of inwardness there appears in the Kural 
the living ethic of love. 

“ The loveless man takes everything for himself; the 
>nan full of lovt givcs evcH tUs own bottes to others " (ys).— 
** The life of a s^ without love is like the sprouting of a 
dried-up tree on stony ground " What help can all 
the outer limb* give, if the inner limb of the body, love, is 
wanting ? '* (79).—“ If one weighs the value of the good 
deed done without consideration of the advantage : its 
kindness is greater than the ocean " (103).—“ To assuage 
the deadly hunger of the poor is the treasury of the rich ’* 
(ssd).—“ WealSi in benevotcnoe is the wealth of wealths. 
Wealth in poswssions the mob has also " (141). 

With sure strokes the Kural draws the ideal of 
simple ethical humanity. On the most varied ques¬ 
tions concerning the conduct of man to himself and to 
the world its utterances are characterised by nobility 
and good Mnse. There hardly exists in the literature 
of the world a collection of maxims in which we find 
so much lofty wisdom. 

“ If a kind man inherits property, it is as if a fruit-tree 
bears ripe fruit in the middle of a village " (316).—“ The 
chad ‘ Mercy ’ bom of love lives by the care of the well-to- 
do nurse ‘ Well-being ’ ” (757).—" The wealth of him who 

' le oppeatien t» the Baddhs, tb« Xur&l decides tlwt «m BUy doc 
eel meet evea when cne is InMceat of (be stushter of the 
trlrmlr 
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gire* nothing to the poor it u if » very fine Udy grows old 

in solitude ” (1007). 
“ The gift is not the meature of the gift: Its tneuure it 

in the magnuumity of the receiver ” (105}. 
“ Better than tpending with a h^>py heart it to carry on 

sweet speech with a happy face ” (oa)-—" For those who do 
not understand how to be friendly, the great wide world, 
even in bright daylight, lies in darkness " ($99). 

Among all treasures that may be gained none can com¬ 
pare with attaining to freedom from envying any man ” (t 63). 

“ To forget is not good; immediately to forget 
what is not gwd is good " (108).—“ Holy u a penitent is 
be who forgets bitter speech from the Ups of one who is 

excited ” (159)- 
“ Self-cont^ leads to the immortals ; want of self- 

control rushes into thick darkness ” (isx).—" He who is 
not eager for pleasure, but knows that pain is natural, will 

remain free from distress “ (dsS). 
Outward purity comes through water : purity of the 

heart is manifested in sincerity *' (198). 
Those who are considerate uul forbearing without 

letting their duty suffer: the world gladly gives itself to 
such " (578).—“ The world rests on the exc^ence of the 
good prince who knows how to change enmity into 

friendship " (874). 
“ Even if th^ are highly placed, those who are not 

high-minded are not l^h ; even if their station be bumble, 
those who are not low-minded are yet not low " (978)- 

'* If thou dost harm to thy neighbour in the morning, 
barm comes of itself to thee in the afternoon " (3i9). 

“ Asking the way, happiness goes of itself to him who is 
undaimted in spirit ” (594)-—" Whoever says, ‘ I will work 
for my family ’, before him there goes at once the goddess 
of go^ fortune, her robe well girded-up (i’.e. as a fellow- 
worker) ” (1024}. 

“ Tidce no pleasure, even if thou sbouldst win, in 
gambling. Even winning is as if a fish swallows the metal 

hook ” (931). 
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" The friendship of wen-conducted men waves like the 
new moon: the friendship of fools wanes like the full 
moon ” (782). 

” Husbandmen are the axle-pin 00 the wagon of the 
world: they give support to all who, not caring for hus¬ 
bandry, are engaged in other work ” (1031). 

So a natural and ethical world and life affirmation 

of this kind was present among the people of India at 

the beginning of our era, although nothing of it can 

be found in Brahmanism, Buddhism and Bhagavad- 

Giti Hinduism. It gradually penetrates into Hindu 

thought through the great religious teachers who bad 

sprung from the lower castes and lived among and 

fdt with the people. 

Another important influence on the development 

of the ethical in Hindui&m was diat within it, from 

the Middle Ages onward, R&ma, the through-and- 

through ethical god, began to enjoy the same venera¬ 

tion as Vishnu, Siva and Krishna. 

Rkma, like Krishpa, is a natioiial hero, who is later 
deified and finally regarded as a eoanifeslatioa of Vtshpu. 
He is the hero ^ the Rlmftyaoa epic, attributed to the 
singer Viliniki, which probably dates from the 4th century 
a.a 

The enlarged form in which we possess it—consisting 
of s4,eoe couplets, and therefore compared with the 
Mahibh&rata what Mount Pilatus is to Mount Everest— 
probably belongs to the and century A.D. 

The Rims Saga itself is of course much older. Its 
home is north-east India, in the Kosala country, that u to 
say in the region in which Buddhism originated. 

Rhma is & favourite son of King Dafaratha, and as the 
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King feel* death approaching is about to be instaUed by 
him as bis successor. But one of bis wives, Kaikeyl by 
name, requires of him that he shall choose her son by him, 
Bharata. As he had once prmnised her the fulfilment of 
two wishes, he mutt conform to her will in this and in 
addition Rlma for fourteen years. Rlma willingly 
acquktces in both matters m order that his father may keep 
his srord *0 blindly given in earlier days. His faithful wife 
Sltft—^tbe name means furrow—follows him into the jungle. 
Afur the death of the King, Bharata, Kaikejd's itti, comes 
to him contrite and begs him to take over tlto sovereignty. 
But Rima refuses. He mutt fulfil bis father’s command. 
And now S!Ul is carried off from the junjgle by the demon 
RiviDa, who conveys her through the air to the island of 
Lanki in the ocean (probably C^km is meant) where be 
rules as king in human form. But she refuses to become 
his wife. Thereupon be imprisons her in a grove and 
threatens to slay hm if the doe* not dumge her mind within 
a year. 

Rlma learns the whereabouts of bis wife through the 
clever Monkey>King, Hanumat, a scm of the Wind-god. 
Hanuznat goes forth to sesucb for news, flics southward, 
reaches the sea, in four days crosses to the island through 
the air, transforms himself into a cat and finds his way to 
the prboner. From her he learn* what threatens her and 
that the respite allowed will be up in two month*. He 
returns to Rlma and in haste starts with him and a great 
army of monkeys to attack the island. Within a few days 
the monkeys build a bridge of rocks and trees across the 
ocean. Rfivapa's dty is besieged, and after severe 
struggto its cortquest is accomplished. Rima kills 
Rivapa in single combat and returns with SItl to hit 
kingdom, the fourteen yeezs having meanwhile come to an 
end. 

According to the later form in which we possess the 
romantic cpio-—it probably belongs to the and century a.d. 
—Rima is ideotk^ with Vuhpu. As the demon RAvapa 
is dangerous to the gods but can only be fought by men. 
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VtthQu oomentt to be boro ts e eon of King Deienth* in 

order to destroy him. 

Devotion in love to Rim* is taught by Rlminanda 

(about A.D. 1400), who belongs to the school of 

RSminuja.^ But in his mysticism ethics already play 

a much greater part than in that of his predecessor. 

In Riminanda at last the thought is developed that 

devotion to God must be manifested in love to man. 

He conceives God as an ethical personality. 

Through his derruitd for all-embracing love among 

mankind Rimftnanda arrives at no longer observing 

caste distinctions. In his endeavour for the recogni¬ 

tion of the human dignity and human rights of the 

poorest and most despised of the people, we see what 

significance ethics were beginning to acquire in 

Hinduism. 
Riminanda came from the south and worked in 

the north, and through him the spirit of the south 

won great influence over that of the north. Although 

he had grown up in the knowledge of Sanskrit he 

expressed his thoughts in Hindi, thst they might 

become the property of the people ; and he bade his 

pupils do liluwise. 
He bad twelve pupils. Among them were two 

women, a man who was a Pariah and two Moslems. 

In his broadmindedness he gave even to them 

sayings from the Veda as sacred mottoes to guide 

their lives. , 
In his free poetical rendering of the Rfima Epic 

called Ram-carit-mlnss or “ The Sea of the Deeds of 

Rima ”, written in the Hindi vernacular of eastern 

1 For RSmimijs. ••• pp- >97. >9^' 
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India, the famous poet TuUl-D»a (1532-1624) glori¬ 
fies love to RSma and at the same time holds him up 
before men as a moral example. TulsI-DSs teaches 
the brotherhood of all men and attributes fatherly 

kindness to the god. Rlma. 
The most distinguished disciple of Riminanda 

was the weaver Kabir (i440-»S«8) who worked in 
north-east India in the Gorakhpore district. Influ¬ 
enced by Islam, in which he grew up. he criticised the 

Hindu toleration of polytheism. 
During the wars which the inhabitants of northern 

India waged against the Mohammedan rulers, the 
religious fellowship which originated with Kabir and 
his great pupil Nlnak from Lahore (1469--* 539) was 
organised into the political theocracy of the Sikhs. 
Sikh means diseipU or Uamtr. 

Through mysticism Kabir and Ninak were up¬ 
lifted above the differences between Islam and 
Hinduism. A spirit of deep humility towards God 
dominates their mysticism. 

The attempt of Akbar the Great (i 542-1605), the 
ruler of the dynasty of Tamerlane who occupied the 
throne of Delhi from 155610 1605, to form a universal 
religion out of Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam (which he 
abjured in 1582) and the religion of Zarathustra, with 
the aid of Christianity, with which he had become 
acquainted through Portuguese missionaries, is well 
known. What he founded failed to last. 



CHAPTER XV 

MODERN INDIAN THOUGHT 

IN modern times, then, ethics! world and life 

affirmation in Hinduism becomes more and more 

significant. This development is associated with the 

names of Rim Mohan Ray (1773-1833), Debendra- 

nitb Tagore (1817-1905), Keshab Chandra' Sen 

(1838-1884), Dayinand Sarasvatl (1834-1883), 

RimakrlshtU (1834-1884$), Sv&min Vivekinanda 

(1863-1903), Rabindranith Tagore (i. 1861), 

Mahatma Gandhi {i. 1869) and Aurobir^o Ghoie 

(i. 1873). 

That these men undertook more energetically than 

any of their predecessors to combine with the ethic of 

becoming more perfect of heart the ethic which seeks 

activity within the world is, of course, due to the fact 

that they had become acquainted with, and influenced 

by, modern European world and life affirmation and 

the Christian ethic of love. But this stimulus from 

without only set in motion a process of development 

which had already begun independently. 

Rim Mohan ^y (1773-1833), bom of a Bengali 

Brahmin family, devoted himself to research into all 

religions and was deeply impressed by the personality 

and message of Jesus. In 1830 he published a book 

about His teaching {TA4 Prtttpu 0//tfui), which in 
>09 p 
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his opinion contains ideas to which Indian thought 
does not ascribe sufficient importance. But at the 
same time he was ^nvinced that these ideas can also 
be found in the Upanishads. if only they be rightly 
expounded. In the Upanishads. therefore, which 
he r^arded as the highest revelation, he discovered 
the doctrine of the ethical divine personality and the j 
self-devotion to it which is expr^sed in active love ] 
to mankind. He, the Brahmin, interpreted Brah* I 
manic mysticism and the sacred writings in an ethical 
sense and believed that in this way he was restoring 
its original purity to the Indian doctrine. So his i 
exposition of the Upanishads does them even more 
violence than does that of Riminuja. 

R&m Mohan Ray came forward as the reformer of 
the Hinduism which claimed to be the true Brahnran- 
ism. In the year 1828 he founded the Brihma Sam&j 
(Society of Believers in the Brahman) an asaociation 
designed to foster the loftiest religion. It became 
very important and endures down to the present day.* 
Its members belong principally to the higher circles 
of the population of Bengal. 

Rim Mohan Ray was the great pioneer of modern 
Indian thought. His knowledge of the religions of 
the world was remarkable, as was also his linguistic 
ability, for be knew Bengali. Sanskrit, Persian, 
Arabic, English, Greek and Hebrew. 

At that time it was an unheard-of thing for an 
Indian to be in touch with and make a serious study 
of European learning and philosophy. So orthodox 
Brahmins attacked Rim Mohan Ray with the greatest 
vehemence. Only so powerful a personality as he 

* A( fint the awoaetion bw« lh« bmm BtShis* SabhS. 
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was Muld have undertaken to defy their threats of 
terrorism. 

He devoted himself eamesUy to social reform and 
dared to advocate the abolition of Sati (the burning 
of widows) and other customs irreconcilable with the 
demands of ethics.^ As a result of his propaganda, 
in the year 1829 the British Government <»uld venture 
to forbid widow-burning. He also spoke openly 
against caste, but at the same time he took precautions 
that at the meetings for divine service held every 
Saturday by the BrShma Samij the Vedic texts 
should not be recited in the presence of members of 
the lower castes I 

In the year 1830 he went to England. His chief 
motive for the journey was that the law against 
widow-burning was in danger of being abrogated <m 
account of the opposition organised against h by the 
Brahmins. 

During his stay he met Jeremy Bentham (174^ 
183a), the venerable but still prophet of the 
rational love of mankind, and was saluted by him as 
** an admired and beloved fellow-worker in the ser¬ 
vice of humanity He died on the 27th September 
1833 at Bristol and lies buried there. 

• • 

Debendranith Tagore (i 817'1905)> equally a scion 
of a Bengal Brahmin family, continued the work of 
Rim Mohan Ray.* He oiganiscd the Brlhma 

* For the orifht ol tb* cutloai of buraios wMowt, 171. 
* Tagot* b in aiigUcHod torn of tbe Beogati OUM, TUkur. 
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Samij, and drew up for it a kind of confession of 

faith (1843). 

God ii a personal being with sublime moral attributes.— 
God has oerer become in^mated.—<jOd hears and answers 
prayer.—God is to be worshipped only in spiritual ways. 
Hindu asceticism, temples and fixed fonr\s of worship are 
unnecessary. Men of all castes and races may warship 
God acceptably.—He requires no worship but desires 
reverence of spirit—Repentance and cessation from sin is 
the only way to forgiveness and salvatioo.—Nature and 
Intuition are the sources of knowledge of God.—No book is 
authoritative.* 

Unlike the strict Brahmins, DebendranSth Tagore 
did not regard the Upanishads as inspired. Never¬ 
theless they were for him the source of highest truth. 

In the year 1848, influenced by the English Book 
of Common Prayer, he compiled a collection of texts 
from the Upani^ads, the Laws of Manu, the Mahk- 
bhSrata and other writings held to be sacred. These 
elucidate and complete his confession of faith. 

It was for him a matter of course that love for 
God must be proved by love to mankind. But he 
did rtot introduce this maxim into his confession of 
faith. 

Kcshab Chandra Sen (1838-1884), a member of a 
Bengal doctor's family, was at first one of Deben- 
dranith Tagore's adherents. But later on he became 
the representative of a doctrine whose position in 
relation to Brahmanic tradition was even freer than 
his was. His aim was the construction of a universal 
religion which should comprise in itself all historical 

* Sw Hmttingy B»ey€Up*iia •/ BtHgum tHd EtkUi, ii. p. Sl6, 
J. N. Fuquhar. iSjo. 
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religions. Whilst Debendrsnith Tagore only nude 
use of the ucred writings of India, Kethab Chandra 
Sen compiled for his followers a volume of devotion 
(186^ (^awn from Hindu, Buddhist, Christian, 
Moh^medan and Chinese texts. He even changed 
the day for worship to Sunday. European-Christian 
influence manifested itself in him so strongly that in 
his confession of faith he calls God the Father of all 
men instead of the Father of all that lives, as, being 
an Indian, he should. 

He laid great importance on active ethics. A 
journey to England (1869-1870) further increased his 
seal for social work. 

In the last years of his life the rational and the 
ethical gave place more and more to the Indian 
mystical. He once more ascribed importance to the 
popular faiths and again attributed great value to the 
experience of union with God in ecstasy. 

Dayinand Sarasvatl (1824-1883), whose real 
name was Mfil SaAkar, was bom of a Brahmin 
family engaged in business. 

It it possible that he took the name Sarasvatl from 
the blind Guru (teacher) Virajanand Sarasvatl whom 
he regarded as his real father after he became 
estranged from his own father because he would not 
join in polytheistic worship and had, in 1845, finally 
left his parents' home. 

The course of his development was determined by 
Debendranfith Tagore and Keshab Chandra Sen. 
Later on (l88t) he broke away from them. 

His activity centred in north-west India. Here 
he gained adherents for the association he founded 
in 1875 known as the Arya Samij (community of 
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the Aryms), a parallel aociety to the Br&hma Sam*j. 
What characteriae* the Arya Samij is the energetic 
fashion in which the practice of active love in the 
interest of the welfare of society is enjoined on its 

members as a duty. 

From the ten articles of the Creed of the Arya SaxnAj: 
“ The primary object of the Samij it to do good to the 

world, by improving the physical, spiritual and social 
condition of rnankind.'* 

“ All ought to be treated with love and justice and due 
regard to l^ir merits.” 

” Ignorance ought to be dispelled and knowledge 
diffused.” 

” No one ought to be contented with his own good alone, 
but everyone ought to regard his prosperity as included in 
that of others.” ^ 

By ” Aryas ” Dayinand Sarasvatl did not so much 
understand the members of a race as noble-minded 
people in general. He determined accordingly that 
members of all castes could become members of the 
Arya Samij. And according to him all those who 
have the mentality of Aryas arc entitled to study the 
holy scriptures and are qualified to expound them 
during divine service. Debendranith Tagore had 
held fast to the rule that this must remain a privil^e 
of those who were Brahmins by birth. 

Dayinand Sarasvatl also advocated permitting 
marriage between members of different castes, while 

he opposed child-marriage. 
In the number of its adherents—which reaches 

several hundred thousand—and in the weight of its 

* S«e J. N. ParquhAT, M»dtm in Ms, lOtS, 
p. lao. 
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Influence the Arya Samij U greater far than the 
Brihma Samij. 

Dayinand believed be must and could derive his 
doctrine—a doctrine which is interwoven with the 
spirit of freedom and progress—entirely from the 
Veda. Among the Articles of the faith of the Arya 
Samij we And, The Veda is the book of all true 
knowledge 

But this applies ortly to the four original and most 
venerable parts (Saiphitis) of the Veda, the Rig* 
Veda, the Sima-Vtda, the Yajur*Veda and the 
Atharva*Veda. All later scriptures, b^inning with 
the Brihmapas, even if they are reckoned as belong* 
ing to the Veda, fail, according to Dayinand, to 
contain the cwiginal revelation itself, and conuin only 
human expositiorts and explanations which are 
valuable indeed but in part overgrown with error.' 

Not merely all true religion, but every kind of 
knowledge in gerteral, is contained, according to 
Dayftnand, in the original Veda. All scientific dis¬ 
coveries that have been made and remain to be made 
are indicated in it. There it complete agreement be¬ 
tween the revelation of God in Nature and the revela¬ 
tion in the Veda. Even the system of the Universe 
as described by Copernicus msy already be found in 
the Veda. 

In the arts of exegesis therefore Dayinand was 
far in advance of R&minuja and all his successors. 
He deserves great appreciation for his work on behalf 
of school education and the spread of learning. 

His followers declared that he was poisoned by his 

* fot the fov orifiBAl parts (Saiphitas) of tti* Veds, ••• p. SI j 
for th« later para p. 33. 
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cook at the instigation of the concubine of a prince 
whom he had blamed for hU manner of living. 

• • 

Rlmakrishoa (1834-1886), whose real name was 
Gadidhar Chatterji, was the son of a poor Brahmin 
family of Bengal. Even as a child he experienced 
states of ecstasy. At the age of twenty he became a 
priest at a shrine of the great goddess Kill near 
Calcutta, and there he served for ten years. Later 
he led the life of a wandering friar. 

A nun of Brahmin origin and an aged ascetic had 
great in6uence over him. The ascetic initiated him 
into the Vedinta doctrine. In a vision he experi¬ 
enced the union with Krishoa for which he had 
yearned so long. Later he studied the Bhakti 
doctrine, and also made acquaintance with Islam and 
Christianity. From that time he saw in Jesus, as in 
Krishtu and in the Buddha, an incarnation of the 
Divine. In ecstasy he was united to Him. 

Although he was acquainted with DebendranSth 
Tagore and Dayinand Sarasvatl he entered into no 
close relations with them. For Keshab Chandra Sen, 
on the other hand, he cherished a deep veneration 
which was fully reciprocated. Keshab Chandra Sen 
recognised the greatness of the m<mk in spite of his 
being ignorant of Sanskrit and scarcely able to write, 
and directed the attention of the large circle of his 
own followers to him. Before this he had only been 
known to a few. Each of the two personalities, so 
different from each other, mutually gave much and 
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received much. Rimakrifthi^A sympathised with the 
endeavours of the Br&hma SamSj. 

One of the last visits received by Kesbab when he 
was dying was from Rimakrishoa. 

In hit childlike humility Rimakrishoa is akin to 
Francis of Assisi. To kill the last stirrings of caste 
pride in himself be would undertake the most menial 
tasks. 

This mystic, who found such delight in the experi¬ 
ence of ecstasy, was inspired also by a spirit of 
warmest love for his fellows. 

" Oh Mother," he entreats the goddess Kill, whom 
he deeply reverenced to the end of his life, " let me 
remain in contact with mankind; let me not become 
a hard ascetic." 

For him there were no questions of dogma. He 
decided the question whether personality is to be 
ascribed to God or not by saying that men imagine 
Him according to their natural gifts as a personality 
or as non-personal. 

In thorough Hindu fashion Rimakrishpa judged 
that God Hinuelf is somehow or other present in an 
image and draws to Himself the worship given to it. 

He did not trouble about the universal religion 
comprising all religions within itself with which 
Debendranith Tagore, Keshab Chandra Sen and 
Dayinand Sarasvatl were concerned. What men 
believe he held to be of secondary imperunce. Piety 
is all that matters. Every religion, whatever its 
doctrine, becomes the true religion when man dedi¬ 
cates himself in love to God and serves his ne^hbour 
in love. So there is no sense in exchanging one 
religion for another. Union with God should be 
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sought by the Christians in Christianity, by the 
Mohammedans in Mohammedanism and by the 
Hindus in Hinduism. 

The most distinguished disciple of Rimakrishoa 
was Svimin Vivekinanda (1863-1902), whose real 
name was Narendra Nlth Dana. He was bom of a 
good Calcuna family of the Kfatriya (warrior) caste. 
In his youth he beo^e familiar with Indian scholar¬ 
ship and made some acquaintance with the philosophy 
and science of Europe. He first met R£makrisht>a 
as a boy of 17 in 1880, but did not immediately come 
under his influence. His rationalistic mind, influenced 
by reading John Stuart Mill, Herbert Spencer and 
Keshab Chandra Sen, adopted a critical attitude 
towards Rimakrishoa’s mystical piety. But little by 
little Rimakrishna’s great personality won power 
over him, especially firom the time when he had to 
struggle with the cares and stress of life. For after 
the sudden death of his father (1884), who had not 
managed to live within his means, it was discovered 
that the family was completely ruined. Narendra 
had to come to an understanding with the creditors 
and endeavour to earn a living to support his mother 
and brothers. From despair and rebellion against 
God, who permits misery to take its course in the 
world, he wrestled his way through to the peace which 
rests on faith, and from this starting-point learned to 
understand the piety of Rimakrithoa. Along with 
the change in heart the state of ecstasy gained for him 
a signiflcance which he shared with the Master. 
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But RinukrUhpa, familiar as he wai with the 
state of ecstasy, did not regard such a naturally 
experienced union with the Absolute as the most 
to be desired and highest of all experiences. He 
recognised that a piety which is concerned only with 
the tgo and its absorption into the Infinite is in danger 
of becoming egoistic and therefore valueless. So he 
forced himself to keep his thoughts directed to servi« 
within the world and made that also the duty of his 
favourite disciple. He opposed Vivekinanda's pr^ 
ject when he wanted to follow the example of his 
paternal grandfather, who at the age of twenty-five 
had left his wife and children and a high position in 
order to beconw a hermit. He impressed on him 
again and again that he was in the world to bring the 
true faith to man and to serve the poor and the 
wretched in the spirit of love. And VivekSnanda 

obeyed him. 
What is great in Rftmakrishija and Viveklnanda 

is that both experience and enjoy the state of ecstasy 
and are superior to it and draw their final criterion 
for the judgment of spiritual matters from ethical 

thought. 
After the Master's death, Viveklnanda lived a 

wandering life for several years, in the course of which 
he became familiar with nearly the whole of India. 
When he learned that on the occasion of the World 
Fair in Chicago there was to be a congress of all 
religions he resolved, in 189a, to attend it. On this 
journey he was pursuing a twofold object: he wanted 
to preach to the world the sublime knowledge of 
which India is the guardian and he wanted to collect 
in the wealthy countries of Europe and America the 
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material meaiis to alleviate the miseiy and poverty of 
India which on his travels he had learned to realise. 

It was at the moment of his departure for America 
that be assumed the name Vivekinanda. 

At the congress (September 1893) in a glowing 
speech be developed the thought of Rimakrishna 
that true piety is to be found in all religions and is 
higher than them all. 

After the congress he stayed on for over three 
years in America and Europe in order to make the 
Vedftnta doctrine known. The social work accom¬ 
plished in both continents compelled his admiration. 
But he did not penetrate far enough into Western 
thought to be able to establish relations with it and 

realise its right value. 
In the year 1897 he returned to India and sum¬ 

moned the inhabitants of that great empire to social 
activity. In May of the same year, with the aid of 
Rimakrishoa's other disciples, he founded the Rima- 
krishpa Mission. This was to make the Master's 
ideas known in India and throughout the world, to 
labour for the re-birth of India and to organise a 
service of love for the poor and wretched of the land. 

In the spirit of the Master, Vivekinanda laid 
down the principle that religion must be a religion of 
action. He ventured on such axioms as that the best 
religion consists in seeing ^fva in all human beings 
and especially in the poor, and that he alone worships 
God who helps and serves all living things. That the 
original pure religion of the Veda was this religion of 
love was for him a firmly established fact. 

Basir^ his arguments loosely on the Bhagavad- 
Gitl, which he interpreted in accordance with the 
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higher ethic he had reached, he taught that the soul 
can realise its unity with God by knowledge and self¬ 
submergence (Rajayoga) no less than by activity in 
duty and love (Karmayoga). 

Vivekftnanda was an impetuous innovator in the 
struggle against what was old, in so far as it was 
socially injurious. On the other hand, be stood, like 
R&makrishpa, for the maintenance of the popular 
Hindu faith and worship, because in these the people 
symbolically possessed and made active the doctrine 
of union with the Universal. 

From June 1899 to December 1900, weary and 
with health already undermined (he suffered from 
diabetes), he undertook a second tour in Europe and 
America. It was a grievous disappointment to him. 
He found in Western civilisation much less that was 
good and admirable than on his previous visit, and 
could not understand how it was that in many re¬ 
spects he had set so high a value upon it. He was 
more than ever convinced that to sat^y their spiritual 
and mental needs Europe and America must turn to 
what India has to offer them. 

On 4th July 1902, at the age of thirty-nine, he 
passed peacefully away. 

For us people of the West the great spiritual and 
ethical personality of Vivekinanda is rendered difficult 
to understand by what appears to us his boundless self- 
consciousness and by the bard, unjust and contradic¬ 
tory judgments in which he allowed himself to indulge. 

The work he founded, the R&makruhi>a Mission, 
still exists and is very effectual for good. 
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It is remarkable that the problem of deliverance 
from re-birth passes altogether into the background 
in modem Indian thought. The idea of mystical 
union with God ceases to be so intimately connected 
with the idea of reincarnation as was still the case, for 
example, in the Bhagavad-Glti. The fear of re- 
incarnation no longer plays the part it did in the 
Buddha’s time. Union with God is again striven 
after for iu own sake. And thus Indian mysticism 
again attains to its old spontaneity and freedom. It 
is true that it does not expr««Iy assert its immunity 
from the idea of transmigration under whose 
dominion it had Uved for centuries, but it ceases to be 

ruled by it. 
From the moment when the mysticism of self- 

devotion to God in ethical activity appears side by 
side with the mysticism of union with Him through 
knowledge and self-submeigence—from that moment 
the position of the doctrine of reincarnation is shaken. 
Up to then ethics were only considered in relation to 
reincarnation. By right action one could only attain 
to a better reincarnation, not to union with God. 
But now, in measure as the ethical finds acceptance in 
the mysticism of union with God, the idea of rein¬ 
carnation loses its significance. In modern Indian 
thought therefore the process that had been accom¬ 
plished under the pressure of natural necessity is 

completed. 
Nevertheless, Indian thought could not abandon 

the idea of reincarnation, for it had been handed down 
by tradition and by means of it a natural connection 
had been established between world and life negation 
and world and life affirmation. By reason of the idea 
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of reincanution Indian thought can be reconciled to 
the fact that ao many people in their minds and actions 
are still to engrossed in the world. U we assume that 
we have but one existence, there arises the insoluble 
problem of what becomes of the spiritual which 
hu lost all contact with the Eternal. Those who hold 
the doctrine of reincarnation are faced by no such 
problem. For them that non-spiritual attitude only 
means that those men and women have not yet 
atuined to the purified form of existence in which 
they are capable of knowing the truth and translating 

it into action. 
So the idea of reincarnation contains a most com¬ 

forting explanation of reality by means of which 
Indian thought surmounts difl^lties which baffle the 
thinkers of Europe. 

• 

Rim Mohan Ray, Debendranith Tagwv, Keshab 
Chandra Sen, Dayinand Sarasvatf, Rimakrtshoa and 
Vivekinanda stood for the furtherance of love in 
action without troubling about the question whether 
and how this ethical world and life affirmation could 
be united with their mysticism of world and life nega¬ 
tion. They professed certain opinions without system¬ 
atically thinking out and defining the world-view 
which corresponds with those opinions. 

Hinduism possesses an astonishing capacity for 
overlooking or setting aside theoretical problems 
because from time immemorial h has lived in a state 
of compromise between monotheism and polytheism, 
between pantheism and theism, between world and 
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life negation and world and life affirmation, and 
between lupra-ethical and ethical ways of regarding 
things. It does not go to the root of the questions 
with which it is concerned, but is only intent on finding 
practical, satisfying solutions. Mixing up old and 
new, it constructs a world>view out of what it regards 
as true and valuable, but it does not attempt to give it 
a real foundation. It holds that to be unnecessary. 
If this particular world-view is valuable because of the 
convictions it comprises, that is sufficient proof for 

Hinduism that H is right. 
So R*m Mohan Ray, Debcndranith Tagore, 

Keshab Chandra Sen, Dayinand Sarasvatl, Rima- 
kriihna and Vivekinanda endeavour rather to further 
the development of the Hindu world-view, than 
attempt to base it in reality. That is why they fail to 
realise that by their profession of the ethic of love in 
action they cut themselves loose from world and life 
negation. They think they can give Brahmanic 
mysticism a fresh interpretation in an ethical and 
life-affirming sense, just as if a piece of music written 
in the minor could be changed into the major key. 
As a matter of fact they have encountered the tremen¬ 
dous problem of ethical and world and life affirming 

mysticUm. 
It is partly because they live under the influence 

of the suthority of tradition that they are satisfied 
with compromise instead of really getting to the 
bottom of the problems of world-view. They do not 
like to confess to themselves that they are the repre¬ 
sentatives of intuitions and convictions which had 
not yet found expression when the Upanisbads and 
other sacred books were composed. So that is why 
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they endeavour to find their ideas in the ancient texts. 
But the only way they can succeed in this is by using 
all their skill in reading meanings into them which are 
not really there. 

The sufferings of the New Testament at the hands 
of its interpreters are certainly not trifling. But the 
sufferings of the Vedic hymns and the Upaoishads 
are far, far worse. 

Modem Indian thought is still without right 
feeling for concrete truth and truth based on reality 
because it has not yet attained to freedom. 

• • 

The philoeopby of Mahatma Gandhi is a world in 

itself. 
Bom at Porbandar in 1869, Gandhi is a member 

of the Vaifya Caste, the caste of merchants and agri¬ 
culturists. After attending Indian schoob up to hb 
eighteenth year, he came to London to study Law. 
In 1893 an Indian firm sent him to Souflt Africa to 
settle a lawsuit, and there he becan>e acquainted with 
the conditions under which the Indian immigrants 
were living. He settled in the country as a lawyer 
and up to 1914 was the leader of hb countrymen tn 
their struggles for their rights. As his method of 
warfare he chose passive resutance, and it proved 
successful. In the Boer War (1899) he joined up with 
other Indians as a volunteer in the Ambulance 
Service. When the Great War broke out he was in 
London and took part in the formation of an 
ambulance column of Indian volunteers. But at the 
end of the year 1914 he was obliged to return to India 

Q 
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on account of hia health, and there he began to atudy 
the economic and political problems of hit home 
country. The cause he made his own was the libera¬ 
tion of the Indian labourers who bad emigrated to the 
colonies from the regulation, which had the force of 
law, that they must be bound by a five years’ con¬ 
tract. He fought alto for the abolition of abuses 
on the indigo plantations in Northern India. He 
became the representative of the rights of the opera¬ 
tives in spinning factories in Ahmedabad who were at 
variance with their masters, and of the peasants of 
the Khaira district, who had got into debt through the 
failure of their harvest, when they were in conflict with 
the taxation authorities. By threatening or organis¬ 
ing passive resistance he always succeeded in gaining 
recognition for the demands he represented. 

When the War was over (ipip) he had recourM to 
similar methods to prevent the passing of exceptional 
laws against political agitators (the so-called Rowlatt 
Bills), but discovered that passive resisunce in the 
Panjtb led to violent revolutionary movements which 
were suppressed by the authorities with great severity. 
He was also disappointed that the British Govern¬ 
ment did nothing after the war to preserve the throne 
of the Sultan at Constentinople whom the Indian 
Mohammedans regarded as their religious overlord. 
In hia endeavour to bring about an agreement 
between the Hindus and Mohammedans he had made 

the claims of the latter his own. 
In Ipso in common with the Hindu and Moham¬ 

medan popular leaders he formed the momentous 
resolve to give up co-operation with the British 
Government. In the course of the passive resistance 
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movement to champion the idea of the independence 
of the Indian people and promote the boycott of 
imported factory<made materialt in favour of the 
resuscitation of Indian hand>spinning and hand* 
weaving.serious disturbances occurred in Bombay and 
Chauri Chaura. As the originator of civil resistance 
to the authority of the State, Gandhi was condemned 
to six years’ imprisonment, but after some time (1934) 
he was pardoned. In the years that follow^ the 
enmity which had broken out afresh between Hindus 
and Mohammedans caused him great grief. 

In recent years, withdrawn from politics, he has 
devoted himself mainly to the question of the social 
and ethical education of the people. In the forefront 
of the reforms that must be achieved he places the 
removal of the existing prejudices agairut memboa of 
the lowest castes, the so-called Untouchables, who 
number some fifty millions; the abolition of child 
marriage; the recognition of the principle that 
women should have equal rights with men ; and the 
complete control of alcohol and poisonous drugs. 

Never before has any Indian taken so much 
interest in concrete realities as has Gandhi. Others 
were for the most part contented to demand a charit¬ 
able attitude to the poor. But he—and in this his 
thought is just like that of a modem European— 
wants to change the economic conditions that are at 
the root of poverty. 

Ninety per cent of the population of India live in 
villages. During the dry season, which lasts for 
about six months of the year, work on the land is at a 
standstill. Formerly the people made use of this time 
for spinning artd weaving. But since materials 
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manufactured outside India as well as in Indian 
factories have governed the market, these home indus¬ 
tries have been ruined. It is because the villagers 
have lost their former income from these secondary 
occupations that there is so much poverty in country 
districts. And the idleness involved has disastrous 

results. 
Gandhi preaches a healthy feeling for reality when 

he tries to make it possible for the villagers to take up 
their hand-spinning and hand-weaving once more and 
tells them that it is their duty to do so. He rightly 
sees that here we have the preliminaries of a competi¬ 
tion between hand-work and machine-work and that 
the development of the situation must be guided as 
far as possible in the interest of the people. 

Gandhi is no blind enemy of machines. In so far 
as they are necessary he gives them their due. But 
he will not agree to their ruining a manual industry 
which in itself is capable of survival. He has great 
appreciation for the sewing-machine, but he still re¬ 
jects the motor-car although, as promoting inter¬ 
course between one village and another, it is in many 
respects the natural ally of home industries. 

His programme of village reform also includes the 
provision of better dwellir^ and better hygienic con¬ 
ditions, and the introduction of rational methods of 

fanning. 
The lust impulse to the high esteem in which he 

holds bodily labmir and the way of life of the a^- 
culturist and artisan canM to him from Ruikin's 
C/nU TAix Last, which he read while he was living in 
South Africa. He confesses that this book caused an 
immediate change in his view of life. 
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Gandhi’s feeling for reality is seen also in his reU* 
tions to the Ahiifisi commandment. He is not satis¬ 
fied with praising it, but examines it critically. He is 
concerned at the fact that in spite of the authority of 
this commandment there is in India such a lack of 
pity both for animals and mankind. He ventures to 
say, '* I hardly think that the fate of animals is so sad 
in any other country in the world as it is in our own 
poor India. We cannot make the English respon¬ 
sible for this ; nor can we excuse ourselves by plead¬ 
ing our poverty. Criminal neglect is the only cause 
of the deplorable condition of our cattle 

The fact that the Ahifrai commandment has not 
educated the people to a really compassionate attitude 
he attributes to its having bwn followed nwe in the 
letter than in the spirit. People have thought they 
were obeying it sufficiently by avoiding kilting and 
the causing of pain, while in reality the command¬ 
ment is only fulfilled by the complete practice of com¬ 

passion. 
It is not clear to Gandhi that it belongs to the 

original nature of the Ahirpsl commandment only to 
demand abstinence from killing and hurting, and not 
the complete exercise of compassion. He took upon 
himself to go beyond the letter of the law against 
killing, and this moreover in a case where he came 
into conflict with the Hindu reverence for btwTved 
cattle. He ended the lufierinp of a calf in its pro¬ 
longed death-agony by giving it poison. By this act 
he caused his Hindu adherents no less offence than 
when for the first time he received untouchables at bis 

settlement (Ashram). 
Thus in Gandhi’s ethical life affirmation Ahiipsi u 
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freed from the principle of non-activity in which it 
originated, and becomes a commandment to exercise 
full compassion. It becomes a different thing from 
what it was in the thought of ancient India. 

And through his feelings for reality Gandhi also 
arrives at the admission that the commandment not 
to kill and not to injure cannot be carried out in 
entirety, because man cannot maintain life without 
committing acts of violence. So with a heavy heart 
he gives permission to kill dangerous snakes and 
allows the farmer to defend himself against the mon¬ 
keys which threaten his harvest. 

It is one of the most important of Gandhi's acts 
that he compels Indian ethics openly to come to grips 

with reality. 
So great is his interest in what is worldly that he 

flit has sympathy with sports and games. He de¬ 
mands that in the schools as much time should be 
given to bodily exercises as to the training of the 
mind, and laments that in his boyhood there were no 
games, so that he had to be contented with long walks 
up hill and down dale. So in one corner hU world 
and life affirmation is marked " Made in England ”. 

But with this feeling for and interest in what is real, 
there is united in him a purely immaterial idea of what 
activity is. For him it is an established principle that 
material problems can only be solved by the Spirit. 
He is convinced that since all that happens in human 
affairs is conditioned by mind, things can only be im¬ 
proved by bringing about a different state of mind. 
So, in all that we undertake, we must be careful to 
make our own mind influence other minds. Accord¬ 
ing to him the only real forces at our disposal are the 
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>pirit of freedom from hatred and the spirit of love. 
He regards the belief that wortdly ends must be pur- 
sued by worldly methods as the fatal error which is 
responsible for the misery which prevails on this 

earth. 
Gandhi continues what the Buddha began. In 

the Buddha the spirit of love set itself the task of 
creating different spiritual conditions in the world ; 
in Gandhi h undertakes to transform aU worldly 

conditions. 
And according to Gandhi, political activity as well 

must be governed by the spirit of Ahiipsi. *' For 
me ”, he wrote in a letter, *‘ there are no politics that 
are not at the same time a religion.” 

But is the passive resbtance of which Gandhi 
makes such abundant use to realise hit objects r^ly 
a non-worldly method, derived from the spirit of 
Ahiq»4, of championing the cause of good in the 
world against its opponents ? Only pardy so. 

In themselves, Ahiipsi and passive ^tance are 
two quite different things. Only Ahiipsi is non- 
worldly ; passive resistance is worldly. 

The ancient Indian AhirpsS is an expression of 
world and life negation. It scU before it no aims that 
ire to be realised in the world, but is simply the most 
profound effort to attain to the state of keeping 
completely pure from the world. 

But Gandhi pUces Ahiipsi at the service of world 
and life affirmation directed to activity in the world. 
With him Ahitpsi engages in activity within the world 
and in this way it ceases to be what in essence it is. 

Passive resistance is a non-violent use of force. 
The idea is that by circumstances brought about 
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without violence pressure is brought to beer on the 
opponent end he is forced to yield. Being en etteck 
thet is more difficiilt to perry then en ective etteck, 
pessive resistance mey be the n>ore successful method. 
But there is also a danger thet this concealed applica* 
tion of force may cause more bitterness than an open 
use of violence. In any case the difference between 
passive end ective resistance is only quite relative. 

When Gandhi enlists AhirpsS in the service of 
pessive resistance he unites the non-worldly and the 
worldly. He has not been spared the painful esqieri- 
ence that in such circumstances the worldly may prove 
stronger then the non>worldly. 

One can even question whether this has not often 
been the case with himself. Most often he has 
applied the principle of paaaive resistance without 
leaving his opponent the necessary time to come to 
meet him half*way. There is in his character a 
vehemence which prevents him from patiently letting 
his confidence rest in the purely spiritual operation of 
an idea. He has never succe^ed in altogether 
controlling the agitator within his breast. 

He is confident that by the non>worIdly he can 
completely spiritualise and ennoble what is worldly, 
and he r^ly seriously believes that he can practise 
passive resistance entu^y in the spirit of freedom from 
hatred and of love. Again and again he points out to 
his followers that the justification, the reason and the 
success of what they join him in undertaking for the 
good of the people is dependent on whether their 
minds are completely purified. And again and again 
he emphasises his conviction that passive resistance, 
exercised in the spirit of Ahitpa, must not only be 
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concerned with the achievement of tht« purpose or 
that, but that its real aim must be to bring about a 
mutual understanding founded on love. The non* 
violent violence of passive resistance must merely 
form the river*bed for the flood-waters of the spirit of 
love. 

Thus, then, does Gandhi try to solve the problem 
whether, along with action by ethical and spiritual 
means, action by worldly means can also be justified. 
—he sets up the first as a principle and at ^e same 
time retains a minimum of worldly procedure, the 
exercise, namely, of non-violent force; and this be 
places at the service of the ethical and the spiritual. 

It must remain a question whether the restriction 
to non-violent force and the combination of this (« 
being the procedure regarded as the least worldly) 
with the ethical and spiritual method is the right 
solution of the problem. All mixing up of what is 
different in essence is an unnatural and dangerous 
proceeding. 

There can also come under consideration a solu¬ 
tion which refuses such a limitation of the use of force 
and in this way upholds the separation between the 
worldly and the ethical and spiritual. The method is 
as follows. In combination with the ethical and 
spiritual means, recourse will be had to worldly 
purposive procedure. But when the tise of force 
seents unavoidable, then as little force as possible will 
be employed. And h will be used in such a way that 
it is regarded only as a last expedient, and will be 
exercised, not in a worldly, but in an ethical spirit. 
The important thing is not that only non-violent force 
should be employed, but that all worldly purposive 
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action should be undertaken with the greatest poss- 
ible avoidance of violence, and that ethical considers, 
tions should #o dominate ourselves as to influence ^ 
the hearts of our opponents. In as far m possible 
restricting worldly procedure; in explaining and 
justifying It; in making it effective in ^e right way, 
through the ethical disposition which lies l^ind it: 
in suck an application of force in the spirit of non¬ 
violence lies the solution of the problern. But even if 
one doubts whether Gandhi’s n^ethod is right in itself 
and whether the way he has carried out his experi¬ 
ment can give satisfaction, one must nevertheless 
recognise his extraordinary service in having opened 
up the problem of activity and pointed to the profound 
truth that only activity in an ethical spirit can really 

accomplish anything. 
The fact that Gandhi has united the idea of 

Ahiirui to the idea of activity directed on the world 
has the imporunce not merely of an event in the 
thought of India but in that of humanity. Through 
him the attention of ethics is again directed to a fact 
which had been too much neglected : namely, that 
the use of force does not become ethically permiwible 
because it has an ethical aim, but that in addition it 
must be applied in a completely ethical disposition. 

In a conversation with his friend, the Rev. J. J. Doke, s 
Baptist minister of Johannesburg, Gandhi said that be got 
the idea of passive resistance in the spirit of Abiipsl from 
the sayings of Jesus, " But I say unto you, that ye resin Mt 
evil ”, and “ Love your enemies . . . pray for them which 
despitefuUy use you and persecute;^; that ye may be the 
children of your Father which is in heaven ”. And then 
his idea developed under the influence of the Bhagavad* 
Gill and Tolstoi’s “ The Kingdom of God is Within You 
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It is hftrd to explain the fact that Gandhi's attitude to 
war is not Mmpletely determined by Ahistpi. That be 
served in the War as a volunteer in the Azobulaoce 
Corps and would have done the tame in the Great War, if 
be had not been compelled by his health to give up the 
project, can be undentood by his anxiety to alleviate the 
misery of war; but that in India he tried to enlist volunteers 
for service as combatants is absc^utely irreconcilable 
with AhiipsA. He allowed hinuelf to be M utray by the 
consideration that by such hdp given in her time of need 
Bngland might be induced to recognise the rights of the 
Inthan People. But Ahiipsh it a principle high uplifted 
above all politia. 

And from the standpoint of AhitiuK it is strange that 
Gandhi regards it as so important that his people should 
retain the right to arm tbemtelves. 

Great as is his interest in reality, world and life 
negation rmvertfaeless plays a part in his mode of 
thought. 

He is concerned with the welfare of the people, 
but at the same time he disavows the ideal of aebiev* 
ing national prosperity. He wishes property to be 
restricted to what is absolutely necessary for the main« 
tenance of life. Even those who have the mearu 
shall not allow themselves to lead a life adjusted to 
higher pretensions. Through this ideal of the smallest 
possible needs and smallest possible possessions 
Gandhi expects that civilisation will be cured of its 
ills. The fact that he is in agreement srith Tolstoi 
about this is to him a proof that he is championing 
the right. 

World and life negation is very strongly expressed 
in his Conf«tsi«n 0/ Faith (1909) which treats of true 
civilisation. In this he adjudges to quack medicine 
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a superiority over modem medical science. ” The 
salvation of India ", so runs one passage, *' Ues in its 
forgetting all it has learnt during the last fifty years. 
Railways, telegraphs, hospitals, lawyers, doctors and 
the rest must one and all disappear, and the so-called 
upper classes must learn conscientiously, piously and 
thoughtfully to lead the life of the simple peasant 
because they reci^nise that this is the life that bestows 

real happiness upon us." 
Later, in prison, while suffering the tortures of 

appendicitis, he resolved to accept the aid which the 
modem scientific art of healing he had so severely 
condemned could bring him. He allowed an opera¬ 
tion to be performed. But he cannot get rid of the 
thought that in this he acted contrary to hU real 
conviction. " I admit ”, he wrote in a letter to a 
Brahmin ascetic who had taken him to task about 
this apostasy, " that it was a weakness of soul to 
submit to the surgical operation. Had I been 
altogether free from self-seeking, 1 should have 
resigned myself to the inevitable; but I was mastered 
by the wish to go on living in this body of mine." 

Of late he has nevertheless allowed that modem 
medicine and modem hospitals may be in some 

measure justified. 
His world and life n^ation comes to full expres¬ 

sion when he not only demands the taming of the 
desires but sets up the ideal of celibacy. 

He knows from experience the misery of child-marriage. 
His family brought about his manisge when be was thir¬ 
teen years of age. His wife has proved a faithful and 
patient life-companion. Four ions were bom of the 
marriage. 
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Gandhi supports celibacy on two grounds. The 
hrst is his view that only the man who has renounced 
all desires possesses the spirituality necessary for true 
activity. He wrote once, *' Whoever wishes to dedi¬ 
cate himself to the service of his country or to perceive 
something of the glory of the truly religious life, must 
lead a life of chastity, whether he be married or 
unmarried ”■ The second reason lies in his belief in 
reincarnation. To a question as to his attitude to 
marriage, he replied, “ The goal of life is redemption. 
As a Hindu I believe that this redemptiorv—we call it 
Mokfa—consists in deliverance from re-birth; it is 
then that we burst the fetters of the flesh, it is then 
that we become one with God. Now marriage is a 
hindrance on the way to the highest goal in so far 
namely aa it draws the bonds of the flesh still tighter. 
Celibacy on the other hand is a powerful aid, for it 
makes it possible for us to lead a life of complete 
devotion to God." 

But in spite of this strong world and life negation, 
Gandhi can no longer make his own the old ideal 
which is part and parcel of it—the ideal of a life 
withdrawn from the world. His friend the Brahmin 
ascetic, who advised him to retire to a cave and live 
for meditation alone, received the reply, " I am striv¬ 
ing to reach the Kingdom of Heaven which is called 
the liberation of the soul. In order to reach this I 
need not seek refuge in a cave. I carry my cave 
with me. . . 

By a magnificent paradox Gandhi brings the idea 
of activity and the idea of world and life negation into 
relationship in such a way that he can regard activity 
in the world as the highest form of renunciation of 
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the worid. In a letter to the Brahmin aacetic, be 
uyi, " My service to my people is part of the discip¬ 
line to which I subject myielf in order to free my soul 
from the bonds of the flesh. ... For me the path to 
salvation leads through unceasing tribulation in the 
service of my fellow-countrymen and humtanity.” 

So in Gandhi’s spirit modem Indian ethical worid 
and life affirmation and a world and life negation 
which goes back to the Buddha dwell side by side. 

• • 

Modern Indian thought makes a noble attempt to 
get really clear about itself in Rabindranath Tagore, 
the son of Debendranath Tagore. 

Rabindranath Tagore (b. x86i) is at the same time 
thinker, poet and musician. He has himself tranri^ his 
important works into English. 'The attenuon of Europe 
was directed to him by his becoming the reapient of the 
Nobel Prise for Literature in ipij. For many years he 
has Uved at Santiniketan in Bengal, where sinee xpsx he has 
built up a school and college on modern educatxonal hues. 

His world view is found meet dearly expressed m 
his book S&dkanA (English edition 19x3* German ipsi). 
It lectures delivered at Harvard Univetstty. 
ssdh»"« means “ attainment ”, in a figurative sense 
“ fulfilment 

With T^ore it is no longer a question of world 
and life negation making larger or smaller concessions 
to world and life affirmation. Ethical world and life 
affirmation has completely triumphed. It governs 
his world-view and will suffer nothing of world and 

life negation beside it. 
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Tagore recognises also that thought must decide 
either for world and life negation or for world and 
life affirmation. For the sake of ethics he decisively 
declares himself in favour of world and life affirma¬ 
tion. This has all the significance of a really great 
deed. Aprocessofdevelopmentwhichhasbeengoing 
on for centuries reaches in him its namral conclusion. 

Tagore falls it an aberration of oriental thought 
that though it is occupied only with the question of 
union with God, yet it does not permit man to reach a 
positive relationship to the world which proceeded 
from God. He has some hard words for the Sann- 
yisins (ascetics) who devote themselves to renuncia¬ 
tion of the world. Similarly, however, he condemns 
the European who has lost inwardness and whose 
activity in the world no longer resultt 6om spiritual 
self-surrender to God. He demands both things to¬ 
gether : that man should bdong to God with his soul 
and serve Him actively in His world. 

Joy in life and joy in creation belong, according 
to Tagore, to the nature of man. We cannot, he 
argues, rest content with only accomplishing what 
conduces to the preservation and enjoyment of our 
life, but if our humanity is not stunted we also have 
in us the impulse to act in harmony with the World 
Spirit and lend a hand in perfecting the Universe. 

“ Of course it is obvious that the world serves us and 
fulfils oiir needs, but our relation to it does not end there. 
We are bound to it with a deeper and truer bond than that 
of necessity. Our soul is drawn to H; our love rf life is 
really our wish to continue our relation with this great 
world. Thisrelstionisoneoflove”(.Si^A«»id,ch. v.p. lie). 

Because of the mysterious interest he takes in the 
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world, m*n constantly seeks to enlai^e the domain of 
his knowledge and power. He wishes that the bless¬ 
ings of well-being shall fall to the lot of all; that 
wisdom and justice shall reign ; that relief shall be 
found for pain and suffering; that art and poetry 
ihall be developed and shall ennoble men’s minds, 
and that the mysterious forces of Nature shall be made 
serviceable in realising for us illimitable progress. 

Mankind, then, is to atuin to true civilisation. 
But true civilisation, according to Tagore, is only 
present where rules the profoundest and noblest spirit 
of humanity. Material achievements are something 
that is relative. They only end in blessing for 
us when nriankind also makes progress in matters 

spiritual and ethical. 
** CivilUation mutt be judged and prized, not by the 

of power it has develop, but by bow much it has 
evolved and given expression to, by its laws and institutions, 
tbe love of humanity ” (Sddkana, ch. v. p. iii). 

So Tagore represents an ethical world and life 
affirmation governed by the ideal of true humanity to 

—though he fails to establish this fact—the 
noblest thinkers of the West, a Shaftesbury (167*- 
1713), a Kant (1724-1804) and a Fichte (1762-1814) 
have professed adherence before him. 

For in European thought, although by its very 
nature it is in danger of not sufficiently keeping men 
on the path of inwardness, and has altog^er too 
much neglected this aspect of life, there may yet be 
discerned profound and heartfelt world and life 

affirmation. 
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It U a we&kness in Tagore that be triea to proclaim 
his world and life affirming ethical mysticism as 
ancient Indian wisdom. He will not admit that 
Indian thought has gone through a process of de> 
velopment. 

To justify his arbitrary interpretation of the andeot 
texts, he lays down the theory that we are not con* 
cem^ at all with determining their original meaning. 
All that matters is to recognise the meaning they have 
for us and to show forth in our lives the truth we find 
in them for ourselves. 

“ This is the reason why the teachings of out greatest 
prophets give rise to ezHlless disputations when ve try to 
understand them by foUowing theii words and not by 
realising them in our own lives. The men who tie cursed 
with the gift of the literal mind are the unfortunate ones 
who are always busy with their nets and neglect the fishing " 
{SAikani, ch. hr. p. 7a). 

But, to continue Tagore's meUphor, those who have iwt 
the literal mind fish with nets that are Q1 cared for and full 
of holes, and that too is wrong. 

By the people who an cursed with the gift of the literal 
mind Tagore means the European scholars who busy 
themselves with critical scientific invesdgatkai in order to 
define the original meaning of the Vcdk writings and to 
make clear the difference between the artcient Brahmin 
supra-ethical world arid life negation and the neo-liKUan 
ethical mysticiim of union with God. 

That we ought to determirte and accept the original 
literal meaning of the Vedic texts is a principle which 
we dare not override. Even historical Truth it 
Truth, and must be respected as such. Thought 
must be absolutely independent and fearless. 

Tagore gets the evidence that his ethical world and 
R 
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life afiirmation is contained in the Vedic writings by 
setting forth certain world and life affirming sen¬ 
tences of the Upanishads in such a way that they 
describe God as the loving Creator of a Universe filled 
with wonderful harmony and tell of the joyous self- 
devotion of man to Him and to His work. He does 
not allow their due to the powerful passages of the 
Upanishads which describe the Brahman as pure 
Being without any qualities and treat of union with 
Him in renunciation of the world and in non-activity. 

Tagore is in the right when he draws our attention 
to the presence of world and life affirmation in the 
Upanishads and right too in the value he lays upon it. 
We Europeans have inherited from Schopenhauer 
and Deussen a tendency to give too little attention to 
the ideas of world and life affirmation which are found 
in the Upanishads. It is a fact that world and life 
negation and world and life affirmation are found side 
by side in the Upanishads. But—and the critical 
scientific scholars are clearer about this than is 
Tagore—world and life negation in the Upanishads 
is the newly discovered great truth which over¬ 
shadows world and life afiirmation. 

In the construction of an ideal of living for the 
Brahmin, world and life negation makes far-reaching 
concessions to world and life affirmation. But it 
retains its predominance in thought, and in theory it 

is the current truth. 
We must also consider the relationship in which 

the world and life affirmation expressed in the 
Upanishads stands to ethics. We find there an ethic 
which is concerned only with the virtues and duties 
enforced by the authority of tradition. The Upani- 
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sba<ls have not got so far as to know of an ethic baaed 
on thought and therefore know nothing either of the 
union of such an ethic with world and life affirmation 
as it is effected in the thought of Tagore. Certainly 
Tagore can point in the Upanishads to world and life 
affirmation and ethics existing side by side. But 
b not his own profound ethical world and life affinna> 
tion which he possesses in common with the rMblot 
thinkers of modem Europe. That only came into 
being after a long process of historical develop¬ 
ment. 

If the ethical world and life affirmation which 
Tagore thinks he finds in the Upanishads had really 
been contained in them, a Will to ethkal progress 
must have resulted from it in the very period of the 
Upanishads, and this Will could not have done other¬ 
wise than demand social reforms. That the spirit of 
India through long centuries merely accepted the 
most terrible abuses as appertaining to this world and 
has only in modem times attempted to create better 
conditions proves that there was not yet present in the 
Upanishads—though single phrases may be inter¬ 
preted in this sense—that ethical world and life 
affirmation founded on thought which bids man 
engage in personal idealistic activity in the world. 

Truth retjuires rM> other authority than that which 
it contains within itself. If the witness of the past 
can be brought forward to support it, it more easily 
finds recognition and more easily gains currency than 
without that witness. But a truth must never be 
violently interpolated into the thought of an earlier 
period in order that it may there find justification. 
In itself Truth possesses such power of carryii^ 
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conviction that it has no need to turn to History to 
beg for a recommendation. 

When he attempts to give a solid foundation to 
the world-view of ethical worid and life affirmation, 
Tagore, like the Western thinkers who undertake a 
simUar task, is faced by the three great problems: 
(l) how the Primal Cause of Being can be regarded 
as an ethical personality; (2) in how far the Universe 
and what happens in it can be explained as ethical 
and fraught with meaning; (3) in how far human 
activity in union with the creative Spirit of the 

Universe is conceivable. 
Tagore does not uke into account the difficulty of 

thinking of the Primal Cause of Being as also a 
personality, let alone an ethical personality. With 
magnihcent ingenuousness he simuluneously identi¬ 
fies God with the Universe and regards Him as its 
Creator. It matters nothing to him that he is think¬ 
ing on dualistic lines if he speaks even once only of 
God as the Creator of the world. He wanders to and 
fro between monism and dualism as if there were no 

gulf between them. 
What is great about the Brahmins is that they do 

not apply the conception of God which had its rise in 
the popular religion to the Primal Cause of Being. 
But Tagore does so without feeling the need of 
justifying himself on this score. Just as if he were 
not the descendant of Brahmins, be mixes up belief 
and thought just as Europeans did for so long. 

He does not even pay the attention it demands to 
the diffioilty of attributing an ethical character to 

the Primal Cause. 
In order to be able to regard the Universe as 
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having a meaning—here again just as we Europeans 
used to do—he interprers it in such a way as to 
attribute meaning to it. And to do this be actually 
goes back to the ancient Brahmanic idea that the 
sensuous world is a play which God stages for Himself. 
For the Brahmins-'^d even as late as the Bhagavad* 
Giti—this play consists in a series of events which 
cannot be further explained. But Tagore, because 
he stands for ethical world and life affirmation, is 
obliged, like Fichte, to seek to understand the play 
as the profoundest expression of the divine nature. 
God, he explains, makes the Universe proceed from 
Himself because His nature is love. Love can only 
realise itself in the fusion of two individualities. So 
God must have beside Him something which possesses 
a certain independence in its relation to Him. 

" Not only in our self but also in nature is there this 
separateness from God, which has been described as mdyd 
by out philooophen, because the separateness does not 
exist by itself, it does not limit God’s infinity from outside. 
It is his own will that has imposed limits to itself, just M the 
chess-player restricu his will with regard to the moving of 
the chessmen. The player willingly enters into definite 
lelatioas with each parti^ar piece and realises the joy 
hii power by these very restrictions. It is not that he cannot 
move the chessmen just as he pleases, but if he does so then 
there csm be no play. If God assumes his idle of omnipo¬ 
tence, then his creation is at an end and his power loea ^ 
its meaning. For power to be a power must act within 
limits '* (SdJAamI, ch. iv. p. 86). 

“ As by the limiu of law nature is separated from God, 
so it is the limits d its egoism which separate the self from 
him. He has willingly set limiU to his will, and has given 
us mastery over the little world of our own. . . . The 
reason of it is that the will, which is love’s will and therefore 
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fr«e, can have ita joy only in & union with another free 
wm ” {SddJtaMd, ch. tr. pp. 86, 87)- 

Thus this of love iflIX) between God and the 
hitman soul goes On unceasingly for ever and ever. If the 
soul realises that it is the bride oi the Lord of the Universe, 
it knows also that the Universe is its own home. “ Then 
all her services become services of love, all the troubles end 
tribuletioas of life oome to her as trials triumphantly borne 
to prove the strength of her love, smilingly to win the wager 
from bet knrer ” {Sidkomd, di. viii. p. z6i). 

SimiUr thoughts are found in Western mystics inspired 
by the Song of Solomon. 

So the Brahmantc explanation of the Universe as 
a play, which originated in world and life negation, is 
tranifcrred by Tagore to world and life affirmation 
and there receives quite a new significance. 

In Tagore's belief, as in that of the Western repre¬ 
sentatives of ethical world and life affirmation, the 
infinite Universe was created for man. That man 
should be united to God in love is regarded as the 
fulfilment of the meaning of the Universe. 

Tagore cannot admit that human thought must 
accept the Universe as something inexplicable. Like 
the European rationalists of the i8ch century he tries 
to interpret it optimistically and maintains that it is 
governed by beauty, harmony and order. What we 
observe in the world of ugliness, disharmony, disorder 
and sorrow is intended, he explains, to dissolve into 
beauty, harmony, order and joy. All misfortune 
that ^falls a man, if he knows the right way of 
meeting it, ends in happiness. 

*' Through our sense of truth we realise law in creadon, 
atw4 through our sense of beauty we realise bsumony in the 
Universe ” (Siditamd, di. vii. p. tsi). 
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We think we ere luteniog to Sheftesbury. 

According to Tegore no kind of pcssimietic view 

hu any justification. He regards pessimism as a 

pose of brain and heart. 

He takes as little account of the difficulties of the 

problem of action for furthering the purposes of the 

Spirit of the Universe as does Fichte. He simply 

assumes that all action in which man gets beyond his 

litde tgc serves towards the realisation of the world- 

purpose. The world-will, he says, is for us no alien 

thing. We experience it in ourselves. All that 

matters is that we should completely surrender our¬ 

selves to it. In a certain sense the world must become 

our larger body and our *g9 must expand into the 

world-r/o. 

The French philosophers Alfred FouDUe (18^1913) 
and Jean Mark Guyau (1654-18&8) also talk of a similar 
expansion of the ago. But by this they understand only 
th^ man feels himself so united ethically to other beings 
that he experiences their faU at if it were his own and b as 
much concerned for them as for himself. 

With Tagore it is not merely a question of the 

ethical expansion of the tgo, but also of an expansion 

which results from the increased capacity for action. 

“ Thus, through the help of scieiKe, u we come to know 
more of the laws of nature, we gain in power j we tend to 
attain a unWeiul body. Our organ of sight, our organ of 
locomotton, our physical strength becomes world-wide; 

m and ekctri^ become our nerve and musde. . . . 
And in thb age of science it b our endeavour fully to 
ettablbh our to our world-self. . . . Really, there b 
no limit to our powen, for we are r»t outside the universal 
power which b the expression of universal law ” (SirfAsstf, 

ch. uL pp. 61, 6a). 
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In the exercise es an ethical personality of activity 
in correspondence whh every form of his capacity, man, 
according to Tagore, experiences union with God in 
love. In his own person he realises Him who is the 
highest Self. His love is united to the eternal Love. 

" All that we can ever strive after is to become 
ever more one with God 

Tagore sets up the true ideal of ethical world-view 
when in similar fashion he demands spiritual as well 
as active union with inflnite Being and derives 
activity from spiritual sources. But he cannot suc¬ 
ceed in basing this world-view on real knowledge of 
the Universe. He derives it from an optimistic- 
ethical interpretation of the world which is related to 
that of Shaftesbury and Fichte and is as little capable 
of satisfying critic^ thought as theirs is. 

When Indian thought takes ethical world and life 
affirmation seriously, it finds itself—as we see in 
Tagore—facing the same problems, and finally 
attempting the same solutions, as the thought of 
Europe. 

In Tagore's magnificent thought-symphony the 
harmonica and modulations are Indian. But the 
themes remind us of those of European thought. 

His doctrine of Soul-in-ail-things is no longer that 
of the Upanishads, but that of a mode of thought 
under the influence of modem natural science. 

Tagore has not yet studied the question whether 
ethical idealism must not renounce—and whether it 
can renounce—the claim that its foundatioiu rest on 
knowledge of the Universe. It is a thought which, 
for him, still lies quite beyond the horizon. 

So he is as little able as the others who had 
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attempted it before him really to found the world>view 

of ethical world and life affirmation on knowledge 

of the Universe. But the Goethe of India gives ex* 

presaion to his personal experience that this is the 

truth in a manner more profound, more powerful and 

more charming than any man has ever done before 

him. This completely noble and harmonious thinker 

belongs not only to his own people but to humanity. 

Aurobindo Ghose (fi. 1872), like Tagore, attempts 

to explain Brahmanic mysticism in the sense of 

ethical world and life affirmation. In earlier years he 

felt himself called to political scthrity for the libera¬ 

tion of India from British rule, but in the year 1910 be 

withdrew, aa Tagore had already done, from politics, 

and since then has lived in Pondicherry solely occu¬ 

pied with the renewal of Indian thought. He wants 

to lead his countrymen out of the temples and out of 

the narrowness of the schools of learning into life it¬ 

self. The past", be says, " must be sacred to us, 

but the future still more sacred He is as firmly 

convinced as Vivekinanda that the spirit of India is 

destined to lead mankind, while Tagore sets his hopes 

on a philosophy in which the thought of the East 

and the thought of the West will unite in sharing what 

is best and most profound in each other’s spiritual 

possessions. 

It is too soon to judge in how far the latest Indian 

philosophy, which is represented by a number of men 

of remarluble talent, is really free and creative, and 

in how far it grasps the full import of the problems it 

has to face. 

S. Radhakrishoan (fi. 1888) is strongly influenced 

by Tagore. 



CHAPTER XVI 

LOOKING BACKWARD AND FORWARD 

AS & valuable gift from the magical mysticism 
which was its starting-point, Indian thought re¬ 

ceived the perception that world-view is mysticism, 
that is to say the spiritual union of man with infinite 
Being. What is great about it is that it holds fast to 
this belief unswervingly. 

But from magical mysticism it also derived world 
and life negation. 

In the hands of the Brahmins it dropped out of 
the natural key of world and life affirmation into the 
unnatural key of world and life negation. It could 
not, however, continue in this key permanently, but, 
constrained by ethics, had to modulate back into the 
original key of world and life affirmation. 

Thus the development of Indian thought was de¬ 
termined by a conflict between world and life negation 
and world and life affirmation. But this warfare be¬ 
tween giants went on in secrecy and in silence. The 
two views did not make their appearance by an open 
opposition of fundamental principles, but the issue 
was decided by world and life negation making ever 
greater concessions to world and life aflirmation, 
which more and more prevailed over the world and 
life negation which had been maintained as long as 
possible as a fundamental principle. 

«5o 
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Erea the Brthmins of antiquity to worid and life 
affirmation the great cooceuion that it wai only during the 
second half of their lives that they b^ao actually to practise 
world and life negation. 

World and life denial is to a very great extent qualified 
when the Buddha falls away from strict asceticua and 
makes a general demand for inner freedom from the world 
rather than for outward denial of the world practised in 
detail. And in his ethics we already find the idm of action. 
But the Buddha does not venture so far u to world 
aiKl life negatioa from the standpoint of ethics. 

In the Bhagavad'Gilh action and abstentioa horn 
action are recognised as equally justified. Indeed action 
is placed even higher than lefraining from action. But 
this is based in such a way on the idm of telf-devotiao to 
God that world and life twgation, although as a matter of 
fact it loses iu validity, is not in principle denied. 

In proportion as ethics are develop and gain signifi¬ 
cance in Indian thought, and in proportion as the justifica¬ 
tion of action is dir^ly based on ethical neoetsity, so it 
becomu impossible for world and life negatkm still to be 
maintaiised even in theory. Ifethics, as they must, proceed 
in a i[urit of love to engage in action aimed at the creation 
of better conditions in tbe world, they thereupon enter into 
open opposition to world and life denial. 

What happens in Indian thought confirnu the 
result of pure reflection: namely, that the world-view 
of world and life negation has not equal justification 
with that of world and life aflirmation and cannot 
enter into competition with it. By its very nantre U 
is impracticable. In measure as it becomes ethical, 
it ceases to exist. 

• • 

Western and Indian thought are both, each in its 
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own way, incomplete and do not go far enough. If 
one wants to give each its due, one must not only 
look to their fundamental difference, but mutt also 
take into consideration the fact that both are under¬ 
going change. 

The change began simultaneously in both, about 
the middle of the 19th century. 

In European thought the change consists in being 
unable to maintain the truth of the world-knowledge 
on which it has hitherto rested, and having now to 
attempt to establish the world-view of ethical world 
and life affirmation by processes of thought that 
are absolutely condition^ by reality. For Indian 
thought the t^ is to give up world and life negation 
and adjust itself to ethical world and life affirmation. 

Western thought was capable of representing the 
highest ideals so long as it was unsophisticated enough 
to regard its interpretation of the world in the sense 
of ethical world and life affirmation as knowledge of 
the Universe. The reproach that it fails to confer on 
mankind sufficient inwardness and spirituality really 
applies only to present-day, and not to earlier, 
thought. In the men of the i8th and even of the 
beginning of the 19th century the idea of action is 
found united with splendid spirituality and inward¬ 
ness. The fact that European thinking is not 
mystical but doctrinaire had then scarcely made itself 
felt. By its explanation of the Universe it brought 
man into spiritual relationship with infinite Being. 
But when it was forced to abandon that explanation, 
then it not only became a question how it could give 
to the convictions of man a foundation derived ^m 
his spiritual relationship to infinite Being, but there 
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vns tUo a danger of its renouncing the hope of 
exploring this problem at alt. 

In the middle of the ipth century the explanation 
of the Universe offered by speculative philosophy, and 
that drawn from ethical world and life affirrution in 
general both completely collapsed. The systems of 
Fichte, Schelling and Hegel were last attempts to 
uphold something of that explanation. Thenceforth 
Western thought had to resign itself to a discussion 
of reality. But it could not succeed in basing ideals 
of ethical world and life affirmation upon a reality 
which could be neither interpreted nor idealised, and 
thus it came to abandon part of its position. It 
represents a world and life affirmation which is no 
longer completely ethical. Instead of retaining the 
ideals which correspond to the profoundest ethical 
world and life affirmation and undertaking to re-shape 
reality in accordance with them, it endeavours now 
to derive ideals from reality. And it reaches a point 
where it no longer allows man to be preoccupied with 
his relation to infinite Being, but only with his relation 
to human society. 

This is what is so petty and so thoroughly in 
accordance with the spirit of the age in the philoaophy 
of Nietuche, namely that it is really only concerned 
with man and society and knows nothing of the 
problem of man and the Universe. In this philo¬ 
sophy the Universe is a mere stage-setting. 

Western thought is not governed like mystical 
thought by the idea that the one thing needful is the 
spiritual union of man with infinite Being, and there¬ 
fore (if it is obliged to renounce the hope of attaining 
to a knowledge of the Universe that corresponds to 
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ethica] world and life affirmation), it is in danger of 
saying it is satisfied not only with lowered ideals, but 
alM with an inferior conception of world>view. That 
is the tragedy that is being enacted before our eyes. 

• • 
• 

It is easy to understand that Indian thought feels 
superior to this mode of thinking which has fallen 
into confusion and suffered damage in its struggle 
with reality. But if it believes itself superior to 
Western thought as such, this only proves that it is 
insufficiently acquainted with that thought and does 
not rightly appreciate its practical achievements. 

Vivekinanda and others are willing and glad to 
concede to European thought that it has the capa¬ 
city for making scientific discoveries, for creating 
machines, for organising the life of society in an ex¬ 
pedient fashion, and in gerteral for accomplishing the 
work of civilisation. But in their utterances they take 
it as a noatter of course that Indian thought is far 
superior in its achievements so far as thinking is 
concerned. Vivekinanda wants ** to revolutionise 
the world '* with the eternal verities which are in 
the possession of India. According to a saying of 
Aurobindo Ghose, India holds in its hand the key to 
the progress of humanity. 

Vivekinanda and the rest believe the world must 
accept mysticism from India. They do not take into 
consideration that in Western thought there is mysti¬ 
cism of a similar nature to and no less valuable than 
the mysticism in Indian thought. They work with 
the fiction that Indian thought alone is capable of 
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profundity and piety. They do not understand that 
mysticism only fails to ma^ headway in European 
thoug[ht because it cannot comply with the demands 
of ethical world and life affirmation. 

It cannot remain hidden from Indian thinkers that 
their own mysticism is in this respect still lest satisfy* 
ing. From time to time Viveklnanda expresses 
himself quite despairingly to the effect that the West 
can point to such great social achievements, whilst in 
India, the home of the eternal verities, so little is done 
for the poor and the suffering. On one occasion he 
confesses, " No society puts its foot on the neck of the 
wretched so mercilessly as does that of India In 
one of his letters to Indian friends one finds the 
sentence, '* So far as the spiritual and mental qualities 
are concerned, the Americans are greatly our inferiors, 
but as a social community they are superior to 

us 
Viveklnanda dares not probe to its depths tbe 

question why Indian mentality is so poor in works. 
He puts the responsibility on the indifference of 
individuals. He will itot admit to himself that the 
guilt lies with a mode of thinking which involves with* 
drawal from the world. He cannot concede indeed 
that Indian thought has undergone any development 
and that the idea of active love has only begvn Co play 
a part within it in recent times. 

• • 
• 

Indian thought is only at the beginning of the 
change which it has to go through, The simple 
recognition of ethical world and life affirmation is not 
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enough. The new cuwot be simply dovetsiled into 
the old. It is of the nsture of leaven. 

World and life negation enables Indian thought to 
avoid trying conclusions with reality. But world and 
life affirmation involves a compulsion to relate every* 
thing to the facts of reality. It will work itself out in 
Indian in the same way as in European thought. 
Indian thought will not be able to preserve the in¬ 
genuousness it still possesses, but through world 
and life affirmation h will be led on to the path 
of realism which Western thought was forced to 
tread. 

The thought of India to^lay is that of a period of 
transition. In the period which is approaching it 
must find enough insight and courage to examine 
itself and to shake off what cannot be reconciled with 
the spirit of reality. In its knowledge of the Supra- 
sensuous it must determine to keep within the bounds 
set to our power of perception, must determine to 
renounce the aid of fantasy and poetry on which it has 
drawn so plenteously up to the present, to give up the 
elastic conception of truth of which it has hitherto 
availed itself and determine finally to make itself 
independent of the authority of tradition. 

We await the Indian thinker who will expound to 
us the mysticism of spiritual union with infinite 
Being as it is in itself, not as it is set down in the 
ancient texts or according to the meaning read into 
them by their interpreters. 

It belongs to the nature of mysticism that it is 
timeless and appeals to no other authority than that of 
the truth which it carries within it. 

The pathway from imperfect to perfect recognised 
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truth leftds through the valley of reality. European 
thought has already descended into this valley. 
Indian thought is still on the hill on this side of it. 
If it wishes to climb to the hill beyond, it must £nC go 
down into the valley. 

Because the thought of India is still unsophisti¬ 
cated, it is still self-conscious and busied with its 
mission to the world. The deepest thinking is 
bumble. It is only concerned that the flame of truth 
which it keeps alive should burn with the strongest 
and purest heat; it does not trouble about the dis¬ 
tance to which its brightness penetrates. 

• • 
• 

So Western and Indian thought face together the 
task of finding for the mysticism of ethical world and 
life aflinnation foundations that are based on what 
accords with reality. 

If thought, in so far as it has attempted it, has not 
been able to solve this problem, the esqilanation is 
that it has laboured under the mistake that world¬ 
view can and must be founded on knovdedge of the 
Universe. 

‘ But we possess no knowledge of the Universe 
which can point us to a world-purpose at whose ser¬ 
vice we have to place our ethical activity. It was 
because thought Sieved it could not get on without 
knowledge of the Universe that it created such 
knowledge for itself by its interpretation of the 
Universe. 

The dualistic world-views contain an interpretation 
of the world in the sense of ethical worid and life 

s 
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•ffirmation, but wch interpretttioo, though it may be 
more obscure, is also found in mysticism when it has 
any kind of ethical and world and life affirming 

character. 
The mysticism which denies the world and life has 

no need of an explanation of the Universe, It is 
contented with esublishing the fact that the only 
sensible course of action which men have to take into 
account U to reflect on their identity with the Spirit of 
the Universe. But as soon as mysticism stands for 
the thought that man has to realise spiritual unity 
with eternal Being in action as well, it must corre¬ 
spondingly advance towards an explanation of the 
Universe. Now it sees itself compelled in some way 
or other to adc^t the thought that the World-Spirit is 
creative Will and can therefore only attain to con¬ 
sciousness of itself in men who engage in action in 
conformity with the World-Will. 

But this explanation cannot be sustained because 
the World-Will remains to us an enigma. Wherever 
it is put forward, in the Bhagavad-Giti, in Fichte, in 
Tagore and the rest, it ends in saying that man has to 
take part in the drama of action which the World- 
Spirit stages for Itself. But it is impoesiblc to make 
this drama and participation in it comprehensible as 
being fraught with meaning and ethicri. For by its 
very nature a play can neither be full of meaning 
nor ethical. It treats merely of fantasies of thought 

which only represent something because of the mag¬ 
nificent words in which they are clothed. Reduced 
to their simplest terms, they are absolutely unsatis- 

So the mysticism of world and life affirmation, like 
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that of world and life n«gadon, is obliged to renounce 
knowledge of the Universe. 

• • 
• 

But how can man become one with the World* 
Spirit in action when he confesses to himself that both 
the nature and the aim of its creative activity remain 
for him a secret ? 

The activity of the World-Spirit is a riddle to us 
because it runs its course in creation and in devasta¬ 
tion, in bringing forth and in destroying life. What 
happens in Nature therefore cannot enable us to de¬ 
duce the principle for an activity by which we can step 
out of an existence for ourselves alone in order to 
influence the world in the sense of the World-S^t. 
So that for us there can really be no question of 
activity in co-operation with the Spirit oi the Uni¬ 
verse, but only of devoting ourselves to an activity 
through which we may experience spiritual union 
with that Spirit. Only when thought has recognised 
this fact does it finally free itself from the endeavour 
to base world-view openly or covertly on knowledge of 
the Universe. 

We feel that the activity by which we become one 
with the Spirit of the Universe is ethical activity. 
How can we understand this ? 

Only a complete ethic has mystical significance. 
An ethical system which is only concerned with the 
attitude of man to his fellow-man and to society 
cannot really be in harmony with a world-view. It 
has no relationship with the Universe. To found 
an ethical wwld-view on ethics which are only eon- 
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cemed with <mr fellow-man and human aociety is a 
logical impossibility. It is the fault of too narrow a 
conception of ethics that thought has so far been 
unable to present an ethical world-view in a way that 

carries conviction. 
Only when ethics embrace the whole Universe is an 

ethical world-view really possible. And then only 
does it become apparent that the ethical world-view 

is ethical mysticism. 
True ethics are world-wide. All that u ethical 

goes back to a single principle of morality, namely 
the maintenance of life at its highest level, and the 
furtherance of Ufe. The maintenance of one’s own 
life at the highest level by becoming more and more 
perfect in spirit, and the maintenance at the highest 
level of other life by sympathetic, helpful self-devotion 
to it—this is ethics. What we call love is in its essence 
reverence for life. All material and spiritual values 
are values only in so far as they serve the maintenance 
of life at its highest level and the furtherance of 

life- ... . , 
Ethics are boundless in their domain and limitless 

in their demands. They are concerned with all living 

things that come within our sphere. 
In the recognition and manifestation in action of 

our connection with all existences, we beoewne untud 
in active fashion, and in the only possible way open to 
us, with infinite Being. Our self-devotion to Ufe 
with a view to furthering it and maintaining it at its 
highest value constitutes active union with the eternal 
Being, completing the union in thought which 
consists in resignation to what happens in the 

Universe. 
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Our activity is only directed to the Infinite if it is 
actively governed by ethics that are absolute and know 
no limits. Only under the guidance of such ethics is 
our activity comprehensible as giving effect to the 
experience of spiritual union with infinite Being and 
a constant renewal of that experience. 

A true and valuable world-view does not come 
from knowledge of the Universe, but from knowledge 
of the nature and range of ethics. 

• • 

The ethical determination of our will to live goes 
back to the physical fact that our life has sprung from 
other life and allows other life to proceed from it. So 
we cannot rest in a complete state of existence for 
ourselves alone, and we r^use to rest in it because of 
our close relationship with the life from which we 
derive and with that derived from ourselves. Thus 
the most rudimentary ethics as found not only in 
mankind but in the more highly developed animals 
are a giving effect in action to the solidarity with other 

life which is directly related to us. 
But if thought once begins to occupy itself with 

the mysterious fact of ethics, it cannot succeed in 
defining the limits of solidarity with other life. It 
must widen the circle from the narrowest limits of the 
family first to include the clan, then the tribe, then the 
nation and finally all mankirKl. But even when it 
has established the relationship between man and 
every other man it cannot stop. By reason of the 
quite universal idea, which is as elastic as one pleases, 
of participation in a common nature, it is compelled 
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to declare the unity of mankind with all created 
beings. 

The ethic that knows no limits has in common with the 
Upaniahads the knowledge of the Tai /warn ar»--that man 
“ must see himself in ^ beings and see all beings in 
hnnself’’.^ But whereas for ethics this knowledge is estab* 
lished in a direct way and as a motive for action, in the 
Upanishads it is deduced from the doctrine ^t the 
universal Soul is in all individual souls, and therefore it has 
no ethkal, but only a theoretical, signidcance. 

Ethics consist in responsibility towards all that 
lives—responsibility whi(^ has become so wide as to 
be limitless. 

Action directed towards the world is only possible 
for man in so far as he strives for the maintenance and 
furtherance at its highest level of all life that comes 
within his range. In this becoming^one with all Ufe 
he realises the active becoming-one with the Primal 
Source of Being to which this life belongs. 

• • 

There are two kinds of mysticism: the one kind 
resulting from the assumption that the World-Spirit 
artd the spirit of man are identical, and the other of 
ethical origin. 

The mysticism of identity, whether Indian or 
European, is not ethical either in origin or in nature 
and cannot become so. Ethical thoughts can only 
be found in it and developed from it in so far as an 
ethical nature is attributed to the World-Spirit. But 
as soon as thinking even in the very least degree 
leaves the position that the World-Spirit and world 

' Sc* pp. 36«ad 43. 
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events sre an unfathomable secret, that thinking is no 
longer in harmony with reality. 

In measure as the ethical element in Indian 
thought develops and gains recognition, so does that 
thought see itself compelled to attempt the impossible 
task of comprehending its mysticism of identity as 
ethical. But it can no more succeed than did Matter 
Eckhart succeed in making his mysticism become 
ethical. The attempt invariably consists in nothing 
more than adding an ethical element to mysticism by 
means of inadmissible expianstions. 

The mysticism which derives from ethics on the 
other hand is completely in touch whb reality. It 
can reconcile itself to the fact that the World>Sptrit 
and world events remain to us incomprehensible. 
Since it need not make trial of any kind of explanation 
of the Universe, it engages in no conflict with the 
knowledge gained by experience. Whilst the other 
mysticism regards this knowledge with contempt and 
appeals in face of h to an intuitive knowledge of the 
Universe, this ethical mysticism recognises the im> 
portance of that knowledge. It knows that all know* 
ledge grounded in experience only leads deeper and 
deeper into the great mystery that all that is is ^^ilhto- 
Live. 

Ethical mysticism is completely in earnest about 
the " knowing ignorance {doeta ignorantid) talked 
of by mediaeval myttica. Only for ethical mysticism 
this is not, as for the other mysticism, something 
alongside and above the knowledge drawn from ex* 
perience, but it what resulu from that knowledge. 

The enlightened ignorance of ethical mysticism is 
ignorance in so far as it admits how absolutely 
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mysterious and unfathomable are the world and life. 
It is knowled^ in so far as it does know the one 
thing which we can and must know in the sphere 
of this mystery, namely, that all Being is life, and 
that in loving self-devotion to other life we realise our 
spiritual union with infinite Being. 

Ethical mysticism humbly leaves unanswered the 
question in what manner the World<Spirit exists 
within the poor human spirit and in it attains to con¬ 
sciousness of itself. It holds only to the fact that the 
poor human spirit, by leaving behind its existence for 
itself alone, in the devotion of service to other life 
experiences union with the World-Spirit and thereby 
becomes enriched and finds peace. 

In the mysticism derived from ethics man possesses 
directly and inalienably a world-view in which all the 
ideals of true humanity are firmly grounded, and from 
this at the same time he draws the most profound 
spirituality and the strongest incentive to activity. 

The fact that the world-view of ethical world and 
life affirmation must be based, not on knowledge of 
the Universe, but on ethics, began to be realised even 
in the 18th century. In Kant it is already so far 
established that he tries to prove his worid-view by 
premisses which go beyond the knowledge gained by 
experience, namely by ethics, as being the funda- 
mental fact of spiritual and mental life. Thought 
arrives at the end of the path pointed by the recogni¬ 
tion of this truth, if it understands ethics as self- 
devotion to all life, and if it recognises that the 
mysticism which results from limitless ethics contains in 

* world-view of ethical world and life affirmation 
which is independent of all knowledge of the Universe. 
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The more ethical Indian thought becomes, the less 
can it remain satisfied with ethical interfwetations of a 
mysticism which is non-ethical. The need of mysti¬ 
cism which is really intrinsically ethical will make 
itself felt with ever-increasing force. 

From the attempts, so barren of results, to com¬ 
bine knowledge of the Universe and ethics into a 
single world-view, the thought of mankind must ad- 
vance to a position where it derives world-view from 
ethics. 
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